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foreword

Concern with certification of the media professional has a long
history. The present development of certification standards can be
traced to the early 1930s when Charles F. Hoban, then Pennsylvania's
Director of Visual Education in the State Department of Public Instruc-
tion, was instrumental in obtaining state legislation that required
students in teacher education programs to acquire some media competence.
Later, California enacted a similar requirement. The large scale intro-
duction of media and technology into education following World War II
greatly increased the concern with the quality of preparation and per-
formance of the educators involved. The educational utilization of
media and technology beoan to bc recognized as an area of special
expertise. In the view of many in education, the specialty in media
and technology holds the most hope for the future of American education.

Much the language in this latest contribution to the develop-
ment of car..ification practices reflects the turmoil in terminology
that has exiszecl for some time in this professional field. The "field"

has been fc.rming in part from the coming together of school librarian-
ship and audiovisual specialtias into an emerging general educational
specialty. Efforts have been made over the last two decades to des-
cribe and define the field. The "joint standards" (Standards for
School Media Programs, published in 1969; the revision, Media Programs:
District and School, published in 1974) developed through the coopera-
tion of the "library" and "audiovisual" communities demonstrate that
some agreement is possible. The most recent revision uses the terms
media professional and media specialist. These terms are not univer-
sal or consistently used in thii states at the present time. Consider-
able variation is found in the state certification documents.

It is the hope of the Association for Educational Communications
and Technology that the move toward a common language will continue.
The user of this book is urged to help us with progress in that area.
While efforts of many professionals in our field are reflected in this
document, a special debt cf gratitude is owed to William F. Grady and
Minaruth Galey for organizing this current work.

Howard Hitchens
Executive Director, AECT
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introduction

The function of certification in educational media
is to ensure selection of persons who are fully
qualified to initiate, implement, and direct a
media program in the elementary and secondary
schools. The availability of media and technology
have attracted a large number of people whose
media skills and experiences range from those
the talented amateur, to the skilled enthusiast,
to the professional employee in education. C--

tification is the means of reliably identifylr
those persons who have the academic preparatio'
knowledge, and competencies to function as edu-
cational media specialists.

The AECT Certification Model was originally
published in the November 1974 issue of Audiovisual
Instruction and included the full report of the
National Certification Task Force. The Model
presented in this publication has been refined
through the efforts of members of the original
task force and the current certification committee
chairperson. This document is directed to the
needs of the following five publics:

1. Educational media specialists;

2. Emplr'yers o-.7 educational media specialists;

3. Educators who teach educational media
specialists;

4. Agencies that certify educational media
specialists;

5. Accrediting associations that approve pro-
grams preparing educational media specialists.

The concerns of these publics vary.

First, educational media specialists must have a
clear view and understanding of their responsi-
bilities and areas of activity if they are to
achieve the purposes of the educational media
program. This document provides a strong foun-
dation for specifying the appropriate activities
and competencies for the educational media
specialists in (1) media management, (2) media
product development, and (3) instructional program
development.

Second, employers of educational media specialists
(superintendents, for example) may not be fully
prepared in the field of educational technology
and therefore look for guidance in identifying the
workers who are qualified as educational media
specialists. This document provides assistance
to this end. In addition, the model identifies
job descriptions, assignments, and roles that are
realistic.
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Third, those who teach aspiring educational media
specialists need a clear statement of the competen-
cies required of the students. The achievement of
these competencies is the goal of the professional
preparation program. With competencies clearly
defined, the design of an appropriate set of
learning activities is more readily accomplished.

The AECT Model provides a firm basis for the
selection of learning activities designed to prepare
the professional educational media specialist.

Fourth, those responsible for certifying educa-
tional media specialists require a realistic
statement of the characteristics of the qualified
candidate. The ideal statement is appropriate
for use by state agencies whether the issuance of
a certificate is based on competencies, on program
approval, or on transcript analysis. The standards
for state certification can be designed with
relative ease from the AECT model with stated com-
petencies in media management, media product
development, and instructional program development.

Fifth, accrediting associations utilizing
evaluation guidelines for approving programs
that prepare educational media specialists can
employ this model as the basis for their evalua-
tions. The model specifies competencies that should
be produced b programs that prepare educational
media specialists. The credentials of the faculty,
the learning experiences of the students in the
programs, and the procedures for advising, as well
as the facilities and instructional resources,
are best examined and evaluated in reference to
what graduates should be capable of doing as a
result of the orofessional preparation program.

This document was developed in response to
professional needs. It is provided in the hope
and expectation of serving those needs for all
educators concerned with the effective utilization
of instructional resources.

This new publication is intended to increase the
availability of the Model. It is of special
interest here that the AECT Certification Model
published in 1974 has already been widely imple-
mented as evidenced by the results of the 1976
nationwide survey of certification. The results
of that survey are reported in Chapter III.

Minaruth Galey, Chairperson
Certification Committee



the model

The Certification Model lists more competencies
than any one media specialist can be expected to
achieve. Nevertheless, every professional media
specialist can be expected to acquire some com-
petencies in all three areas of responsibility and
in each type of function, even though an individual
may have emphasized one particular area in his or

her preparation program or on the job.

The form of the Certification Model presented
here is a summary of AECT's Certification Model
first published in the November 1974 issue of
Audiovisual Instruction. That very detailed model

was a result of the report developed by the Nat-

ional Task Force on Certification.

In 1975, Bergeson and Grady conducted a survey
of reactions to the model and its implementation.
Results indicated that the model had been widely
disseminated and several states were in the process
of revising their state certification programs.
However, results also indicated a need for a shorter
version of the model that would subsume some of
the detail under more general categories. A 1976
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survey conducted by Galey, chairperson of AECT's
Certification Committee, and open hearings held
at the AECT national convention in 1977 confirmed
the need for a presentation format that would make
the Certification Model easier to work with on a
day-to-day basis.

It was to this end that the model presented in
this chapter was developed. It is based on a field
test involving reactions from 80 persons across
the country (Personnel in state departments of
education, faculty in colleges of education, and
practitioners in the field), the results of two
open hearings on certification, and the editorial
work of a panel of three writers.

As mentioned earlier, the Certification Model is
intended to serve several different publics. Since

the shorter version will not adequately meet the
needs of all those concerned with certification,
the full model is also included (Appendix, page 25).

The detailed task lists of the 1974 version are
particularly useful to those who are designing
programs of study to prepare educational media

specialists.



MODEL FOR CERTIFICATION OF EDUCATIONAL MEDIA SPECIALISTS

.MEDIA MANAGEMFNT COMPETENCIES

Organization Management Function

Set goals for the media program

Organize and reorganize organizational

structure to meet gdals

Plan IMC operation for coming. year

Coordinate facilities planning

Plan management program/projects

Initiate agency-funded projects

Formulate policy for procedure and

equipment changes for the media

program

Monitor and change operation of the

media program

Administer INC

Administer/direct project

Administer media program

Design financial structure

Prepare annual budget

Supervise cooperative purchasing

Purchase instructional materials

Personnel Management Function

Staff projects

Staff media program

Conduct in-service training of new

staff on general office procedures

Set up in-service workshops

Improve communications among personnel

in the IMC

Supervise personnel in the media

program

Supervise various subunits

Supervise student workers

Rate and evaluate personnel

Research-Theory Function

Conceptualize theoretical management

models

Conduct management research project

Analyze management research data

Improve standards of management

research projects

Perform feasibility studies on new

equipment

Conduct surveys of media usage

AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY

,MEDIA PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT COMPETENCIES .

Organization Management Function

Personnel Management Function

Research-Theory Function

Conceptualize theoretical production

models

Conduct product research project

Analyze product resE rch data

improe standards of product research

projects

Research learning strategies for media

products

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAP

DEVELOPMENT COMPETENCIES

Organization Management Function

Initiate agency-funded development rnject

Plan development programs/projects

Personnel Management Function

Staff instructional development projects

Research-Theory Function

Conceptualize theoretical development

models

Conduct program development research

projects

Analyze program development research data

Improve standards of program research

projects

Research learning strategies for media

programs



MEDIA MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIES

Design Function

Plan equipment systems

Production Function

Evaluation-Selection Function

Evaluate holdings of instructional

materials

Manage selection procedures

Provide for evaluation of media

materials and procedures
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INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

MEDIA PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT COMPETENCIES DEVELOPMENT COMPETENCIES

Design Function

Skil'ed in designing instructional

materials for courses

Skilled in designing programed

instruction materials

Design materials for in-service\

workshops

Write units for in-service worksho's

Develop instructional packages' for

individualized instructi:;7i

Production Function

Coordinate photography on location

Coordinate producing visuals for

presentation

Prepare materials for TV

Produce/direct motion pictures and TV

Coordinate production of audiotapes

Coordinate production of slide

presentations

Coordinate prodUction of sound

strip

Coordinate production of materials

for course

Coordinate mass production of course

materials

Improve production standards

Write computer programs for CAI

Coordinate production of TV programs

Evaluation-Selection Function

Plan product evaluation

Evaluate quality of production

Perform research on effectiveness of

media and programs

Conduct research on effective media

utilization techniques

Design Function

Coordinite design of in-service activities

Develop teachers' guide for instructional

materials

Coordinate desion of automated presen-

tations

Improve instruction through systems

approach

Design new facilities far programs

Design instructional spaces

'Production Function

Evaluation-Selection Function

Plan and focus program project

evaluations

Develop evaluation models and techniques

Collect, process, analyze, and interpret

evaluation data

Lead inpreviewiny and selecting

instructional materials

Lead in evaluating instructional

materials

Operate pilot projects for prototype

instructional materials



MEDIA MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIES

Support-Supply Function

Improve acquisition procedures for

instructional materials

Improve cataloging procedures

Catalog materials

Improve distribution systems

Locate curriculum materials

Utilization

Monitor individualized instruction/

self-instructional media projects

Monitor instructional facilities

Help in instructional materials

utilization

Orient students to use of media

materials

Utilization-Dissemination Function

Maintain professional status/keep up

in the field

Report to management

Provide information on IMC

Explain special instructional projects

to visitors

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

MEDI" PRODUCT DEFLOPMFNT COMPETENCIES DEV.WPMENT COMPETENCIES

Suppor:SupplyFunction

Utilization

1.!tilization-DiscHrotion Function

Maintain profes<:: Htus/keep up

in the fielc

Report to mara?

Advise product :miners on education

market

Teach product devpinnment course

Sunpnrt:Supply Function

'ization

p students and teachers identify

learning interests and select

objectives

Help students and teachers select

learning activities to meet

objectives

Help students and teachers prepare to

use learning activities

Help teachers follow up student work on

learning activities

Help students and teachers to use

reading,listening, and viewing

experiences

Arrange media presentations for large

student groups

Act as resource for individual/group

directed learning activities

Facilitate group learning process

Facilitate tutoring of individual

students with learning difficulties

Utilization-Dissemination Function

Maintain professional status/keep up

in the field

Report to management

Develop dissemination strategies for

teacher preparation project

Consult on media use and design

Promote increased use of instructional

media

Inform teachers on media

Consult with teachers regarding

teaching behavior

Facilitate fullest use of program

resources

Assist content specialist in developing

materials

Teach media courses

Help teachers improve their teaching

skills
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certification

OF AUDIOVISUAL, EDUCATIONAL MEDIA, AND LIBRARY

NATICNWIDE STATUS REPORT

This report is developed from a series of four
nationwide studies (1968, 1970, 1972, 1976) con-
cerning certification of educational communications
and technology personnel. It contains a summary
of the data presented in the first three studies
and introduces the findings from the 1976 nation-
wide survey.'

Historical Background

Standards for the certification of audiovisual
personnel were established by the Association for
Educational Communications and Technology (then
DAVI,2 hereinafter referred to as AECT) in a
document entitled Guidelines for the Certification
of AV Personnel published in November 1969. The

Certification Committee of the PEMS Commission had
concentrated its major effort since the 1968 AECT
Convention in Houston, Texas toward developing
these guidelines. The document was presented to
the Delegate Assembly at the 1969 AECT Convention
in Portland, Oregon; further revised by William R.
Fulton; and accepted by the Executive Committee,
AECT Board of Directors, in November 1969.

The Certification Committee at the 1969 AECT
Convention in Portland decided, in order to pro-
vide a historical touchstone regarding certification
for audiovisual personnel, to conduct a nationwide
survey of certification programs fot audiovisual
personnel in existence in the various states at
the time the Guidelines for Certification of AV
Personnel was published. The survey was conducted
and then reported to the AECT Convention in Detroit
in April 1970.

At the 1971 AECT Convention in Philadelphia, the
Certification Committee decided to conduct another
nationwide survey on the same topic--certification
for audiovisual personnel in the United States.
The results were reported to the 1972 AECT Con-
vention in Minneapolis, Minnesota, as the second
nationwide status report.

In each nationwide study, the investigation was
designed to identify and provide information con-
cerning Certification in those states:

1. That currently have a certification program

'Conducted by the AECT Certification Committee,
William F. Grady and Minaruth Galey (Investigators).
Members of the Certification Committee were: Clarence
O. Bergeson, James W. Brown, Barbara Carson, John
Childs, W. Edwin Erickson, Charles B. Kiasek, Bruce
McLaren, Al Nicosia, V. B. Rasmusen, Juanita Skelton,
Walter Taranko, Marion W. Taylor, and Al Twiddy.

. =Department of Audiovisual Instruction.

PERSONNEL

in effect for AV personnel.

2. That do not currently have a certification
program in effect for AV personnel.

3. In which no plans are being made for the
certification program for AV personnel at this time.

4. In which plans are being made for certifica-
tion programs for AV personnel that will become
effective within the nest one to three years.

For these studies, a single-page questionnaire
was developed and mailed with a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to each person listed on AECT's
Roster of Chief State School Audiovisual Officers.
One hundred percent of the questionnaires were
marked and returned or the data was transmitted
via telephone.

The 1976 questionnaire included not only the
terminology "audiovisual personnel" but also
"educational media" and "library personnel." This
change in terminology reflects the emergence of
professional preparation in the combined areas of
audiovisual and library science reported in 1972.
With this change, it was anticipated that the
investigators could collect the appropriate data.

The 1968 Study

A nationwide survey conducted by William F.
Grady in 1968 showed seven states with a certifica-
tion program for audiovisual personnel. Those
states were Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota, North Caro-
lina, Pennsylvania, Utah, and Wisconsin.

In 1968, there were 10 sates that indicated
they were working on a certification program for
audiovisual personnel and hoped to have it estab-
lished in one to three years. Those 10 states
were Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Hawaii, Idaho,
Nebraska, Ohio, Oklahoma, Vermont, and Washington.

The 1970 Study

By 1970, 14 states indicated they had certifica-
tion programs for audiovisual personnel. Those
states were Connecticut, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa,
Minnesota, Montana, New York, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Utah,
and Wisconsin.

In 1970, there were 22 states that indicated
they were working on a certification program for
audiovisual personnel and hoped to have it estab-
lished in one to three years. Those states were
Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, District of
Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois,
Kansas, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, New Hampshire,



New Mexico, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Dakota,
Texas, Vermont, Washington, and West Virginia.

The 1972 Study

By 1972, there were 22 states indicating they had
certification programs for audiovisual personnel.
These states were Arkansas, Connecticut, Florid..,
Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Massachu-
setts, Minnesota, New York, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

Nineteen states indicated they were working on
certification and hoped to have a program in one
to three years. Those states were Alabama, Arizona,
Colorado, District of Columbia, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Mississippi, New Hamp-
shire, New Mexico, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, and West
Virginia.

There were 10 states that did not have certifica-
tion programs anc were not working toward adoption
of such at that time. Those states were Alaska,
California, Delaware, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, and New Jersey.

Seven states indicated that professional prepara-
tion in the combined areas of audiovisual and
library science ves either required or strongly
recommended. Those states were Florida, Illinois,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota,
and Texas.

The 1976 Study

Because of the emergence in 1972 of combined
preparation in print and nonprint areas and an
apparent change in the terminology being used
for certificates, the investigators in 1976 decided
to include "educational media personnel" and
"library personnel" as terms in the nationwide
survey instrument. It was thought that from the
use of these terms, in addition to the term "audio-
visual personnel" used in the 1968, 1970, and 1972
studies, appropriate data could be collected from
which a more accurate report could be compiled.

In 19763 there were eight states indicating they
had a total of eleven certificates for AV personnel.
These certificates did not include provisional
or temporary certificates. These states were
Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, North Dakota, Okla-
homa, Vermont, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

There were 24 states that provided 39 certificates
for educational or instructional media personnel,
not including temporary or provisional certificates.
These states were Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado,
Florida, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Penn-
sylvania, Utah, and Vermont.

Two states, Missouri and Texas, used the title
"learning resources personnel" on their certificates.

There were 34 states that provided a total of 54
certificates for school librarians, not including
temporary or 2rovisional certificates. These
states were Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas,
California, Connecticut, District of Columbia,
Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, New Mexico, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Vermont,
Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
The titles of some certificates indicated a com-
bined preparation. Maryland and North Dakota pro-
vided four certificates for AV-library personnel.
Massachusetts provided one certificate for AV-
media personnel.

Nine states provided eighteen certificates for
personnel in media/library or library/media or
library/learning resources. Those states were
Delaware, Georgia, Iowa, Kentucky, Mississippi,
Nevada, New York, Washington, and Wisconsin.

3The authors express their appreciation to G.
Gardner Snow of Brigham Young University for his
assistance in obtaining information from all 50
states.

TABLE 1

CURRENT AND PROJECTED STATUS OF CERTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL
IN EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATION AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE SEVERAL STATES

States

Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Connecticut

Delaware

Certification Programs
Effective Now

Media, Library

Plans Are Being Made
To Require Certification
in 1-3 Years

Revision
in Process

yes

Library

Library

Media, Library

Library

Media

Library

Library/Media
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PLANS ARE BEING MADE

CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS 10 REQUIRE CERTIFICATION REVISION

STATES EFFECTIVE NOW IN 1-3 YEARS IN PROCESS

District of
Columbia Library for Media

Florida Media

Georgia Library/Media

Hawaii Media, Library

Idaho Media, Library

Illinois Audiovisual, Media,
Library

Indiana

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky

Audiovisual, School
Media, Library

Media, Library, Library/
Learning Resources

Library for Media ye!:

Media, Library,
Media/Library

Louisiana Materials, Library

Maine Library for Media/Library

Maryland Media, Library

Massachusetts AV/Media, Library yes

Michigan Library

Minnesota Audiovisual, Media,
Library

Mississippi School Media

Missouri Media, Library,
Learning Resources

Montana Library for Media

Nebraska Media

Nevada Library/Media

New Hampshire Media

New Jersey Media

New Mexico Library

New York School Media

North Carolina Media

North Dakota Audiovisual, Library,
Media, Library/AV

Ohio Media

Oklahoma Library, Media yes

Oregon Media

Pennsylvania Media, Library
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STATES

Rhode Island'

South Carolina

South Dakota

CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS
EFFECTIVE NOW

PLANS ARE BEING MADE
TO REQUIRE CERTIFICATION REVISION
IN 1-3 YEARS IN PROCESS

Library

Library for Media

Library for Media

Tennessee Library

Texas Learning Resources

Utah Media

Vermont Audiovisual, Media,
Library

Virginia Library for Media

Washington Library/Media yes

West Virginia Library for Media/Library

Wisconsin Audiovisual, Library yes

Wyoming Audiovisual, Library

'Rhode Island had no plans to require certification in Media.

Note: Since no states reported No Certification Program Effective Now in the 1976
survey, that clum- heading--which appeared in similar tables in previous Certification
reports--is not cluded in this table.

A comparison of the titles of the certificates with the preparation requirements
revealed a wide variation. For example, it is possible to obtain a Library/Media
certificate with preparation only in librarianship. Table 2 summarizes the data
on the preparation requirements and the titles of the certificates.

SUMMARY OF PREPARATION REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATES

TABLE 2

TITLE OF
CERTIFICATE

TCTAL NO. OF
CERTIFICATES

NO. OF
CERTIFICATES
W/NO LIBR REQ

NO. OF
CERTIFICATES

W/LIBR &
MED REQ

NO. OF
CERTIFICATES

w/NO

MEDIA REQ

NO. OF
CERTIFICATES
W/NO SPECIFIED
REQUIREMENT

Audiovisual
Personnel 11 6 3 0 2

Library
Personnel 54 0 8 32 14

Ed. t.",edia

Personnel 39 9 20 0 10

Learning
Resources
Personnel 2 0

AV Library
Personnel 4 0 3

AV Media
Personnel 1 0 0 0

Media/Library
Personnel 17 0 12 2 3

Totals 128 15 34 33

Table 3 (page Ib ) presents the characteristics of the currently existing state
certification programs for educational communications and technology personnel.
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Findings, Summary, and Conclusions

In every state there is certification for personnel
who work in some aspect of educational communication
and technology. These certificates may be entitled
"audiovisual," "educational media," "library,"
"learning resources," or some combination of these
terms.

Of the 39 available library certificates that
specify requirements, 32 (82%) have no media require-
ments. Seven (18) have media design and production
requiremerts. Of the 29 available certificates for
educatipmA media personnel that specify requirements,
nine (31%) have no library requirements. Twenty (69%)
have both library and media requirements. Of the 17
certificates with combination titles that specify
requirements, 14 (82%) have some preparation in both
library and media. Certificates for personnel with
the title "learning resources" have requirements in
both library and media.

Of the 24 educational media certificates that
require teaching experience as a verequisitE for
the issuance of an educational media certificate,
nine (38) require less than one year of teaching
experience, and student teaching is usually the
e.perience designated. The remaining 62% require one
year or more with one certificate requiring one
year, four requiring two years, nine requiring
three years, and one requiring five years.

Of the 29 library certificates that require
teaching experience as a prerequisite for the
issuance of a librarian certificate, 22 (76%)
reouire less than one year of experience and
student teaching is usually the experience desig-
nated. The remaining 24% require one year or more
with four certificates requiring three years, one
requiring four years, and tlio reauiring five years.
Those that require more than one year of experience
are usually supervisory, advanced, professional,
or director types of certificates.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the 1976
survey:

1. Certification continues to be an issue of
concern in a majority of the states.

2. Certificates for educational media specialists
typically identify workers with competencies in
the three areas of media management, media product
development, and instructional program development.

3. While certificates with combination titles
reflect professional preparation in both library
and educational media, at this time the preparation
in library is considerably more extensive than
preparation in educational media.

4. Certificates for librarians typically identify
workers as specialists with competencies in media
management inasmuch as 82% of the certificates
require no media product or program development
competencies.

5. It appears that educational media specialists
and librarians are different kinds of workers.
Librarians have specialized competencies concen-
trated in media management, in terms of the AECT
Certification Model, and educational media personnel
are in media product development, instructional
program development, and media management.
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6. An analysis of the professional preparation
requirements listed in the educational media
certification documents that specify library science
competencies reveals that the majority of those
competencies are in the areas of selection, utili-
zation, evaluation, classification, and cataloging
of learning resources at the minimal entry level.

7. An analysis of the professional preparation
requirements listed in those seven library certi-
fication documents that specify educational media
competencies reveals that the competencies are in
the areas of media design, production, and utili-
zation at the minimal entry level.

8. Based on the years of teaching experience
required for an educational media certificate
(62% require one or more years in the classroom),
it ap7ears that the role of the educational me,'!.ia
specialist continues to be directly related to
'netructional support and classroom instructional
activities.

1.



TABLE 3

CHARACTERISTICS OF STATE CERTIFICATION PROP,AMS FOR

EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY PERSONNEL

STATE NAME OF CERTIFICATE DEGREE

CERTIFICATE

REQUIRED

EXPERIENCE

(YEARS)

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

EDUCATIONAL

MEDIA

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

LIBRARY

SCIENCE

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

RELATED

AREAS

Alabama Class B Elementary-Secondary

Professional Certificate

Educational Media

Library Science
.Bacc.

Bacc.

iteacher

teacher
Majnr. 24 sh

Major, 24 sh

Institutional

recommendation

86

Alaska Type A, Regular Certificate

School Librarian
'Bacc.

Type C, Special Services

Certificate, Library Bacc.

teacher

1.

Arizona School Librarian (K-12) LEN

(Library eneorsement)
I

teacher
18 sh

Arkansas Media Specialist (K.12) ;Bacc.

Librarian (K-12) ;Bacc.

teacher student teaching

teacher student teaching

12 sh

18 sh

California 1Library Services Credential

School Librarian Bacc.

4 sh supervised

teacher field experience

,

24 sh

Colorado Educational Media Specialist Masters or

higher

teacher 3 yrs teaching

and/or school

media experience

combined

Connecticut Special Subject or Field Library

Endorsement
Bacc. teacher

18 sh 17 sh

Delaware Library/Media Specialist

Standard Certificate
Bacc.

teacher (or 15 sh

in Education)

practicum

experience

Teacher Education

program in LS or

Masters in School

Librarianship or

2; sh and 6 sh

or 1 yr

, 6 sh

1



TABLE 3 (Continued)

STATE

,District of

1Columbia

'Florida

NAME OF CERTIFICATE

School Librarian

Senior

Elementary

Junior

DEGREE

CERTIFICATE

REQUIRED

EXPERIENCE

(YEARS)

NUMBER OF I NUMBEk OF

HOURS IN MOM IN

EDUCATIONAL LIBRARY

MEDIA SCIENCE

NUMBER OF I

HOURS IN

RELATED

AREAS

MLS teacher

BA teacher

BA

Vocational
MLS

teacher

teacher

practice teaching

practice teaching

practice teachin

Masters

18 sh

18 sh

practice teaching
Masters

Educational Media Specialist (K-12)

Georgia
Associate Library Media Specialist

7-5 Career Library Media Specialist

Hawaii School Library Specialist

Basic Specialist ,

Professional Specialist

Media Specialist

Basic Specialist

Bacc.

Bacc. "teacher

Masters teacher

Bacc.

Bacc. + 30 sh

Bacc.

Professional Specialist
3acc. + 30 sh

Idaho
Educational Media Generalist (Bacc.

School Librarian
Bacc.

Illinois
Instructional Media Specialist

!Bacc.

lBacc.
School Librarian

Audiovisual Coordinator

Media Specialist

School Library Specialist

Bacc.

Bacc.

continued next page)

24 sh combined

120 qh.

25 qh combined
IC gh

student teaching

or 1 zr ;9 sh sh 18 sh

student teaching

or 1 yr

9 sh j21 :h 24 sh

student teaching 21 sh

or I yr

9 sh 18 sh

student teaching

or I yr

21 sh 9 sh 24 sh

teacher

teacher

24 sh

15 sh

6 sh

teacher

teacher

stbdent teachin2 12 sh (AV)

student teaching

15 sh

18 sh

teacher J student teaching l8 sh (AV)

teacher or stan-

dard siLecial w/ !

media endorsement student teaching

teacher or stan-

dard special w/

school librarian

endorsement J student teaching

32 sh combined

32 sh



STATE 'NAME CF CERTIFICATE

Illinois Audiovisual Specialist

(Cont'd)

TABLE 3 (Continued)

CERTIFICATE EXPERIENCE

DEGREE REQUIRED (YEARS)

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

EDUCATIONAL

MEDIA

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

LIBRARY

SCIENCE

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

RELATED

AREAS

Media Supervisor or Director

Bacc, teacher or stan-

dard AV special

endorsement

Bacc. supervisory or

standard special

w/media or gen-

eral endorsement

Indiana' School Media Services

Basic Bacc.

32 sh combined

Professional

Audiovisual Services

Basic

Professional

Instructional Supervision in

School Media Services

Basic

1_Bacc.

basic

basic

35 UG sh combined

6G sh

24 UG sh combined

1"6 UG sh, 6 G sh

Bacc. teacher

Professional basic 3 yrs

advanced combined 15 G sh

Library Suvices

Basic Bacc.
24 UG sh

Professional basic 6 UG sh

6 G sh (AV)

Iowa School Librarian

Director, Library Services

Library/Learning Resources

Specialist

Bacc. teacher student teaching

Masters teacher

Masters

Educational Media Specialist

Teacher-Librarian

Masters teacher major .

120 sh

6 sh

Kansas

11

Secondary School Librarian

fewer than 500

more than 500

Elementary School Librarian

teacher

teacher

teacher

15 sh combined

24 sh combined

15 sh combined



TABLE 3 (Continued)

STATE NAME OF CERTIFICATE DEGREE

CERTIFICATE

REQUIRED

EXPERIENCE

(YEARS)

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

EDUCATIONAL

MEDIA

T NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

'LIBRARY

SCIENCE

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

RELATED

AREAS

Kentucky
School Media Librarian

provisional

1 School Media Specialist

standard.

Media Supervisor

Bacc.

Masters

60 G sh

(with Masters)

provisional SML

standard SMS 3 yrs

30 sh combined

15-21 sh combined

6-9 sh combined

47 sh-

6-15 sh

12 sh

Louisiana School Library Service

Supervisor of School Libraries

Supervisor of Parish or City

Materials and/or Media Centers

1 Masters

Advanced

degree j

teacher's

, Type A 5yrs, library

Type A 5 yrs 12 G sh

18 sh

18 UG sh, 12 G s
,

Maine
School Librarian

Provisional

Professional
,

-i:o

J

Bacc, in

school library

r teachers

certificate

Bac6,+ 30 sh 4 yrs

.

,
18 UG sh

Maryland

(competency

based)

Ed Media (AV/Library},

AssOciate Level I

Generalist Level II

Bacc.

Masters or

36 G sh

practicum

practicum

1

Ed Media Specialist in Level II

Ed Media (AV/Library)

Administrator Level III

Librarian

Elementar,

,

Secondary

Secondary-Elementary

Elementary-Secondary'

(continued next page)

'Masters or

36 C sh

Masters in

Ed Media +

15 G sh

Bacc. + 18 sh

Bacc. + 18 sh

Bacc. + 24 sh

Bacc. + 24 sh

Generalist

Level II

teacher

teacher

sec school

librarian

elem school

librarian

_practicum

3 yrs media

experience

supervised ob-

servation in

school libraryor

student teaching

supervised ob-

servation in

school libraryor

student teaching

12 sh

12 sh:

6 sh

6 sh

2
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TABLE 3 (Continued

STATE NAME OF CERTIFICATE DEGREE

Maryland Supervisor of School Libraries MLS

(Cont'd)

CERTIFICATE

REQUIRED

elem or sec

school librarian

EXPERIENCE

(YEARS)

3 yrs school

library

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

EDUCATIONAL

MEDIA

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

LIBRARY

SCIENCE

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

RELATED

AREAS

Massachu-

setts

AV Media Specialist

School Librarian

Bacc. + 30 sh teacher

Bacc. + 18 sh

combined

12 sh

Michigan School Librarian
Bacc. + 20 sh teacher

Minnesota Director of A/V Education Bacc. , teacher 2 yrs teaching : 10 sh

Coordinator of A/V Education
teacher

Librarian

Media Generalist Bacc.

Media Supervisor ! Masters

teacher

teacher L 2 yrs teaching ; 36 ph

minor

media generalist 3 yrs media combined

Mississippi School Media Specialist Librarian

r.

Class AAAA 1 Doctorate

Class AAA Masters +

j 45 sh

Masters.

Bacc.

Class AA

Class A

Class A Permit

Class AAA i

combined major

Class AA

3 yrs media

specialist libr combined

Class A
combined

30 sh combined

Bacc.
12 sh combined

Missouri Learning Resources Director Masters

Instructional Media Tv:inologist Bacc.

School Librarian Bacc.

elem or sec tea 2 yrs as media/

cher, instruc- E librarian

tional media

technologist

school librarian

elem or sec

teacher

elem or sec

teacher

18 UG or G sh

18 G or UG sh

Montana School Librarian

Nebraska Educational Media Specialist



TA3LE 3 (Continued)

STATE NAME OF CERTIFICATE

Nevada Teacher Library Media Specialist

OE0REE

CERTIFICATE

REQUIRED

EXPERIENCE

(YEARS)

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

EDUCATIONAL

MEDIA

NUMBER OF NUMBER OF

HOURS IN HOURS IN

LIBRARY RELATED

SCIENCE AREAS

Library Media Specialist

Bacc. teacher

Professional Library Media

Specialist

Sam or

teacher libra-

ry/media + 8 sh

in libr media

library media

Masters Specialist

20 sh combined

combined

combined

New

Hampshire

Media Generalist

Media Educational Associate

Media Supervisor

Bacc.

:2 years

Masters 3 yrs media

combined

combined

New Jersey Associate Edu:ational Media

Specialist

Educational Media Specialist

I3acc. teacher

Masters Iteacher

1

1 yr teaching

or media

18 sh combined

30 G sh combined

New Mexico Elementary Librarian

Secondary Librarian

All-level Librarian

lem teacher
18 sh

sec teacher

lem/sec teacher

18 sh

2sh

New York kchool Media Specialist (library)

Provisional

Permanent

' School Media Specialist

(Ed Communications)

Provisional

Permanent

North

Carolina

Media Coordinator

Bacc.

Bacc. + 30 sh

IBacc.

Media Specialist

:c. + 30 sh

practicum

practicum

36 sh combined

36 sh combined

practicum

practicum

36 sh combined

12 sh

12 sh

12 sh

36 sh combined 12 sh

Masters

Sixth Year

combined--competency-based

combined--competency-based

North

Dakota

Library only Bacc. eacher

Audiovisual only Bacc. teacher

(continued next page)

2

classroom teach-

ing recommended

classroom teach-

ing recommended

16 sh minor

12 sh combined



TABLE 3 (Continued)

STATE

North

Dakota

(cont'd)

NAME OF CERTIFICATE DEGREE

CERTIFICATE EXPERIENL

REQUIRED (YEARS)

NUMBER OF NUMBER OF

HOURS IN HOURS IN

EDUCATIONAL LIBRARY

MEDIA SCIENCE

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

RELATED

AREAS

Library/Audiovisual Combination Bacc. teacher ;classroom teach-

ing recommended

Media Director Masters 'teacher, library/ classroom teach-

AV combination ing recommended

4--

Ohio Educational Media Bacc.

Educational Media

Elementary School only Bacc.

teacher 'student teaching

practicum

10 sh 16 sh

12 sh

30 sh combined

elem teacher 20 sh combined

Oklahoma Professional School Librarian Masters

Librarian (public school)

Standard Certificate

Provisional Bacc.

teacher

Temporary

j3 years

teacher years

Audio Visual Specialist

Standard Bacc.

Provisional

Temoorary

teacher

18 sh 15 sh

Bacc.

18 sh 12 sh

15 G sh combined

teacher 10 G sh combined

Bacc. tearher 8 G sh combined

Oregon Basic Educational Media Bacc.

,Standard Educational Media Masters or

Bacc. + 45 qh basic 2 yrs teaching

21 qh

Pennsyl- Library Science (K-12)

vania

Bacc.

Elementary Library Science (K-8) Bacc.

Instructional Media Specialist Bacc. +

teacher practicum in lib-

rary & classroom..,.

practicum with

children

perm teacher 2 yrs teaching

Rhode

Island

Library Scie%e

Provisional

Professional .

Bacc. practice teaching

(2+ yrs in class-

room)

Bacc. + 36 sh

or Masters

3 yrs library

18 sh

24 G sh

18 sh



TABLE 3 (Continued)

NAME OF CERTIFICATE DEGREE

CERTIFICATE

REQUIRED

EXPERIENCE

(YEARS)

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

EDUCATIONAL

MEDIA

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

- LIBRARY

SCIENCE

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

RELATED

AREAS

Teaching Librarian

School Librarian

Bacc,

Bacc.

(Nat'l Tchrs Exai

(Nat'l Tchrs Exani

18 sh

24 sh

18 sh

18 sh 1

School Librarian Bacc. teacher major

School Librarian Bacc. teacher 27 qh

Learning Resources Specialist

Professional

Endorsement

FBac.*:.

Bacc.

teacher

teacher

3 yrs teaching

practicum

1 9 UG sh, 27 G sh combined

21 sh combined

Instructional Media

Basic Professional

Professional

Bacc.

Masters or

55 qh

teacher

teacher t yrs as educator

incl 1 yr media

.

L

Media Generalist

Library Specialist

Audiovisual Specialist

Media Paraprofessional

Masters or

5th rear

State Board

teacher

teacher

teacher

Policy pp. 93-94

c yrs required,

eachingyreferred

1

competencies

competencies +

15 sh

competencies +

15 sh
-;

Library. Science practicum 18 sh

Library Media Specialist teacher consortium-based

School Librarian student teaching 21 sh

Audio-Visual Director

AV Building Coordinator

Librarian

School Library Supervisor

Bacc.

Bacc.

Masters +

3 courses

teacher

teacher

teacher

3 ,zrs teaching

student teaching

5 yrs library

12 sh

5 sh

22 sh combined

J 3 sh



SLATE NAME OF CERTIFICATE

Wyoming Audiovisual

Initial

TABLE 3 (Continued)

TIFICATE

DEGREE r)1)1U)

Standard

Bacc.

Professional Masters, AV

Library

Initial

Standard

Professional

EXPERIENCE

(YEARS)

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

EDUCATIONAL

MEDIA

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

LIBRARY

SCIENCE

NUMBER OF

HOURS IN

RELATED

AREAS

teacher +

initial

;1 yr teaching

desired 12 sh

6 sh

Bacc.

teacher +

initial

Masters with

50'' library

1

science

14 sh

6 sh

Note: Terminology on the chart is taken directly from
certification documents published by the states and, as is evident, vanes from state to state.

The following abbreviations are used in Table 3: sh - semester hour; qh quarter hour; Bacc. - baccalaureate, bachelors degree;

audiovisual; G - graduate; UG - undergraduate.

3
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GUIDELINES
FOR THE CERTIFICATION
OF PERSONNEL
IN EDUCATIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS
AND TECHNOLOGY

This appendix presents the background and rationale
underlying the certification model presented in
'chapter 2. The Competency and Task List, from which
the current model is derived, is also included.
These materials were originally published in the
November 1974 issue of Audiovisual Instruction,
which is now out of print. The information reprinted
here is useful for a full understanding of the origin
and structure of the certification model.

The Competency and Task List was adapted from the
Final Report: Jobs in Instructional Media Study by
Flyer, et al. The list is not intended_to be all in-
clusive. Rather, it is representative of the'com-
petencies and tasks associated with the,nine functions
identified in the Silber Domain of Instructional Tech-
nology Model, as shown in Figure 1 of the articles by
William C. Prigge (page 29).

The Worker Instruction Level for each task is in-
dicated by the number preceding the task statement.
For the "specialist," levels 5-8 are shown. For
"technicians," levels 3-5 are- listed. In some in-
stances, tasks have not been assigned a level because
the specialist or technician may not be responsible
for actually performing the activity, but must be
familiar with it.

23G



WILLIAM F. GRADY
CLARENCE 0. BERGESON

Cince AECT's inception as an orga-
nization, its members have ex-

pressed concern about the preparation
of new personnel in the field of educa-
tional communications and tech-
nology. This concern led to questions
about preparation programs and it fo-
cused on the need to identify qualified
personnel once they started operating
in schools.

The intensity of this concern
prompted AECT President Robert
Heinich (in December 1971) to ap-
point two task forces: one to work on
problems pertaining to certification of
educational communications and, tech-
nology personnel, and the other to de-
velop recommendations regarding
problems in the accreditation of educa-
tional communications and technology.
preparation programs. Those named
to work on these two task forces were
as follows:

Certification Task Force
James Brown
William Grady (Chairman)
Roland Mergener

Accreditation. Task Force
Clarence Bergeson (Chairrrian)
Gerald LaMarsh
William Prigge

In the execution of their assignments.
the two task forces conducted an in-
tensive three-year research and study
effort. IA bile the two task forces
worked together on problem areas of
mutual concern, each pursued its own
separate and discrete assignment.

Review of Literature
A review of all available literature

and research findings related to the
certification of personnel and the ac-
creditation of programs was made.
This literature included AECT's
Guidelines for the Certification of AV
Personnel; USOE's fobs in Instruc-
t!,nal Media Study; USOE's Curricu-
lum Guidelines for Library Technical
Assistants; the Media Guidelines
Project: AECT's Guidelines for Certi-
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fication of Media Specialists; and
ALA's School Library Manpower
Project, including the Behavioral Re-
quirements Activity Checklist (BRAC)
publication. Works and publications of
the former Professional Education of
Media Specialists (PEMS) Commis-
sion and the current Committee on
Definition and Terminology were
used. Also reviewed were applicable
writings of Hoban, Finn, Heinich,
Hyer, and Silber.

Working Sessions
During the three-year study, the

two task forces held 1 working and
open hearing sessions involving more
than 700 educators from public and
private schools (K-12 and university)
as well as industry. government, and
cornerce. Ten specific working ses-
sioi.s were held to plan, to synthesize
collected data, to review drafts and
working papers, and to rewrite. These
working sessions were held in May
1972 at the National Convention in
Minneapolis, Minnesota; in October
1972 in San Jose, California; in Janu-
ary 1973 at the Northeast Regional
Leadership Conference in Newport,
Rhode Island; in March 1973 in
Washington, D.C.; in April 1973 at
the National Convention in Las
Vegas, Nevada; in October 1973 in
Kerhonkson, New York; in November
1973 in Washington D.C.; in January
1974 in Washington D.C.; in March
1974 at the National Convention in
Atlantic City, New Jersey; and in Au-
gust 1974 in Washington D.C.

Open Hearings
Five special open hearing sessions

designed specifically to solicit reactions
and feedback from both selected indi-
viduals and AECT's membership at
large were conducted. One of these ses-
sions was held in San Jose in October
1972, and was attended by 20 persons
selected because of their recognized ex-
pertise in educational media. The at-



tendees were representatives of educa-
tional settings ranging from public
schools (K-12) to colleges and univer-
sities, along with representatives from
industry, commerce, and government
on the west coast.

A second special session, conducted
on the cast coast in March 1974, wzs
attended by 40 persons. The selection
of these individuals was based on their
recognized expertise in the field, the
educational setting in which they were
currently employed, and the geo-.
graphic location of their place of em-
ployment. Special effort was made to
obtain a group broadly representing
the total membership of AECT. Three
weeks before the meeting those to at-
tend received working drafts of the
guideline documents for their critical
review and analysis. They then met in
an all-day Saturday seminar in Atlan-
tic City.

Three sessions to solicit feedback-
and reactions from this membership at
large were conducted. The first was
held at the Northeast Regional Lead-
ership Conference in January 1973 in
Newport. Rhode Island. with 80 per-

.sons in attendance. The second was
held at the National Convention in
April 1973 in Las Vegas, with 240
persons in attendance. The third and

-final meeting was held at the National
Co ivehtion ir. `larch 1974 in Atlantic
Cm. with .320 persons in attendance.

Written Responses
additional feedback anci reactions

were forthcoming as .1 result of action
Iziken by the Board of Directors at the
Convention in Las Vegas. An interim
report was made. and it was accepted
by the Board with the directive to con-
tinue the task forces- for another year.
This report was subsequently pub-
lished in the May 1973 issue of A VI.
and written responses were received by
the respective chairmen of the two-
Task Forces.

Continuing Ccrncerns
Three documents were developed by

the two task forces as a result of these
deliberations. Joint -irleliberations re-
sulted in the development of a usable
frame of reference. (See page 28 ) This
framework provided a base for each of
the task forces as they formed guide-
lines for the certification of personnel
by state departments of education (see
page 35 ).

The task. forces did not determine
that the acceptance of thes:...guidelines
would satisfy all of :ELT's concerns
in the areas of certification and accred-
itation. Rather. it was felt that ongGing
study and effort was needed.

The Certification Task Force saw a
need to monitor the effect guidelines
would have on the field and the impact
future changes in the field might have
on Certification Guidelines. Several
areas of certification had to be !eft un,
resolved. Among these were the certifi-
cation of personnel from two-year col-
lege programs. , the certification of
aides, and the question of whether or
not there is a role for technicians in the
instructional program development
area. Finally. but certainly of major
importance. the Certification Task
Force voiced a need for future efforts at
implementing these guidelines at the
state department of education level
throughout the country.

The Accreditation Task Force also
felt a concern about the impact Accred-
ita'ion Guidelines might have in the
field, and therefore saw a need to
monitor the use and the usefulness of
such guidelines. One area of accredita-
tion requires further studs:. Two-year
programs are developing in many
community colleges and other higher
educational institutions. The possi-
bility for accreditation of such pro=
grams needs investigation, and appro-
priate recommendations about such-
programs ought to he developed. Fi-
nally. the application of guidelines to
advanced higher education programs.
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and the use of a frame of reference such
as that presented here highlight the
possibilities of a guide to curricular de-
velopment in the field of educational
communications and technology. Fu.
ture development of such a guide was
recommended and approved by the
Board of Directors.

The products of the two task forces
arc presented in the following sections.
The frame of reference is explained in
detail. Guidelines for Certification are
then presented. followed by Accredita-
tion Guidelines for Advanced Pro-
grams in Educational Communica-
tions and Technology. Finally, a list of
competencies and tasks appropriate to
the areas and levels of responsibility in
this field are provided.

William F. Grady is chairman. Divi-
sion of Educational Communications,
College of Education. Temple I-ritier-
silt% Philadelphia, Penna. Clarence
0. Bergeson is professor of Educa-
tional Communications, State Unirer-
sity of New York at Albany.



WILLIAM C. PRIGGE

What is the field of educional
communicatit,:ts and tech-

nology? What do workers in the field
do? What tasks arc performed? How
should workers for the field be pre-
pared? Should these workers be certi-
fied? Flow? How does one judge the
adequacy of the preparation pro-
grams? These and similar questions
have been the topic of discussion for
the last 20 years by members of
AECT.

In December 1971, then A ECT
President Robert Heinich appointed
two task forces .a Task Force on Cer-
tification and a Task Force on Accred-
itation. These task forces were charged
to develop bask guidelines. for the cer-
tification of educational communica-
tions and technology personnel, and to
develop guidelines for the accreditation
of programs for the preparation of
such personnel.

It became immediately apparent to
the members of the task forces that be-
fore they could develop such guidelines
a basic frame of reference. or rationale.
had to be established. What follows is
the frame of reference developed by he
two task forces.

What is the field of educational
communications and technology?

The Committee on Definition and
Terminology, +n the October 1972 is-
sue of A V', presented a detailed defini-
tion of the field. This definition, in
turn, was based on the writings of
Finn, Hoban. Heinich. Silber. and
others. Because the Silber model, as
shown in his May 1971 article in A v/,
is a simplified, graphic illustration of
the more detailed committee report, it
is used here as the definition of the
field of educational communications
and technology. This model is shown
in Fir,ure 1. The definitions of the ele-
ments of the model arc shown in the
Table of Function Definitions.

How are jobs in the field of in-
structional technology per-
formed?

Two major studies. the Jobs ter In-
structional Media Study (JIMS), and
the Library Manpower Study, have
attended to this question. In order to
look at media jobs, as they arc per-
formed, the JIMS examined two ma-
jor aspects simultaneouslywhat the
worker does and what gets done.

The Domain of Instructional Tech-
nology, as shown in Figure -vas used
by JIMS as a way of looking at what
gets done in the field. The technique of
Functional Job Analysis (F JA) _was
adopted to study what the worker
does. Of primary interest to this frame
of reference is the Scale of Worker In-
structions (WI) as shown on page 32.

JIMS decided that it was logical to
classify personnel into three levels
which they labeled as Entry. Middle.
and Advared. Originally the three
levels were labeled as Aide. Techni-
cian, and Specialist. This was consist-
ent with job classifications in the field.
However, there was and some con-
fusion as to the meaning of "techni-
cian-. For purposes of this discuss:on,
"technician.' refers to middle-level
personnel (WI 3-5)*, and not to a
highly skilled person such as a broad-
cast engineer, graphic designer, eine-
maphotographer, or television pro-
ducer-director.

To further clarify the situation, the
followim, definitions from the JIMS
are presented:

ENTRY: (Aide) (WI 1-3)
Entry Level personnel have speci fic
znstructions about the tasks they
perform. The task may be only part
of a process, the other parts of whirl,
the. worker cannot or does not con-
trol. Entry Level personnel can be
trained for a task in a relatively
short period of time, since almost ey--
erything they need to know is eon-

"147 refers to Scale of Worker Instruetwrzs as shown to tl.e table on page 32
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rained in the task. They are not re-
quired to solve problems external to
the task. If something happens
which is not covered by the instruc-
tions, the Entry Level worker asks
for help and cannot he held respon-
sible for solving the problem.
MIDDLE: (Technician).(WI 3-5)
Middle Level perSonnel have in-
structions which deal more with a
cluster of tasks leading to a specified
output or outcome. They have a
broader view of the situation and
are expected to generalize more
from task to task than personnel at
the Entry I.evel. The Middle Level
worker is responsible for the prod-
uct as long as all of the routines nec-
essary to reach the output have been

specified and made available to him.
ADVANCED: (Specialist) (WI 5-
8)
Advanced Level personnel do not
have tasks specified. They are re-

sponsible fo,- solving a general prob-
lem and must determine what the
product should be as well as how to
achieve it. Having defined the goals,
they are often forced to develop the
routines of tasks necessary to
achieve the goals. They deal with a
broad process approach.

After careful study of the preceding
definitions, it becomes apparent that
the various functions, as shown in Fig-
ure 1, can be clustered into three major
areas of responsibility. These are: me-
dia management, media product devel-
opment, and instructional program de-
velopment. Also three levels of
complexity, based on the definitions
used. can be identified as aide, techni-
cian, and specialist.

What competencies should work-
ers in the field of educational com-
munications and technology pos-
sess?

A number of publications have at-
tempted to answer this question. The
AECT Guidelines for Certification of
Media Specialists, the Jobs zn Instruc-
tional ,Media Study (including tasks
from the Media Guidelines Project),
the School Library Nlanpoer
Project, the Behavioral Requirements
Activities Checklist, and the LSOE
curriculum guidelines for Library
Technical Assistants all present lists of
competencies and lists of tasks per-
formed by media personnel. None of

INTERRELATEDNESS OF AREAS OF
RESPONSIBILITY

WI

AND LEVEL OF COMPLEXITY

Media
Management

Media Product

Development

Instructional Program

Development

t

Aide 2

3

3

Technician 4

5

5

Specialist
6

7

8

FIGURE 2
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TABLE OF FUNCTION DEFINITIONS

LEARNING RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT FUNCTIONS i UDE

Functions which have as their purpose the application of learning ResourcesLR, to solve instructional problems.

FUNCTION DEFINITION EXAMPLES

Research

To generate cod test knowledge 'theory and research method-

o!ogy re;c.:0 'a V..:e Its and to learners.

To conceptualize theoretic& models.

To conduct research protects.

To analyze research data.

Purpose:

Outcome Knove,cr,e which con act as an input to the other functions. To generate new ideal.

To run reality test of model.

To test hypothesis.

Activity: Seeking information. reading.it, analyzing it, testing it,

analyzing test results.

Recds proposal.

Compares model with known data.

Formulates specific hypotheses.

Design_

Purpose To translate general theoretical knowledge into soetific

LR specificotions.

To design programed instruction materials.

To develop instructional pockages icr individualized instruction

To design equipmenUystems.

Outcome: Specifications for production of Ils, regardless r4 form. Ta write general objectives.

To determine media.

To describe technical systems.

awny! Analyzing, synthesizing, and writing objectives, learner

characteristics, task analysis, learning conditions, instructional

events, media specifications.

Analyzes objectives.

Synthesizes objectives/sequence 'content media

Arranges materials in sequence.

Production

To translate LR specifications into specific, concrete LRs. To produce audiompes.

To produce/direct motion picture.

To write computer programs for computer-assisted instruction.

Purpose:

Outcome Specific products in the form of prototypes, final versions.

or mass-produced versions.

To make slides into fimstrips.

To decide on music /sound effects.

To match audio and visuals.

AcPvity: Operating production equipment, drawing, laying oat, writing,

building produrts.

Mixes narration tape and sound.

Sequences sides using viewer

Operates motion picture camera.

Evaluation &

Selection

To assess acceptability of produced LRs in terms of criteria set

by other functions, and to develop models for this assessment.

To pilot test prototype instructional materials.

To preview and select instructional materials.

To develop evaluation models and techniques.

Purpose:

Outcome: Evaluation for design: effectiveness of LRs in meeting objectives.

Evaluation for production: acceptability of !As in meeting

production standards. Evaluation !or management: acceptability

of LE for purchase. Evaluation far ufilizaham acceptability of

LRs for meeting user objectives. Evaluation for evaluation:

evaluation models.

To Identify problems with materials.

To identify objectives not met.

To insure quality sound.

Activity: Analyzing quality in terms of standards. Observes students using materials.

Analyzes possible uses of moteriols.

Compares data and objectives.

Support &

Supply

To make LRs available for other functions. To have equipment ready os needed.

Ta provide delivery service.

Ta catalog materials.

Purpose
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FUNCTION DEFINITION EXAMPLES

Outcome: Ordered, stored, classified, cataloged, assembled, scheduled,

distributed, operated, maintained, and repaired LRs.

To cross-index materials.

To locate materials for delivery.

To maintain repair history.

To repair filmstrip projector.

Activity: Ordering, storing, classifying, cataloging, assembling,

scheduling, distributing, operating, maintaining, repairing LRs.

Threads movie projector.

Assigns code from accession list.

Plans new scheduling system.

Utilization

To bring learners into contact, whether formal or informal,

with LRs.

To help student use learning activity.

To monitor individualized and self instruction.

To help student select learning activities and to meet objectives.

Purpose.

Outcome Facilitation and assessment of student learning. To analyze student learning style.

To present information.

To encourage interest in learning activity.

Activity. Assigning, preparing learner for, presenting, assisting, and

following up !Rs.
f Discusses with student.

Compares activities/learning style.

Compares pre- and post-tests.

Utilization
Dissemination

io bring learners into contact, whether formal or informal, with

information about instructional technology.

To consult on media use and design.

To maintain professional status in the field.

To explain individualized instruction project to visitors.

Purpose

Outcome: Dissemination of information about instructional technology. To answer questions about project.

Ta learn issues/new knowledge.

Ta demonstrate Super 8 operation.

Activity: Toking in and giving out information about instructional

technology.

Demonstrates movie projector operation.

Discusses with teacher.

Defines media services available.

LEARNING RESOURCES MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS I LRME

Functions which have os their purpose the guiding, facilitating, or controlling of the Learning Resources Development Functionsi,LRDE or of other LRMFs to ensure their effective

operation.

FUNCTION DEFINITION 1 EXAMPLES

Organization

Management .

To determine, modify, or execute the nbjectives, philosophy,

policy, structure, budget, internal and externol relationships

and administrative procedures of on organization performing

cne or several of the LRDFs or the LRMFs.

To administer/direct project.

To monitor and change operation of center.

To provide secretarial services in AY center.

Purpose

Outcome: Policy, budget, plans, coordinated activities, administrative

operations.

To prepare repoir list.

To identify organization needs.

To ascertain jobs to be done.

Activity: Defining, writing, and carrying out procedures leading to

the outcomes.

Reviews purchase orders.

Designs new organizational model.

Analyzes problems in project.

Personnel

hionooement

To interact with and/or to supervise the people who perform

the functions.

To supervise personnel in graphics unit.

To improve communications between technician; and artists.

In staff projects.

Purpose.

Outcome. Interpersonal interaction, discussion, supervision,

employment, and personal development.

To evaluate work performed.

To encourage discussion.

To call repairmon.

Activity: Discussing with and speaking to other people. Negotiates with personnel department.

Questions applicants.

Talks with new employees.
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LEVEL

SCALE OF WORKER INSTRUCTIONS

DEFINITION

I
Inputs, outputs, tools, equipment, and procedures are all specified. Almost everything the worke: needs to know is contained in his

assignment. He is supposed to turn out a specified amount of work or a stondard number of units per hour or day.

2
Inputs, outputs, tools, and equipment are all specified, but the worker has some leeway in the procedures and methods he can use

to get the job done. Almost all the information he needs is in his assignment. His production is measured on a daily or weekly basis.

3

Inputs and outputs are specified, but the worker has considerable freedom as to procedures and timing, including the use of tools

and equipment. He has to refer to several standard sources for information ;handbooks, catalogs, wall charts. Time to complete a

particular product or service is specified, but this varies up to several hours.

4

Output (product or service), is specified in the assignment, which may be in the form of a memorandum or a schematic sketch or

blueprint). The worker must work out his own ways of getting the job done, including selection of tools and equipment, sequence

of operations (tasks), and obtaining important information (handbooks, etc.). He mny either carry out work himself ar set up stan

dords and procedures for others.

5

Same as (4) above, but in addition the worker is expected to know and employ theory so that he understands the whys and wt.ere

(ores of the various options that are available for dealing with a problem and can independently select from among them. He may

have to do some readkig in the professional and/ ar trade literature in order to gain this understanding.

6

Various possible outputs are described that can meet stated technical or administrative needs. The worker must investigate the
various possible outputs and evaluate them in regard to performance characteristics cnd input demands. This usualli requires his

creative use of theory well beyond referring to standard sources. There is no :pedfication of inputs, methods, sequences, sources,

or the like.

7

There is some question as to what the need or prooiem really is or what directions sNould be pursued in solving it. In order to define

it, :ontrol and explore the behavior of the variables, and formulate possible outputs and their performance characteristics, the

worker must consult largely unspecified sources of information, and devise investigations, surveys, or data analysis studies.

8

Information and/or direction comes :a the worker in terms of needs ; tactical. organizational, strategic, financial). He must call far

staff reports and recommendations concerning methods of dealing with them. He coordinates both organizational and technical

data in order to make decisions and determinations regarding courses of action ; outputs!, for major sections (divisions, groups:, of

his organization.

these. however, attempts to classify the
competencies and tasks by the area of
responsibility and level of difficulty.

The members of the Task Forces on
Accreditation and Certification did
classify each competency by area of re-
sponsibility. For the first time, as a re-
sult of this procedure. a profile can be
drawn for each area of responsibility
at each level of difficulty. Profiles for
-aides- are not presented at this time.
To further clarify the profiles, a list of
competencies can be found in Appen-
dix page 35

The task force tabulations showed

Copyright ©, 1969 by W. E. Upjohn Institute
Reprinted by permission

that in the area of medig management.
primary competencies for the specialist
level should be in the functions of orga-
nization management. person-iel man-
agement, and in utilization-dissemina-
tion: and secondary competencies in
the functions of research & theory, de-
sign, production, evaluation & selec-
tion, support & supply. and utiliza-
tion. This is visualized in Figure 3.

In the area of media management at
the technician level, primary com-
petencies should be in the functions of
organization management. and sup-
port & supply. Secondary com-
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petencies are in the functions of per-
sonnel management. utilization,
dissemination evaluation & selection
research & theory. and utilization.
(See Figure 4.)

In the area of media product devel-
opment. primary competencies for the
specialist level should be in design and
production; and secondary com-
petencies should be in the areas of re-
search & theory. utilization:dissemi-
nation, and personnel management.
(See Figure 5.)

For the ar.'. of media product devel-
opment at (echniciar level. the pri-
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COMPETENCIES OF SPECIALISTS

IN INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
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(4)

rThlry corn peteriHr,; are in the function
of product iin. and the secindar,- com-
petencies are in evaluation & selection
and organization management. iSec
Figure 6.1

In the arra of instructional program
development. primary competem ies at
the specialist level should be in hp
areas of design. utilization dissemina-
tion, research & theory. ;:nd utiliza-
tion, with secondary competencies in
the areas of evaluation & selection, or-
ganization management. and produc-
tion. (See Figure 7 .)

In the area of instructional program
development at the technician level.
the data showed only a few scattered
competencies across many of the func-
tions. It is. therefore. questionable if
technicians can be in the area of in-
structional program development. (See
Figure 8.)

The frame of reference developed
above can be summarized as follows:

I. The field of instructional tech-
nology can be defined as. "(1)

COMPETENCIES Oi TECHNICIANS
IN INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
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FIGURE 8

number of competencies

the organization and (2) the ap-
plication of (3) resourcesmen,
materials, ideas, proceduresin
a systematic manner in order to
solve instructional problems.
(Hyer, 1971, p 44.)

2. Workers in the field of educa-
tional communications and tech -
nology assume responsibilities in
three major areas, namely media
management. media product de-
velopment. and instructional
program development.

3. Workers in the field of educa-
tional communications and tech-
nology can be classified as aides,
technicians, or specialists, de-
pending upon the level of com-
plexity of the tasks which they
perform.

4. Identifiable competencies and
tasks can be clustered according
to the nine functions of the
D.I.T. model and by their com-
plexity as judged by the Scale of
Worker Instructions.

.2A 4 5

Based on the definition of the field
presented above, based on the concept
of three major areas of responsibility.
and based on the clustering of tasks
and competencies associated with the
nine functions of the D.I.T. model, the
Task Forces developed guidelines for a
competency-based certification pro-
gram and developed guidelines for the
accreditation of programs for the prep-
aration of educational communications
and technology personnel. These
guidelines are presented on the follow-
ing pages.

Reference
Hyer, Anna L., et al. Final Report.

Jobs in instructional rndra .studv-
(L:SOE Project No. 8-0658. Grant
No. OEG-0-8-(18(1688-4494(1)851)
Washington, D.C.; Division of Edu-
cational Technology. National Edu-
cation Association. 1971.

William C. Prigge is dean, Ir:.vtruc-
tional Irriproz.ernent & Dela-ry,
Madison College. Ifarrisonburg. ra.



MAJOR AREAS OF CERTIFICATION

Media

Management

Media Product

Development

instructional Program

Development

Specialist

Technician

The three major areas of responsi-
bility of personnel in educational

communications and technology arc:
media management
media product development
instructional program devel-

-opment
Within each area of responsibility
there are two levels of complexity
technician and specialistand certifi-
cates may be issued on each level in
each area.

The Figure illustrates the relation-
ship between the major areas Of re-
sponsibility and the two levels of com-
plexity. This interrelationship
indicates six areas in which certifica-
tion may be developed. Within each
major area of responsibility, and on
each level of complexity, there arc nine
functions:

I. organization management
2. personnel management
3. research & theory
4. design
5. production
6. evaluation & selection'
%. support & supply
8. utilization
9. utilization /dissemination

Within each of these nine functions,
competencies tasks exist on two ley-
elstechnician and specialist. For a
list of these competencies tasks and
their levels of complexity see Appendix
page 36

Media ManagementTechnician
A candidate seeking certification on

the technician level in media manage-
ment should present the following:

A. Competency: page 62
B. Degree: Associate Degree.
C. Experience: Three semester

hours of supervised practicum,
or internship, or field experi-
ence, or six months of work ex-
perience in the field.

Media ManagementSpecialist
A candidate seeking certification on

the specialist !eve; in media manage-
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meat should present the following:
A. Competency: page 36
B. Degree: Baccalaureate, and cer-

tification as a teacher.
C. Experience: Two years of expe-

rience as an educator.

Media Product Development
Technician

A candidate seeking certification on
the technician level in media product
development should present the fol-
lowing:

A. Competency: page7()
B.
C.

Degree: Associate Degree
Experience: Three semester
hours of supervised practicum,
or internship, or field experi-
ence, or six months of work ex-
perience in the field.

Media Product Development
Specialist

A candidate seeking certification on
the specialist level in media product
development should present the fol-
lowing:

A. Competency: page 45
B. Degree: Master's. and certifica-

tion as a teacher.
C:. Experience: Two years of expe-

rience in media product man-
agement.

Instructional Program Devel-
opmentTechnician

No certificate currently available for
the technician level in this area.

Instructional Program Devel-
opmentSpecialist

A candidate seeking certification on
the specialist level in instructional pro-
gram development should present the
following:

A. Competency: .page 51
B. Degree: Doctorate, and certifica-

tion as a teacher.
C. Experience: Three Years class-

room teaching experience: two
years experience in instructional
program development.



COMPETENCIES
FOR SPECIALISTS

IN
MEDIA MANAGEMENT

ORGANIZATION MANAGEMENT FUNCTION.

TO SET GOALS/POLICY OF TRAINING CENTER

7 Designs organizational rationale to improve organization
7 Writes supporting paper to describe organizational rationale
6 Serves on committee to improve organization
6 Conducts staff meetings to work on long-range goals
6 Designs long range plans to anticipate future growth
5 Designs conference to inform management of c ranges
5 Conducts briefing to inform management of changes
6 Develops conceptual model to design basic instructor course
7 Develops conceptual model to communicate complex

concepts
6 Works with staff on projects to crossfertilize work

TO ORGANIZE AND REORGANIZE ORGANIZATION
STRUCTURE TO MEET GOALS

7 Reads organization charter to identify organization goals
7 Translates goals to identify broad obiectives
6 Speaks to colleagues to evaluate broad objectives
7 Writes paper to identify new broad objectives
6 Translates objectives to formulate organization functions
6 Confers with colleagues to evaluate appropriateness of

functions
5 Analyzes relations between functions to develop functional

matrix
6 Confess with colleagues to evaluate inclusiveness of matrix.
6 Writes paper to revise functional matrix
6 Translates functional matrix to identify needed structures
6 Analyzes current structures to compare with needed structures
6 Analyzes current structures to determine weaknesses
7 Formulates organizational strategies to overcome weaknesses
6 Translates strategies to define new structuresioperations
6 Analyzes new structures/operations to determine if they

facilitate functions
6 Translates new structures /operation to formulate new

structure matrix
6 Analyzes budget to determine structure constraints
6 Analyzes facilities to determine structure constraints
6 Analyzes staff interests to determine structure constraints
6 Rewrites matrix to include constraints
6 Compares structure & function matrices to evaluate structure

matrix
5 Confers with colleagues to evaluate structure matrix
6 Writes paper to revise structure matrix
6 Reads matrix to define relations between dimensions
5 Analyzes relations and functions to define dunes of personnel
6 Analyzes relations and functions to define interaction of

personnel
6 Analyzes relations and functions to define lines of

communication
6 Writes paper to explain new structure
5 Confers with colleagues to evaluate new structure
5 LiStPrtS to feedback to revise structure
5 Rewrites paper to revise structure
5 Selects personnel to fill key positions in structure
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TO PLAN IMC OPERATIONS FOR COMING YEAR

Analyzes service requests to identify service needs
Calls departments to clarity servide needs
Writes memo to departments to clarify service needs
Analyzes service needs to propose new service operation
Discusses with departments to propose new service operation

TO COORDINATE FACILITIES PLANNING

Counts number of staff members to as. ertain facilities needs
Analyzes number and type activities to ascertain facilities
needs
Reads floor plan to examine current facilities
Reads budget to discover fiscal resources

5 Examines work of organization to identify how facilities can
help

5 Examines staff communication, interaction to identify how
facilities can help

6 Synthesizes factors to develop facilities use plan
6 Negotiates with planners to obtain needed space on campus
6 Analyzes on-campus space obtained to ascertain need for

additional space
5 Speaks to realtors to seek additional space off campus
6 Examines facilities/money ratio to select best facilities
6 Analyzes on-,off-campus space to ascertain need for additional

space
6 Translates need for additional space to decide to build own

facilities
5 Writes notice to publicize decision to build
5 Listens to architects who call to evaluate architects Ideas
5 Selects three architects to discuss facilities in depth
5 Speaks to architects in perso.i to explain facilities needs
5 Listens to architects to evaluate proposed designs
6 Selects best general plan to hire architect
5 Explains work of organization to give architect design

specifications
5 Explains how facilities aid work to give architect design

specifications
5 Explains communication, interaction needs to give architect

design specifications
5 Explains special needs of staff to give architect design

specifications
5 Explains financial constraints to give architect design

specifications
5 Persuades architect to meet staff to ensure staff input
5 Reads architect's plans to evaluate proposed facility design
5 Compares plans and needs to evaluate proposed facility design
5 Discusses plans with architect to suggest revisions in plans
5 Reads revised plans to re-evaluate proposed des:on
5 Compares revised plans and needs to re-evaluate proposed

design
6 Reads final plans to approve proposed facility design
5 Reads architect's budget to ascertain proposed cost
6 Negotiates with architect to obtain lower cost
6 Negotiates with chancellor to obtain approval for facilities
5 Analyzes oigarezation activities to ascertain equipment needs
5 Listens to staff to ascertain equipment needs

Reads current equipment inventory to identify equipment on
hand

5 Compares equipment on hand and needs to identify equipment
to be bought

5 Reads equipment order to approve for purchase

TC PLAN PROGRAMS/PROJECTS

5 Reads project reports to identify current work
5 Discusses projects/money with staff to identify future

priorities
5 Speaks to staff to identify project interests



5 Speaks to colleagues to become involved in new ventures
6 CoMpares interests with organization philosophy to ensure

compatibility
5 Reads newsletters. financial statements. to identify possible

funding sources
6 Synthesizes discussion to propose department programs/

projects
'6 Writes paper to present department programs/projects

5 Talks with staff to evaluate programs/projects paper
6 Identifies constraints on programs to decide on program

feasibility
6 Selects programs/projects for department to plan work for year

TO !NITIATE AGENCY-FUNDED PROJECT

5 Reads assigned outline to clarify genes: idea of project
5 Asks questions to clarify general idea of project

Writes to agency to requecz guidelines for proposal
5 Reads previous proposals to obtain background information
5 Analyzes proposal guidelines to write text of proposal
6 Writes draft proposal to request agency funds
6 Rewrites proposal to align with organization interest
5 Analyzes staff needs to determine staff salary needs

Analyzes pay schedules to compute staff budget
5 Identifies appropriate staff to staff proposed program

Assesses equipment needs to compute equipment budget
Assesses materials needs to compute materials budget
Operates adding machine to compute total budget
Submits proposal to contracts office to acquire overhead
figures
Writes up budget to support proposal
Circulates proposal to acquire appropriate signatures
Submits proposal to administration to approve for submission

6 Discusses with agency personnel to negotiate details of
changes

5 Writes brochure to describe proposed program

TO FORMULATE POLICY FOR PROCEDURE & EQUIPMENT
CHANGES IN CENTER

6 Analyzes budget commitment to determine cost constraints
6 Analyzes proaram commitment to determine program

constraints
6 Analyzes usage projects to determine AV service needs
6 Analyzes past performance to determine revisiors needed
6 Weighs all constraints to formulate plan
6 Recommends procedure changes to meet new policy
6 Recommends equipment changes to mee: new policy

TO MONITOR AND CHANGE OPERATION OF CENTER

5 Discusses with course writers to increase course illustrations
5 Reads work plans to inform of work in progress
6 Identifies areas of work to anticipate developments
7 Conceptualizes plans to anticipate developments
5 Researches electronic iltustratng to coordinate product( t unit
6 Designs long-range plans to coordinate production unit
6 Proposes information gathering to provide models for

management
5 Discusses with technical experts to design new organizational

model
6 Designs new organizational model to improve organization
6 Persuades management to hire additional personnel

Makes field trips to observe new hardwarisystems
5 Evaluates nu-:w equipment to assess comPatibility
6 Persuades management to purchase new hardware
6 Evaluates organizational structure to determine need for new

model

TO IMPROVE COMMUNICATIONS IN CENTER

5 Designs format to standardize publications
5 Proposes new documentation to improve research library
5 Develops new procedures to route information

TO ADMINISTER TRAINING CENTER

5 Assesses expenditures to write financial plan
5 Justifies expenditures to acquire funds for operation
5 Assesses cost benefits of training to inform management
5 Writes memos to management to acquire funds for operation
5 Negotiates with management to acquire funds for operation
5 Negotiates with management to institute open purchase

account.
5 Listens to staff discuss problems to resolve organizational

problems
5 Asks questions of staff to resolve organizational problems
5 Makes decision on action to resolve organizational problems
5 Assesses draft training materials to make production decision

Routes incoming correspondence to assign for action
Reviews purchase orders to approve for purchase
Reviews bills to certify for payment

6 Conducts staff meetings to transmit information to staff

TO ADMINISTER/DIRECT PROJECT

7 Conceptualizes idea for project to meet program goals
5 Rereads contract to define desired outcomes
5 Analyzes goals of project to define needed activities/products
5 Speaks to technical workers to ascertain amount of time

needed
5 Speaks to technical workers to ascertain jobs to be done
5 Speaks to technical workers to ascertain workers needed
5 Assesses cost restraints to determine limits of project
6 Writes tentative work plan to design project
6 Assigns staff to project to meet goals
5 Analyzes relations of activities to develop PERT schedule
5 Analyzes time for each activity to develop PERT schedule
5 Analyzes project limits to develop PERT schedule
5 Assigns completion dates to design project deadlines

Writes chart to formalize PERT schedule
5 Speaks to technical workers to explain PERT chart

Speaks to technical workers to inform of deadlines
5 Speaks to technical workers to review progress periodically
5 Observes staff work/products to evaluate work performed
5 Listens to outside input to improve product
5 Reviews work in progress to keep self informed
5 Discusses with staff to solve problems re product
5 Compares product/activities with goals to evaluate project

performance
6 Analyzes problems in project to plan changes in project

direction
6 Makes decision to terminate project to minimize wasted effort
5 Reviews project progress to present report to management/

customer
5 Translates technical language to describe project to

management/customer
5 Speaks to management and customer to present project

progress
5 Writes report on project to present progress to management/

customer
5 Compares product/activity with goals to assure quality of

work
5 Compares product / activity with goals to suggest

improvements
5 Writes final report on project to disseminate findings
5 Edits report on project to disc, minate findings
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TO ADMINISTER TRAINING COURSE

Writes announcements to publicize course
Schedules classrooms to reserve for course
Identifies teaching personnel to assign to course
Discusses with teaching personnel to clarify teaching
assignments

5 Evaluates teaching to assess work of teaming personnel
Discusses with teaching personnel to evaluate success of
course

TO DEVELOP MODEL FOR ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF
TRAIN:NG

6 Researches approaches to identify most appropriate
6 Analyzes cost factors in training to develop list of training costs
6 Compares employee worth to cost to compute ratio of training

costs
6 Designs system to determine value of training
6 Estimates changes in training to improve value of training

TO DESIGN FINANCIAL STRUCTURE

7 Reads history of organization to identify organization needs
7 Reads board requirements to identify organization neeas
7 Reads bookkeeping department procedures to identify

organization needs
6 Analyzes how to get financial information to identify

organization needs
6 Analyzes decisions based on finances to identify organization

needs
6 Analyzes needed controls on finances to identify organization

needs
6 Synthesizes several need factors ro define structure

parameters
5 Discusses with auditor to identify fiscal regulations
5 Discusses with and for to identify feasible structures
5 Discusses with auditor to identify acceptable structures
6 Analyzes acceptable structures to match with parameters
6 Compares structure/ parameter matches to select financial

structure

TO ESTIMATE MEDIA CENTER BUDGET

6 Analyzes past performance to determine revisions needed
5 Analyzes center inventories to list staff, equipment. and

materials
5 Analyzes program projections to determine additions needed
5 Lists staff time and rates to determine staff budget
5 Lists equipment needs and costs to determine equipment

budget
5 Lists materials needs and costs to determine materials

budget
5 Totals costs to determine total budget

Gives instructions to secretary to have budget typed
Checks typed budget to ensure correct

TO PREPARE ANNUAL BUDGET

5 Reads state legal requirements to identify budgeting calendar
5 Writes memo to subordinates to require budget submissions
5 Analyzes budget submissions :o identify operational

requirements
5 Analyzes budget submissions to identify new programs
5 Compares past and present budgets to approve/disapprove

budget
5 Compares budget ana past performance to approve,

disapprove budget
5 Compares sub-budgets to develop budget draft
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5 Discusses with advisory committee to evaluate program
improvements

5 Incorporates improvements in budget to develop final budget
Sends budget to county superintendent to have budget
evaluated

5 Discusses budget with supervisor to have budget evaluated

TO SUPERVISE COOPERATIVE PURCHASING

6 Meets with district purchasing agents to determine if changes
in policy
Sends order forms to districts to initiate purchasing cycle
Receives fortils from district to compile county totals

5 Supervises analysis of forms to compile county totals
5 Reads maintainence reports to select brands of AV equipment
5 Reads new product reports to select brands of AV equipment
5 Compares different brands to select brands of AV equipment
5 Writes bid forms for contractors to obtain bids on equipment
5 Supervises sending of bid forms to obtain bids on equipment

Compiles bids from contractors to obtain bids on equipment
Opens bids in public to obtain bids on equipment

6 Compares bids to select equipment:materials vendors
Lays out samples To select equipment/materials vendors

6 Compares samples to select equipment/materials vendors
6 Analyzes product/cost relationship to select equipment/

materials vendors
6 Recommends to committee to select equipment; materials

vendors
5 Writes report to board of education to indicate vendor

selections
Reads notification from board to approve vendor selections
Supervises secretary to prepare purchase orders
Specifies delivery time /place to prepare purcl.ase orders
Signs forms to prepare purchase orders
Cans warehouse to rent warehouse for storage
Calls personnel office to hire shipping personnel

5 Supervises personnel to receive equipment, materials
5 Supervises personnel to store equipment/materials
5 Supervises personnel to redistribute equipmentimatenals
5 Supervises secretary to bill districts
5 Supervises bookkeeper to credit district accounts

TO PURCHASE AV MATERIALS

5 Discusses with principals to determine needs
Checks budget to determine money availble
Assesses requests for new equipment:materials to determine
purchase priority
Writes letters to manuracturers to request catalogs
Analyzes purchase requests to determine which catalog to
search
Searches catalogs to identify appropriate materials

5 Compares list prices to determine best price
Calls producer to ascertain correct title
Arranges materials requested to group raider list
Lists materials/equipment costs to compile order ;s: for
purchase
Operates typewriter to type order list
Submits order list to management to get approval
Assigns purchase order number to assure payment
Informs secretary to order materials for purchase
Fills out order form to order materials
Mails order form to manufacturer to place materials order
Calls manufacturer to assure rush order
Calls unit ordering materials to inform of manufacturer delay
Files purchase orders to keep track of those not received
Writes letters to manufacturers to remind of back orders

5 Makes decision to notify manufacturer to cancel late orders
5 'Writes letter to manufacturer to cancel late orders

Compares new materials with invoice to check that order
complete
Writes letters to manufacturers to correct wrong orders
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PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT FUNCTION.

TO STAFF PROJECTS

6 Analyzes goals of project to define activities to be done
5 Analyzes budget to determine resources available

-5 Translates project activities to develop job descriptions
6 Estimates staff needs to fill described jobs

Calls placement agency to inform of staff needs
Calls colleagues to inform of staff needs

5 Reads resumes to select applicants for interview
5 Selects short list of applicants to do initial interviewing

Calls applicants to set time and place for interview
5 D ebC-ribtPTOT, etTZTI CI CO rt1pa-6}7-to irTilThTe job interview
5 Questions applicant to ascertain qualifications
6 Evaluates applicants to make staff selection

Calls selected applicant to notify of selection
Writes form letter to inform applicants of rejection
Tel:s secretary to transmit letter to applicants

TO STAFF TRAINING CENTER

7 Identifies area of work to define staff need
5 Analyzes budget to determine resources available
6 Writes memos to describe need for new position
5 Writes position description to get job classification
5 Writes description of position to advertise the vacancy
5 Reviews application forms to select applicants for interview
5 Interviews job applicants to select most suitable
5 Writes memos to advise hiring
5 calls personnel department to speed application processing

TO CONDUCT TRAINING OF NEW STAFF ON GENERAL
OFFICE PROCEDURES

Gathers office procedures information to determine goals
of training

5 Writes paper to set up goals of training
5 Wastes procedural manual to inform new employees

Reviews new employee papers to determine stzernumber
of sessions

5 Draws rough sketches to design visuals for training
Calls production unit to arrange for production of visuals
Gathers employee information to distribute to new employees
Talks with new employees to inform of procedures
Distributes information to get information to employees

6 Evaluates session to determine success

TO SET UP ON-JOB TRAINING SEMINARS

5 Analyzes unit request to determine need for training
5 Writes position paper to set goats of training

Calls unit head to determine accuracy of goals
Calls unit head to ask recommendations on trainer

5 Evaluates recommendations to determine best trainer
Calls trainer chosen to notify of selection

5 Writes notice to publicize training
5 Evaluates applications to determine trainees
6 Attends training session to determine progress/relevance

TO IMPROVE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN TECHNICIANS
AND ARTISTS

5 Chooses subject matter to encourage seminar discussion
Selects time and place to hold seminar
Writes notice to publicize seminar

5 Designs art kit to demonstrate technical details
5 Conducts seminar to encourage discussion

TO SUPERVISE PERSONNEL IN TRAINING CENTER

6 Discusses with new staff to develop performance criteria
5 Discusses with staff to evaluate work performed
5 Evaluates employee performance to assess employee progress
5 Evaluates employee performance to write evaluation report
5 Writes recommendations to suggest promotions and awards
5 Negotiates with personnel department to suggest promotions

and awards
5 Discusses with staff to rev:se work plans
5 Assesses work to be performed to apProve requests for leave
5 Conducts staff meetings to relay administration directives

TO-S tH:`-E-R-VISE-G RA-PH-JCS-0141T

5 Reviews job applications to make recommendations
Makes recommendations to director to assist in hiring

5 Assesses staff work to write performance reports
Writes performance reports to inform supervisor

5 Discusses work load with staff to determine assignments
Assigns work to staff to meet goals of unit
Supervises staff to ensure work is completed

5 Discusses with staff to relay/interpret administration regula-
tions

TO SUPERVISE STUDENT WORKERS

5 Discusses with staff to determine work assignments
5 Converses with students to assign work areas

Demonstrates equipment operation to train student workers
Computes time worked to determine payment

5 Evaluates student performance to write evaluation ranort

TO FIRE PERSONNEL

5 Reviews worker evaluation reports to cezeri-ine accepz.:oility
of work

5 Discusses with supervisor to determine valic 'y of rtioorts
5 Discusses with worker to determine validity of reports
5 Discusses with peers to determine validity of reports
6 Makes decision to continue employment

RESEARCH-THEORY FUNCTION.

TO CONCEPTUALIZE THEORETICAL MODELS

Perceives problem infield to identify general research problem.
7 Analyzes general problem to identify specific problem areas
6 Selects problem areas to limit specific problem
6 Analyzes problem areas to define specific problem
5 Combines specific problem factors to make concise problem

definition
6 Translates problem statement to identify solution parameters
6 Reads problem/siution parameters to brainstorm solutions
6 Discusses problem with colleagues to brainstorm solutions
7 Co.mbines ideas to generate new ideas
7 Translates ideas to other forms to generate new ideas
6 Seeks out research information to support negate alternative

ideas
7 Seeks out research information to generate new ideas
5 Compares solutions/information to evaluate proposed

solutions
6 Compares solutions/information to generate new solutions
6 Synthesizes proposed solutions to converge on tentative model
5 Discusses model with colleagues to run reality test of model
5 Compares model with known data to run reality test of model
5 Analyzes reality test results to revise model
6 Writes paper to describe model



TO CONDUCT RESEARCH PROJECT

7 Identifies general problem to provide basis for research study
5 Reads journals to identify appropriate funding sources
5 Contacts colleagues to identify appropriate funding sources
6 Writes proposal to obtain funds for research study
7 Formulates specific hypothesis to conduct research study
6 Designs research methodology to test hypothesis
5 Reads proposal to identify project objectives
5 Analyzes objectives to define project activities
5 Analyzes activities to determine time for each activity

Combines times to develop project timeline
Develops budget to support research project

--------Transenrts-proposaleto-ferictme to Obtain-fends-for-research
study

5 Negotiates with funding source to clarify details of proposal
5 Reads resumes of current staff to identify possible project staff
5 Speaks to current staff to identify possible project staff
6 Compares capabilities with needs to select project staff
5 Matches staff to activities to identify gaps in staff
5 Reads file of prospective staff to attempt to fill staff gaps
5 Speaks with prospective staff to evaluate qualifications
6 Compares applicants to select staff
5 Hires personnel to staff research project
5 Explains project to staff to train staff
5 Explains tasks to be done to train staff

Contacts individuals or schools to obtain subjects for study
6 Develops treatment to create experimental conditions
6 Develops instrements to measure effects of treatments
5 Administers treatmeneenstrument to collect data

Collates data to rnea -ure effects of treatments
5 Analyzes data to measure effects of treatments
5 Supervises personnel to ensure correct data collection
5 Supervises personnel to ensure correct data collation
5 Supervises personnel to ensure correct data ana:vsis

Interprets data to evaluate validity of hypothesis
5 Listens to staff to solve project problems
6 States alternative sclutions to solve project prublems
6 Selects best solutiop to solve project problems
6 Writes progress reports to inform monitor of progress
5 Reads progress reports to evaluate project progress
6 Writes final report to disseminate research findings

Transmits report to funding source to disseminate research
findings

6 Writes articles to disseminate research findings
S Designs presentations to disseminate research findings
5 Reads papers at conventions to disseminate research findings

TO ANALYZE RESEARCH DATA

Speaks with researcher to understand data to be analyzed
5 Reads research proposal to understand type of data collected
5 Reads research proposal to understand study objectives
5 Translates objectives to define categories of responses
5 Reads data to determine if categories fit
5 Classifies each response to put responses into categories

Counts responses in each category to summarize data
6 Analyzes objectives/data type to select statistical formula
5 Reads formula to define computation sequence
5 Translates data into formula to perform statistical analysis

Operates calculator to perform statistical analysis
Reads statistical tables to perform statistical analysis
Compares data analysis with tables to determine significance
of data

5 Examines objectives/data analysts to interpret meaning of data
6 Writes paper to explain -utcome of study
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TO IMPROVE STANDARDS OF RESEARCH PROJECTS

5 Defines basic/applied research to design guidelines for
research

5 Designs standard test formats to design guidelines for research
5 Specifies resources available to design guidelines for research
6 Designs systematic procedures to design guidelines for

research
6 Advises researchers to inform on psychological principles

TO PERFORM FEASIBILITY STUDY ON NEW EQUIPMENT

6 Analyzes idea for new equipment to develop method for
feasibility study

6 Develops methodology to design feasibility study
6 Writes general specifications to design prototype equipment
5 Asks questions of engineers to determine technical

specifications
6 Draws concrete plans TO assign prototype equipment

Calls production department to have prototype produced
5 Demonstrates operation of prototype to get feedback on

performance
6 Revises design plans to improve prototype

Calls production department to have prototype revised
5 Assesses potential market to develop product cost data
5 Calculates materials/labor costs to develop product cost data

Divides cost by market to determine unit product cost
5 Identifies similar products to determine competition
5 Compares unit product cost to determine product

competitiveness
6 Analyzes market/cost/competi on to make recommendation
6 Writes report to disseminate results of study

TO CONDUCT SURVEY OF MEDIA USAGE

Copies from inventory to list equ.pment and materials
5 Analyzes survey objectives to compile usage questions
e Analyzes survey objectives to compile response categories

Copies information from list tc address questionna
Checks list to note returned questionnaires
Prepares tally sheet to summarize data
Tallies responses t&summarize data
Writes summary of data to report to supervisor

DESIGN FUNCTION.

TO DESIGN EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS

5 Analyzes goals of organization to determine communication
reeds

5 Translates communication needs to identify technical systems
5 Writes general specifications to describe technical systems
5 Analyzes other equipment systems to determine external

constraints
5 Analyzes physical facilities to determine physical constraints
5 Analyzes monetary considerations to determine financial

constraints
5 Analyzes constraints to identify alternate systems
5 Analyzes constraints to itAeitify alternate formats

Examines alternate systems to develop initial budget
5 Projects system growth to develop projece:d budget

Discusses with engineer to determine Interface of systems
Reads technical fliers to identify components of system
Reads technical fliers to determine electrical interface
Reads technical fliers to determine physical interface
Selects components to meet interface requirements
Analyzes physical constraints to draw physical schematic
Analyzes electrical derails to draw wiring diagrams
Writes detailed specifications to describe system components



TO DESIGN IMPROVED TRAINING EQUIPMENT

5 Writes criteria for needed device to ensure compatibility with
system 6

5 Translates criteria for device to develop technical specifications
5 Compares devices with technical specifications to choose most 5

appropriate 5

5 Designs prototype device to meet technical specifications. 5

5 Assembles prototype to test design feasibility 5 -
5 Assigns prototype to held center to test design feasibility 5

f-erforms cost analyIls to compute cost product dar 5

5 Writes technical specifications for contract to initiate
production of devices

6

5

TO DESIGN NEW FACILITIES
6

5 Analyzes work to be done to specify design needs
Analyzes equipment systems to determine space requirements
Examines current floor plans to determine space constraints
Analyzes budget to determine cost constraints
Analyzes physical construction to determine physical
constraints
Analyzes equipment specifications to determine special
reauirements
Visits other facilities to get ideas for design
Reads brochures to identify best designs
Draws rough floor plan ti communicate design needs
Discusses with architect to clarify design needs
Examines-blueprints to suggest improvements

TO PLAN INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE

5 Discusses with teachers to identify instructional pattern
Analyzes instructional pattern to determine space needs

5 Draws floor cans to meet instructional pattern
5 Discusses with teachers to identify best floor pian

Submits chosen floor plan to get approval

PRODUCTION FUNCTION.

TO PRODUCE AV BULLETIN

5 Selects articles on AV to compile library of materials
6 Reads information in files to choose suitable subjects
6 Compiles information from hies to write short article.s

Arranges mater 3ls on sheet to design layout
Gives instructions to have copies made

EVALUATION-SELECTION FUNCTION.

TO DEVELOP A CLIMATE SUPPORTIVE OF EVALUATION

5 Reads key educational journals to assess attitudes to
evaluation

5 Talks to educational leaders to assess attitudes to evaluation
5 Speaks to client group to identify special problems
5 Speaks to client group to develop rapport with group
5 Instructs client group to explain purposes of evaluation
5 Instructs client group to explain role of evaluator
5 Discusses with client group to answer questions re evaluation
5 Discusses with client group to emphasize non-threatening

evaluation
5 Speaks with individual members to reduce specific inhibitions
5 Speaks with dent group to invite participation in evaluation

TO PLAN AND FOCUS PROJECT EVALUATION

6 Reads project proposai to determine objectives to be evaluated
5 Analyzes project personnel/organization to determine dec stun

makers
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SpeaksuiNith decision makers to define.,decisions to be, made
Translates project proposal/reports to specify project
assumptions
Translates project proposal/reports to specify criteria for
decision
Observes project in operation to learn project procedures
Speaks with protect staff to learn project procedures
Translates objectives to specify student behaviors
Reads proposal to determine dates for evaluation reports
Reads propos-ahto determine audience for reports
Reads research literature to identify similar evaluation projects
Synthesizes needs/evaluation knowledge to develop
evaluation plans
Speaks to content/techmcal exoerts to obtain review of
evaluation plans
Translates evaluation plans to identify spec he evaluation
activities

5 Analyzes activities to determine staffrtime/resources

TO DEVELOP EVALUATION MODELS AND TECHNIQUES

5 Discusses with rItent or associates to identify evaluation
problem

6 Analyzes audience for information to determine characteristics
6 Analyzes evaluation problem ro determine decisions tu be

iTtade
6 Analyzes decisions to be made to determine information e d s

Analyzes time limits to determine-time constraints
5 Analyzes manageability of project to determine constraints

Analyzes study costs to determine money constraints
6 Translates information needs to identify values to be measured
6 Forrr-ulates value parameters to selei_- behaviors reflecting

values
6 Sets priorities among values to assign importance to behaviors
6 Selects appropriate tnoicators to measure values and behaviors
6 Translates indicators to develop criteria for evaluation

instrument
6 Compares instruments/criteria to select evaluation instrum,:rit
6 Translates criteria to develop needed evaluation instrument
6 Designs data collection st.ategy to obtain measures of

indicators
5 Sets up data processing procedure to analy,e data
5 Sets up data ':ranslation procedure to obtain answers from Oats
5 Translates model decisions to put in mathematical format
5 Translates model decisions to put in graphical fzirm
5 Compares model and objectives to test model effectiveness
5 Compares model and client needs to test if model

communicates
Anal zes cost of model to determine it feasible

5 Runs sample data through model to field test for curacy

5 Applies model to other projects to'iest whether 91Izable
ti

TO COLLECT. PROCESS. ANALYZE. AND INTERPRET
EVALUATION DATA

5 Reads evaluation model/instrument to become aware of
information needs

6 Reads evaluation model/instrument to identify sources for
evaluation data
Calls school to arrange for evaluation data collection

6 Writes methodology to collect evaluate r' data
6 Formulates sampling procedure to collect evaluation data
6 Selects time schedule to collect evaluation data
5 Instructs personnel to collect evaluation data
5 Administers instrument to collect evaluation data

Records responses to instrument
data

Compares

evaluation data
6 Writes format to code evaluation

Compares esponses and answer key to score evaluation
instruments
Calls computer center to arrange for data processing

5 Reads computer progran: library to select computer program
5 Supervises data nrocessing to translate data to usable format
6 Reads evaluation model to select statistical procedure

5 cl



5 Supervises data processing to analyze evaluation data
7 Translates results of analysis to interpret meaning of data
5 Compares data and objectives to provide answers to study

cjeest ions
7 ,Translates answers to questions to indicate mauve action

steps
7 Writes report to decision makers to transmit results/interpret

action

TO PREVIEW AND SELECT INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

5 Views material to do initial screening
Analyzes technical quality to reiect poor quality items

5 Analyzes present curriculum needs to reject irrelevant items
5 Analyzes future curriculum needs to reject irrelevant items
5 Compares with teacher's rreeds to reject irrelevant items
5 Analyzes posible uses of material to select most appropriate
5 Combines factors to eliminate obvious rejects
6 Examines evaluation methods to select best evaluation

method
Writes list of titles to prepare evaluation committee preview list
Writes list of titles to prepare specialist preview list
Writes annotation to describe material
Compiles annotation and comment sheet to collect evaluations

5 Explains material to evaluators to lead evaluation,sesSion
Requests evaluators to write comments to gather reactions

5 Asks questions to gather reactions
5 Leads discussion to gather reactions
5 Summarizes points made to lead evaluation session
5 Synthesizes comments to summarize evaluation

Tabulates recommendations to summarize evaliAtion
6 Evaluates comments/recommendations to make purchaSe..

decision
5 Analyzes reactions. needs to develop purchase pedrities_t

Makes list of purchases to select matenals for purchase \
Sends list to director to purchase materials
Sends reactions to producers to inform producers of reactions
Calls teachers in one school building to evaluate materials

5 ShoWs materials to teachers to lead evaluation session
5 Asks questions re material utilization' to gather reactions
5 Listens to teacher comments to gather reactions
5 Asks questions re teacher material needs to gather reactions
5 Writes suggestions to lead evaluation session
6 Synthesizes teacher reactions.to make Purchase decision

Sends suggestions to director to inform director of needs
Sends suggestions to producers to inform producers of needs
Calls students/teacher in a class to evaluate material

5

5

5

5

6
6

Shows material to students to field test material
Asks students questions to determine if objectives are met
Analyzes success in meeting objective to field test material
Asks students to evaluate material to field tes\ material
Synthesizes student reactions to make purchesacLecisionS
Examines success in meeting objective to make euFetv.se_...
decisions

TO EVALUATE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

6 Writes guidelines to select evaluation committee
-.Gives guidelines to advisory panel to obtain reaction/approval

5 Translates guidelines to select committee members
Checks calendar to set dates for evaluations
Calls auditorium coordinator to schedule evaluation sessions

5 Reads literature to select items for evaluation
5 Talks to salesmen to select items for evaluation.

Reads memos from teachers to determine materials needs
5 Screens inputs to select items for evaluation

Organizes materials in groups to prepare for evaluation
sessions
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Writes list of items and dates to order items for preview
Gives instructions to staff to have preview materials ordered
Attends evaluation committee meeting to lead discussion
Asks questions to determine 7,pplication/use
Collects committee evaluation:, to compile evaluation report
Attends staff evaluation session to lead c :ussion
Asks queStions to determine application/use
Disciisses with staff to clarify materials needs
Collects staff evaluation to compile evaluation report
Combines evaluations to develop evaluation rating
Sends evaluation rating to computer to have evaluation rating
stored

TO EVALUATE FILM HCLDINGS

Requests secretary to have list of old films compiled
Requests content specialists to have them preview old films
Previews old films to evaluate physical condition
Makes decision to recommend destroying old film
Gives instructions to have old film destroyed

SUPPORT-SUPPLY FUNCTION.

TO IMPROVE EQUIPMENT ACQUISITION PROCEDURES

5 Writes technical specifications for equipment to evaluate
proposals of contractor

5 Designs basic parameters of device to specify for production
5 Writes guidelines to specify minimum specifications for

equipment
5 Performs cost analysis tc recommend equipment

Discusses with management to encourage purchase of
equipment
Compiles list of recommended equipment to inform field
personnel

TO IMPROVE CATALOGING PROCEDURES

Discusses with salesmen to identify new cataloging techniques
Evaluates use of microfiche to design automated system
Evaluates use of microfilm to desigh automated system

S Analyzes engineering demands to desien automated system
Analyzes equipment standards handbook to recommend
standard definitions
Lists recommended definitions to standardize definitions
Discusses with management to recommend standard
definitions
Writes proposal to recommend verifying course card

TO CATALOG MATERIALS

-Assigns sequential control number to catalog new materials
Compares title with catalog to determine if already catalogued
Assigns code from accession list to identify materials
Reads course materials to insure correct catalog notations
Reads new materials to classify materials
Assigns subject headings to classify materials
Previews film to write catalog description
Writes short description of film to catalog film
Reads review of materials to write catalog description
Determines standard notation to prepare to catalog

5 Checks classification list to cross-index materials
Reads review of materials to dross -index materials
Cross-indexes materials to facilitate location

5 Reads curriculum guides to classify materials in curriculum
areas

5 Analyzes areas to identify curriculum topics
5 Groups curriculum topics to assign to grade levels

Adapts commercial catalog cards to catalog to local needs
Checks catalog notation to insure accuracy
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Alphabetizes catalog cards to prepare for filing
Removes out of date cards to keep catalog files current
Lists new materials in catalog to update catalog

TO HELP STUDENT SELECT LEARNING ACTIVITIES TO
MEET OBJECTIVES

Operates typewriter to type Catalog Administers tests to student to test student learning style
5 Reads test results to analyze student learning style

TO IMPROVE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 5 Instructs student to explain learning style
5 Discusses with student to explain idea of learning preference

Analyzes flow to identify major steps
Discusses with workers to identify major problems

5 Reads listing of learning activities to identify pre-packaged
activities it system

Examines forms used to identify needed Improvements 5 Reads listing to Identify learnir.2 activities related to objective
Designs new `,,ns to improve record keeping
Plans new scheoui g system to improve scheduling

6 Compares student and activity objectives to select activities
relevant to student

Examines current routing lists to identify major problems 5 Discusses with student to explain different activities
Plans new routing list to improve circulation 5 Analyzes learning activities to identify human/media mix
Analyzes ctr,:ulation records to compute usage figures 5 Analyzes learning activities to identify individual, group mix
-,dds up times equipment used to compute usage figures 5 Compares activities/learnnig style to identify matches
Analyzes usage figures to protect equipment needs 5 Discusses with student to identify student learning preference
Lists projected equipment needs to provide budget information 6 Combines activity/style,preference to make learning activity

suggestions
TO LOCATE CURRICULUM MATERIALS 5 Discusses with student to evaluate suggested activities

Reads fliers and magazines to identify curriculum materials
5 Listens to student feedback to identify problems with current

learning activity
Files references by subject area to compile materials file 5 Combines different activities to generate new sets of activities
Discusses with teacher to determine needs and objectives 5 Discusses with student to evaluate combined activities
Analyzes materials file to Select references
E.'iscusses with teacher to evaluate materials available

5 Listens to feedback from student to identify activity problems
not solved

Discusses with teacher to explain reference sources 5 Discusses with student to identify student ideas for learning
5 Advises teachers to inform of materials available activities

Reads curriculum materials to inform of materials available 5 Consults with studen' 'o help design individual learnino
activities

UTILIZATION FUNCTION.

TO HELP STUDENT IDENTIFY LEARNING INTERESTS AND
SELECT OBJECTIVES

Travels to school building to make self available to students
5 Listens to student to initiate conversation
5 Reads student records to identify relative education

achievement
5 Probes student to identify interest and talent
5 Reads student records to identify social, ethnic_ difference
5 Rear's student records to identify interest at' _.de

5 Con,erses with student to identify interest and talent
5 Responds to student to encourage learning Interests
5 Makes suggestions to student to identify interest and talent
5 Reeds student records to identify past learning in area
5 Reads student records to identify :earning difficulties in area
5 Discusses with student to review past learning and problems in

area
5 Discusses with student to identify implication of past for

oresent
5 Analyzes with s dent to narrow interest based on past

T-Trczent

6 t' alyzes with student to tr,.-slate ;merest to broad objectives
5 Speaks wi:h student to provide input on broad objectives
5 Analyzes with student to narrow broad OblectiveS
6 Analyzes with student to transiatr' broad interest to behavior

objectives
5 Evaluates behavioral objectives with student to SOteCt

objectives of immediate interest
5 Analyzes with student to develop learning sequence for

objectives

TO LECTURE/MAKE MEDIA PRESENTATIONS TO LARGE
STUDENT GROUPS

5 Speaks to students to identify objectives of presentatiol.
5 Speaks to students to explain importance of objectives
5 Discusses with students to identify group expectations for

presentation
5 Speaks to students to present lecture information
5 Speaks to students to explain special media techniques

Operates media equipment to present information
5 Discusses with students to ask student.; questions
5 Analyzes auestionsianswers to evaluate student

understanding
5 Analyzes questions answers to evaluate presentation

effectiveness
5 Observes student behavior to evaluate presentation

effectiveness
6 Translates evaluation to change presentation
5 Listens to students to respond to student questions
5 Speaks to students to respond to student questions

TO MONITOR INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION/SELF-
INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA

Wastes on student record to note student art andance
Writes on student record to note learning actlytty used
Checks materials for learning zTctwity to check if ready To-
student
Calls center to obtain missing components

5 Observes students using materials to identify problems in
handing materials

5 Discusses wan study ^t to explain handling f inatenals
5 Observes students using materials to ioentify problems in

understanding
5 Observes students usino natenals to identify problems in

performing activities
5 Discusses with student to ascertain if problem
5 Discusses with student to solve problem if simple
5 Discusses with studoot to recommeiid tutor to solve problem

Calls tutor to arrange for sturlent session
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UTILIZATION-DISSEMINATION FUNCTION.

TO MAINTAIN PROFESSIONAL STATUS/KEEP UP IN FIELD

6 Reads books /journal articles to learn issues/new knowledge
6 Joins professional associations to learn issues/new knowledge
6 Joins professional associations to develop professional

contacts
6 Attends conventions to learn issues/new knowledge
5 Attends conventions to develop professional contacts
6 Writes articles/convention papers to disseminate new ideas
6 Writes articles/convention papers to gain recognition in field
5 Discusses with colleagues to understand issues in field
5 Discusses with colleagues to identify positions in field

Discusses with salesmen to become informed of new products
Circulates fliers to inform sta" of new products
Maintains file of new equip to keep informed on
technology

TO DEVELOP DISSEMINATION STRATEGIES FOR
TEACHER TRAINING PROJECT

5 Reads teacher training materials to identify target audience
5 Reads re target audience to identify key geographical areas
5 Reads re target audience to identify key institutions
5 Reads re target audience to identify key indliduals
5 Analyzes dissemination materials to lentil. ,ncritution

needs
5 Analyzes dissemination materials tc dentify s:ri

needs
5 Analyzes dissemination matena:s to ient es

institution needs
5 Analyzes dissemination matert s tc

institution needs
5 Analyzes dissemination materia,-, to 'der

Problems
6 Translates materials to list benet- to q-istitu:
5 Analyzes methods of involvement dolve imtitu; n

process
5 Analyzes methods or involvement to u inclivdua/s

process
5 Examines institution influence patterns In

dissemination flow
6 Synthesizes benefits, involvement/prco:eitrs o develop

dissemination plan
5 Discusses with colleagues to evaluate dissemination plan
5 Speaks with interested institution to field-test dissemination

old:
Adm3n._ ters plan to field-test ssem plan
Examines increased use of materials to evaluate dissemination
plan

5 Speaks with other institutions to ciperationalize dissemination
plan

Sc7 edit

5 Discusses with visitor to indicate activities answering
questions
Guides visitor tour to keep visitor out of teachers way

5 Speaks with students, teachers to arrange for discussions with
visitor

5 Li to visitor student, teacher discussion to provide he'p
needed

5 Discusses with visitor to summarize project
Collates protect literature to give materials to visitor

TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ON AV CENTER

Defines media services available to prepare for brochure
Groups media services available to prepare for brochure
Estimates cost per item to prepare price list
Gives instructions to have brochure designed
Analyzes clients of center to define potential audience
Gives instructions to have copies of brochure mailed

5 Designs briefings to describe center operation
5 Writes briefing guide to provide briefing guidelines

Conducts briefings to describe center operation
Uses telephone to answer c....stions
Talks with visitors to describe services available
Talks with visitors to describe cataloging system
Talks with visitors to assist in locating materials
Operates AV production equipment to demonstrate operation

TO CONSULT ON MEDIA USE AND DESIGN

5 Advises outside personnel to improve use of media
techniques

6 Examines building bluegnnts to suggest improvements
5 Advises outside personnel to improve training center design
5 Gives multi-media presentation to demonstrate use of media
5 Discusses with audience to clarify media principles used
5 Examines prototype materials to suggest improvements

evaluate
5 Serves on committees to disseminate information on media

TO PROMOTE INCRE SED USE OF INSTRUL:TIONAL
TELEVISION (ITV)

5 Discusses with content specialists to identify appropriate parts
of course

5 Designs model to clarify method, media decisions
5 Analyzes research on ITV to identify relevant factors
5 Analyzes cos: effectiveness to demonstrate advantages of ITV
5 Discusses hardware sy.,:ems to evaluate effectiveness
5 Observes hardw:-e systems to evaluate effectiveness
6 Writes report to management to propose installation of ITV

TO REPORT TO MANAGEMENT

TO EXPLAIN INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION PROJECT TO
VISITORS

Speaks to visitor of superior to receive request for information
5 Talks with visitor to get acquaintecrd,scover needs

Operates slide projector to make presentation on project
5 Discusses with visitor to explain project
5 Listens to visitor to identify questions re project
5 Discusses won visitor to answer questions re project
5 Instructs visitor to summarize project characteristics

Drives visitor to school to snow project in operation
5 Instructs visitor to describe layout of classroom
5 Observes class with visitor to see project in action
5 Discusses with visitor to identify characteristic activities
5 Listens to visitor to identify questions re project

5 Analyzes work performed in unit to prepare work plans
5 Assigns work weeks to functions to prepare work plans
5 Estimates work to be performed to prepare work ,ens

5 Analyzes w--k plans to develop supporting budges
5 Develops star time output budget to support work plans

Writes progress reports to describe work performer

TO INFORM TEACHERS ON MEDIA

Discusses .with teachers to inform on materials and equipment
:assesses teaching needs to suggest app3opria:e materials
Circulates information to inform on materials and equipment
Plans workshops to demonstrate AV sf!-.!ces
Writes notice to announce demonstiat:on
Operates AV equipment to demonstrate operation
Gives mu!. dia presentation to inform On AV services

5 r=ives it :o inform on library procedures
5 Gives lee. to inform on CAI programing
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TO ADVISE PRODUCT PLANNERS ON EDUCATION
MARKET

5 Compiles suggestions of educators to suggest new products
5 Evaluates new product specifications to align with educational

expectations
5 Evaluates changes in products to determine effect on

educational application
5 Discusses with product planners to inform of educational

needs

TO FACILITATE FULLEST USE OF COMPANY PRODUCTS

Identifies company products to inform educators
6 Resolves usage problems to assist educators
6 Conducts workshops on products to assist educators
6 Identifies need to produce pamphlet on product
6 Writes pamphlet to describe application of product

Discusses with salesmen to inform on company products

TO TEACH BASIC AV COURSE

6 Shows filmstrip to teach behavioral objectives
5 Describes approach to teach behavioral objectives
6 Conducts simulated task analysis to provide active learning
5 Encourages writing of objectives to teach through active

learning
5 Encourages writing of tests to teach through active learning
6 Describes media requirements to teach use of media in

instruction
6 Describes group size contingencies to teach use of media in

instruction
5 Advises students to assist in teaching with media
5 Advises students to assist in multi-media presentations

Operates equipment to demonstrate equipment operation
5 Teaches over CCTV to instruct in media production
5 Teaches over CCTV to instruct in graphics techniques

Operates TV camera to record session for iTV
5 Advises students to inforr.1 on graphics techniques

Operates movie camera to demonstraie to students
5 Advises students to assist in making film
5 Administers pre- and post-tests to reinforce teaching

Administers media skills test to evaluite student performance
5 Advises students to better master teacher relations
5 Advises students to inform on courses to take
5 Gives multi-media presentation to demonstrate use of media

Operates movie projector to show exemplary films
5 Discusses with students to clarify media principles

COMPETENCIES
FOR SPECIALISTS

IN
MEDIA PRODUCT

DEVELOPMENT

ORGANIZATION MANAGEMENT FUNCTION.

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT FUNCTION.

TO IMPROVE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN
TECHNICIANS AND ARTISTS

5 Chooses subject matter to encourage seminar discussion
Selects time and place to hold seminar
Writes notice to publicize seminar

5 Designs art kit to demonstrate technical details
5 Conducts seminar to encourage discussion

TO SUPERVISE GRAPHICS UNIT

5 Reviews job applications to make recommendations
Makes recommendations to director to assist in hiring

5 Assesses staff work to write performance reports
Writes performance reports to inform supervisor

5 Discusses work load with staff to determine assignments
Assigns work to staff to meet goals of unit
Supervises staff to ensure work is completed

5 Discusses with staff to relay/interpret administrative
regulations

RESEARCH-THEORY FUNCTION.

TO CONCEPTUALIZE THEORETICAL MODELS

Perceives problem in field to identify general research problem
7 Analyzes general problem to identify specific problem areas
6 Selects problem areas to limit specific problem
6 Analyzes problem areas to define specific problem
5 Combines specific problem factors to make concise problem

definition
6 Translates problem statement to identify solution parameters
6 Reads problem/solution parameters to brainstorm solutions
6 Discusses problem with colleagues to brainstorm solutions
7 Combines ideas to generate new ideas
7 T..inslates ideas to other fo'rms to generate new ideas
6 Seeks out research information to support/negate alternative

ideas
7 Seek:, out research information to generate unthought-of ideas
5 Compares solutions/information to evaluate proposed

solutions
6 Compares solutions/information to generate new solutions
6 Synthesizes proposed solutions to converge on tentative model
5 Discusses model with colleagues to run reality test of model
5 Compares model with known data to run reality test of model
5 Analyzes reality test results to revise model
6 Writes paper to describe model

TO CONDUCT RESEARCH PROJECT

7 Identifies general problem to provide basis for research study
5 Reads journals to identify appropriate funding sources
5 Contacts colleagues to identify appropriate fundrrg sources

5 f-%
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8 Writes proposal to obtain funds for research study
7 Formulates specific hypothesis to conduct research study
6 Designs research methodology to test hypothesis
5 Reads proposal to identify project objectives
5 Analyzes objectives to define project activities
5 Analyzes activities to determine time for each activity

Combines times to develop project timeline
Develops budget to support research project
Transmits proposal to funding to obtain funds for research
study

5 Negotiates with funding source to clarify details of proposal
5 Reads resumes of current staff to identify possible project staff
5 Speaks to current staff to identify possible project staff
6 Compares capabilities with needs to select project staff
5 Matches staff to activities to identify gaps in staff
5 Reads file of prospective staff to attempt to fill staff gaps
5 Speaks with prospective staff to evaluate qualifications
6 Compares applicants to select staff
5 Hires personnel to staff research Project
5 Explains project to staff to train staff
5 Explains tasks to be done to train staff

Contacts individuals or schools to obtain subjects for study
6 Develops treatment to create experimental conditions
6 Develops instruments to measure effects of treatments
5 Administers treatment/instrument to collect data

Collates data to measure effects of treatments
5 Analyzes data to measure effects of treatments
5 Supervises personnel to ensure correct data collection
5 Supervises personnel to ensure correct data collation
5 Supervises personnel to ensure correct data analysis
6 Interprets data to evaluate validity of hypothesis
5 Listens to staff to solve project problems
6 States alternative solutions :o solve project problems
6 Selects best solution to eolve project problems
6 Writes progress reports to inform monitor of progress
5 Reads progress reports to evaluate Project progress
6 Writes final report to disseminate research findings

Transmits report to funding source to disseminate research
findings

6 Writer.. articles to disseminate research findings
6 r .oris presentations to disseminate research findings
5 = -s papers at conventions to disseminate research findings

TO ANALYZE RESEARCH DATA

Speaks with researcher to understand data to be analyzed
5 Reads 'search proposal to understand type of data collected
5 Reads research proposal to understand study objectives
5 Translates objectives to define categories of responses
5 Reads data to determine if categories fit
5 Classifies each response to put responses into categories

Counts responses in each category to summarize data
6 Analyzes objectives/data type to select statistical formula
5 Reads formula to define computation sequence
5 Translates data into formula to perform statistical analysis

Operates calculator to perform statistical analysis
Reads statistic& tables to perform statistical analysis
Compares data analysis with tables to determine significance
of data

5 Examines objectives/data analysis to interpret meaning of data
6 Writes paper to explain outcome of study

TO IMPROVE STANDARDS OF RESCARCH PROJECTS

5 Defines t. asic/aoplied research to design guidelines for
research

5 Designs s!andard test formats to design guidelines for research
5 Specifies resources available to design guidelines for research
6 Designs systematic procedures to design guidelines for

research
6 Advises researchers to inform on psychological principles
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TO RESEARCH LEARNING STRATEGIES FOR CAI

6 Reads research literature to select relevant learning theories
6 Selects expenmental CAI materials to run learning strategy

experiment
5 Reads CAI materials to identify computer's part
5 Speaks to students to arrange for lesson simulation

Operates tape recorder to record lesson simulation
5 Asks questions from CA! lesson to try out lesson

Writes student responses to try out lesson
5 Analyzes mistakes to identify need for tutorial help
6 Formulates strategy to help student to correct mistakes
5 Talks with students to try out tutorial strategy
5 Analyzes students" responses to determine success of strategy
6 Formulates another strategy to correct mistakes
5 Talks with students to try out second strategy
5 Analyzes students' responses to determine success of strategy
5 Speaks to student to end lesson simulation
5 Listens to tapes of student sessions to summarrze tutorial

strategies
5 Analyzes tutorial strategies to identify common elements
5 Analyzes tutorial strategies to identify successful elements
6 Analyzes common/successful elements to derive genera! rules
f Analyzes research literature/tutor behavior to derive

specifications for CAI tutor system
5 Translates tutor system specifications to develop decision

model
5 Translates decision model to develop programming flowchart

Translates programming flowchart to write computer program
Operates computer terminal to print out tutorial strategy
Reads print-out to check program

5 Speaks to students to arrange for lesson simulation
5 Observes students interaction with lesson to try out le-son
5 Observes effect of tutorial strategies to try out lesson
5 Analyzes student errors to evaluate lesson/tutor strategies

DESIGN FUNCTION.

TO DESIGN INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS FOR COURSE

6 Discusses with instructors to define training problem
6 Describes critical incidents to define training problem
5 Specifies tasks to identify terminal behavior
5 Defines objectives for course to identify terminal behavior
5 Writes overall design for course to organize content
5 Prescribes content area of course to organize content

Defines entry behavior of students to determine content
6 Writes technical draft to define training problem
6 Discusses with instructors to identify teaching strategy
6 Rewrites technical cli-aft to improve training pagram
5 Designs pre- and post-tests to evaluate effectiveness of

program
Evaluates extant materials to identify suitable content

5 Selects appropriate materials and media to organize course
Researches in literature to locate examples of simulation

5 Designs role plays to meet training need
5 Teaches course to evaluate effectiveness of materials

TO DESIGN PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION MATERIALS

5 Discusses with client to .refine problem area
5 Questions client to delimit problem area
5 Reads client's current materials to re-,i.Jrch problem area
5 Analyzes subject matter to identify segments for programing
5 Discusses with client to define target population
5 Analyzes potential audience to state assumptions about

learners
5 Discusses with client to define general objectives
5 Analyzes subject matter to state broad objectives
5 Pertr rals task analysis to organize content
5 Restates task analysis to design flow chart
5 Analyzes flow chart to write behavioral objectivet



5 Discusses with client :o refine behavioral objectives
5 Discusses with client to identify essential objectives
5 Listens in meeting to understand political aspects
5 Discusses with content experts to understand content
5 Discusses with client to reconcile conflicts in data
5 Discusses with client to revise behavioral objectives
5 Analyzes objectives/flow cnart to write content outline

Writes brief draft of program to organize content
5 Analyzes content outline to select appropriate media
5 Analyzes content outline to select model/paradigm
5 Reviews content to sequence presentation
5 Analyzes content to determine units and frames
5 Translates objectives/content to write program frames
5 Revises draft of program to reduce step size
5 Analyzes objectives to write pre- and post-tests
5 Locates technical information to design visual chart
5 Analyzes technical information to design visual chart

Organizes pilot test to try out program
5 Evaluates pilot perfcrmance to evaluatc program effectiveness
5 Revises program to improve quality

TO DESIGN MATERIALS FOR INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
COURSE

5 Analyzes task list to group in logical clusters
5 Analyzes task groups to expand into objectives
5 Writes behavioral objectives to organize a content
5 Analyzes behavioral objectives to select method of instruction
5 Designs content of unit to fulfill components of objectives
5 Writes instructor activities to clarify and expand course content
5 Decides on use of visuals to illustrate content
5 Wntes summary of lesson to clarify lesson content
5 Teaches plot lesson to time length
5 Writes supplementary handbook to assist in teaching course
5 Designs evaluation sheets to elicit student reaction to

materials
5 Plot tests to evaluate effectiveness of materials
5 Analyzes evaluation sheets to assess student reaction
5 Revises instructional materials to improve quality

Gives instructions to have materials distributed

TO COORDINATE DESIGN OF INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
COURSE

.."
5 Dvkusses with director to outline course design

I ntifies planning task force to develop task list
5 PI

t
s conferences to develop task list

5 Discusses with course writers to develop behavioral objectives
5 Writes operations plan to organize course development
5 Estimates time factors to organize course development

Selects site for pilot test to evaluate effectiveness of course
Discusses with training officer w arrange for pilot test

6 Critiques draft course materials to improve quality
Discusses with publications to organize mass production

5 Estimates number of copies needed to inform publications
5 Writes memos to field personnel to inform on progress of

course
5 Conducts briefings to intorm on progress of course
5 Writes report to management t :nform on progress of course
5 Designs evaluation forms to evaluate effectiveness of course

TO WRITE UNIT FOR INSTRUCTOR COURSE

5 Analyzes le.arning modes to list characteristics
5 Assigns modes to objectives to provide model for instruction
5 Analyzes lesson plan construction to list characteristics
5 Desions sample lesson plans to provide model for instruction
5 Analyzes test construction to list characteristics
5 Desions sample tests to provide models for instruction
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TO WRITE INSTRUCTORS GUIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS

5 Analyzes objectives to restate more fully
5 Assesses time spent in pilot to indicate time for items

Analyzes content and time to write schedule
5 Analyzes unprogra med segments to write lesson plans
5 Analyzes objectives to write pre-test
5 Analyzes objectives to write practice exercises
5 Analyzes objectives to write role plays

TO COORDINATE DESIGN OF AUTOMATED PRESENTATIONS

5 Identifies field personnel to select program developers
6 Evaluates written program to suggest improvements
6 Asks clarifying questions to suggest improvements
6 Analyzes step size to evaluate written program
6 Suggests revisions to improve written program

Discusses with producer to clarify production details
Analyzes script to assign pauses and tape stops

5 Examines draft visuals to assess correlation witn script
5 Analyzes program to assess logical development
5 Chooses subjects to test out prototype program

Schedules testing session to test out prototype program
5 Evaluates results from test to test out prototype proara

TO DEVELOP INSTRUCTIONAL PACKAGES FOR
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION (II)

Negotiates contract with customer to initiate project
development

5 Instructs customer in II to define problems in process
5 Instructs customer in H to define changed concepts of

eistruction
5 Instructs customer in H to define effects on curriculum
5 Instructs customer in II to define new role of testing
O Consults with client to determine client roles
5 Consults with client to determine company roles
5 Instructs customer in logistics to define work/money/time

relationships
5 Questions client to define wants/needs and their relationship
5 Consults with client to feedback goals for project
5 Analyzes instructional setting to define learning environment
5 Analyzes project goals to define criterion performance
5 Translates criterion performance to define learning objectives
5 Analyzes current content to decide if teaches to objectives
5 Analyzes current content to determine procedures leacher must

do
5 Analyzes currere content to define alternative procedures
5 Synthesizes ob -actives /content to define needed new content
5 Extrapolates fro= content/objectives to define teaching

strategies
5 Translates teaching strategies to make media selections

Coordinates materials procurement to provide needed audio
and visuals

5 Reads final scrip: to edit content/sequencelambigutty
5 Writes introduction to materials to describe materials

utilization
5 Plays role of student to field test materials

Speaks to client to set up review panel
5 Shows materials to client to obtain review and comments
5 Translates suggestions to make revisions

Sends materials to client to fufrili contract



TO DESIGN MULTI-MEDIA PRESENTATIONS

6 Looks at organization projects to find production opportunity
5 Identifies projects related to idea to find production opportunity
5 Identifies amenable project directors to find production

opportunity
5 Speaks to project directors to persuade to produce

presentation
5 Discusses with project director to ascertain audience/objective
5 Calls associate to obtain design assistance
7 Examines meaning of idea to clarify presentation subject
7 Considers philosophy behind idea to clarify presentation

subject
6 Considers ways of presenting to clarify presentation subject
6 Considers media involved to clarify presentation subject
6 Analyzes presentation subject to write general objectives
5 Breaks down general objectives to define behavioral objectives
6 Conceives ways of meeting objectives to develop treatment
6 Translates objectives/treatment to determine sequence
6 Translates objectives/treatment to determine content
6 Translates objectives/treatment to determine media
5 Synthesizes objectives/sequence/content/media to develcp

presentation outline
5 Synthesizes objectives/sequence/content/media to determine

needed visuals
5 Synthesizes objectives/sequence/content/media to determine

needed audio
5 Synthesizes objectives/sequence/content/media to determine

odors. tastes, touches
5 Compiles needed sensory inputs to develop storyboard
5 Translates storyboard to develop presentation specifications
5 Transmits specifications to production function to have

presentation produced

TO DESIGN EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS

5 Analyzes goals of crganization to determine communication
needs

5 Translates communication needs to identify technical systems
5 Writes general specifications to describe technical systems
5 Analyzes other equipment systems to determine ex:eine!

constraints
5 Analyzes physicol facilities to determine physical constraints
5 Analyzes monetary considerations to determine financial

constra.nts
5 Analyzes constraints to identify alternate systems
5 Analyzes constraints to identify alternate formats

Examines alternate systems to develop initial budget
5 Projects system growth to develop projected budget

Discusses with engineer to determine interface of systems
Reads technical flyers to identify components of system
Reads technical flyers to determine electrical interface
Reads technical flyers to determine physical interface
Selects components to meet interface requirements
Analyzes physical constraints to draw physical schematic
Analyzes electrical details to draw wiring diagrams
Writes detailed specifications to describe system components

TO DESIGN IMPROVED TRAINING EQUIPMENT

5 Writes criteria for needed device to ensure compatibility with
system

5 Translates criteria for device to develop technical specifications
5 Compares devices with technical specifications to choose most

appropriate
5 Designs prototype device to meet technical specifications
5 Assembles prototype to test design feasibility
5 Assigns prototype to field center to test design feasibility

Performs cost analysis to compute cost product data
5 Writes technical specifications for contract to initiate

production of devices

TO DESIGN NEW FACILITIES

5 Analyzes work to be done to specify design needs
Analyzes equipment systems to determine space requirements
Examines current floor plans to determine space constraints
Analyzes budget to determine cost constraints
Analyzes physical construction to determine physical
constraints
Analyzes equipment specifications to determine special
requirements
Visits other facilities to get ideas for design
Reads literature to identify best designs
Draws rough floor plan to communicate design needs
Discusses with architect to clarify design needs
Examines blueprints to suggest improvements

TO PLAN INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE

5 Discusses with teachers to identify instructional pattern
Analyzes instructional pattern to determine space needs

5 Draws floor plans to meet instructional pattern
5 Discusses with teachers to identify best floor plan

Submits chosen floor plan to get approval

PRODUCTION FUNCTION.

TO SHOOT PHOTOGRAPHS ON LOCATION

Selects appropriate equipment to perform photographic
assignment
Selects appropriate film to perform photographic assignment
Loads camera to Prepare for photography
Loads equipment in car to deliver to location
Drives to location to deliver equipment
Discusses wah client to clarify assignment
Sets up tripod and camera to prepare for shooting
Tests light level to set camera
Operates camera to photograph
Writes information on assignment to keep record

TO PRODUCE VISUALS FOR PRESENTATION

5 Reads script to develop overall view
5 Discusses with author to clarify details of piesentation
5 Analyzes script to identify major ideas
5 Rough skel_hes images to convey message of script
5 Discusses with author to get aporoval of storyboard
5 Evaluates script to identify needed realla

TO PREPARE MATERIALS FOR TV

5 Edits film footage to produce final film
Operates movie projek.tor to show film
Uses stopwatch to record running time of fern
Splices film to produce continuous footage

TO PRODUC /DIRECT MOTION PICTURE
i.

5 Analyzes script to write shot breakdown
Organizes shot breakdown to provide shot sequences

5 Analyzes production details to write production plan
Analyzes production plan to develop production budget
Analyzes production plan to determine equipment needs
Analyzes production plan to determine talent/crew needs

5 Analyzes shot sequences to determine needed location
Searches in tile to select suitable location
Calls appropriate agency to schedule location
Makes arrangements to transport crew/talent to location
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5 Surveys location to revise shot breakdown
'5 Gives instructions to sound crew to direct audio recording
5 Gives instructions to camera crew to direct shots to be taken
5 Gives instructions to talent to direct action for shots
5 Observes run-through to suggest improvements in film
5 Evaluates take to accept or reject film

Checks shot seq uence to ensure all taken
5 Gives instructions to have artwork produced
5 Discusses with film editor to explain film concepts
5 Advises film editor to suggest improvetents
5 Views sequences of film to approve rough cut
5 Discusses with specialists to have rough cut approved
5 Surveys market potential to decide on number of copies

Gives instructions to lab to have prints produced

TO COORDINATE PRODUCTION OF AUDIOTAPES

Discusses with writers to improve audio standards
Edits script to improve quality
Analyzes script to assign pauses
Operates tape recorder to produce scratch tape
Reads script aloud to produce scratch tape
Revises scratch tape to improve quality
Operates stopwatch and recorder to time scratch tape
Transmits script to narrator to have tape produced
Schedules preview session to play back audiotape
Makes arrangements to produce duplicates of tape

TO COORDINATE PRODUCTION OF SLIDE PRESENTATION

Interviews client to clarify presentation details
Writes standard production order to coordinate production
Writes time schedule to assign completion dates
Reads material provided to separate into major ideas
Rough sketches visuals to illustrate content outline
Writes summary of major ideas to organize content
Selects appropriate media to match media to content
Chooses colors and styles to give continuity to presentation
Writes instructions re color etc to inform production units
Arranges storyboard cards by main ideas to assign frame
numbers
Arranges storyboard cards by labei to assign work to
production units
Discusses storyboard cards to clarify production details
Searches stock files to choose existing slides
Removes poor quality slides to improve production quality
Operates camera to photograph complicated visual:,
Arranges slides n sequence to organize in prescribed order
Operates shoe projector to show raw presentation to 01 lent
Reads script and shows slides to show raw presentation to
client
Discusses with client to determine revisions needed
Revises presentation to improve quality

TO COORDINATE PRODUCTION OF FILMSTRIP

5 Discusses with supervisors to determine curriculum needs
Visits locality to obtain background information

5 Writes learning objectives to coordinate filmstrip design
Analyzes learning objectives to write rough script

5 Discusses with photographer to determine pictures needed
Advises photographer to assist in location shooting
Analyzes slides to select suitable ones

5 Evaluates slides and tape to Improve quality of material
6 Analyzes filmstrip to write teacher's manual

Analyzes catalogs and files to list related materials

TO COORDINATE PRODUCTION OF SOUND FILMSTRiP

Reads assigned script to assess work to be done
Edits portions of script to reduce length and improve quality
Revises script to follow design specifications
Sequences slides using slide viewer to match concepts in
script
Rewrites portions of script to match words to existing visuals
Operates tape recorder to produce scratch tape
Reads script aloud to produce scratch tape
Listens to scratch tape to match audio and visuals
Draws rough sketches to design tale frames
Discusses with art department to assign color and lettering
Times scratch tape with stopwatch to assess length of tape
Schedules meeting with director to show raw presentation
Demonstrates scratch tape and slides to obtain director's
evaluation
Discusses with director to determine revisions needed
Revises scratch tape to improve quality
Schedules meeting with writer to show raw pre.entation
Demonstrates scratch tape and slides to obtain writer's
evaluation
Discusses with writer to determr revisions needed
Revises scratch tape to improve quality

TO COORDINATE PRODUCTION OF SOUND FILMSTRIP

Schedules meeting with directors to discuss proposal
Recommends purchase of script to initiate production
Reads script to ensure correct grammar
Edits script to improve quality
Chooses subject matter consultant to ensure valid content
Asks subject matter consultant to have content validated
Checks pictures against script to Insure all visuals present

5 Evaluates script to choose appropriate music and effects
Calls talent to request them to audition
Auditions-talent to choose most suitable
Chooses appropriate narrator to obtain script narrator
Chooses appropriate music to obtain background music
Calls sound studio to schedule time for recording
Evalua- -ts narrator's reading to suggest improvements
Gives signals to technical staff to produce audio recording
Mixes narration tape and sound to produce finished tape
Uses stylus to make acetate cut
Times recording with stop watch to determine length
Puts impulses on tape to produce pulsed tape
Lileens to recording to Insure complete and correct

ves instructions to studio staff to have master made of
.pe

Assesses fee using union rates to pay narrator
ins layout to design record sleeve

TO COORDINATE PRODUCTION OF MATERIALS FOR
COURSE

Interviews client to clarify presentation details
Writes letters to past stLients to develop student profile
Tabulates responses from letters to develop student profile
Tabulates information to develop instructor profile
Interviews client to develop list of subjects taught
Questions client to list extant materials available
Reviews extant materials to select appropriate ones

5 Arranges materials to organize into logical order
5 Writes rough outline of content to develop course content

Sketches rough visuals to illustrate course outline
Interviews client to get approval of storyboard
Selects appropriate media to match media to content
Estimates cost for each segment to develop cost analysts
Adds estimated costs for segments to develop cos: analysts
Interviews client to get approval of basic content
Writes time schedule to assign completion dates
Defines PERT chart to assign completion dates
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Arranges storyboard cards to assign work to production units
Discusses storyboard cards to clarity production details

5 Incorporates design elements to write text
Evaluates materials produced to correct poor quality
Arranges materials in sequence to organize in prescribed order
Interviews client to get approval of production
Gives instructions to have multiple copies produced

5 Designs evaluation forms to pilot test instructional materials
Requests teacher to have pilot test conducted
Collets responses from pilot to assess reactions to materials

5 Revises instructional materials to improve quality

TO COORDINATE MASS PRODUCTION OF COURSE
MATERIALS

Discusses with course developers to clarify details on
production specifications
Requests course developers to obtain size and type of program
Evaluates list of contractors to select most appropriate
Calls contractor periodically to ensure product on time
Discusses with supervisor to define shipping arraegements
Observes packers to ensure produc: shipped safely
Calls producers to inform of mistakes in product
Calls producers to request replacement materials
Reads bill from producer to approve for payment

TO IMPROVE PRODUCTION STANDARDS

EVALUATION-SELECTION FUNCTION.

SUPPORT-SUPPLY FUNCTION.

UTILIZATION FUNCTION.

UTILIZATION-DISSEMINATION FUNCTION.

TO MAINTAIN PROFESSIONAL STATUS/KEEP UP IN FIELD

6 Reads books/journal articles to learn issues/new knowledge
6 Joins professional associations to learn issues /new knowledge
6 Joins professional associations to develop professional

contacts
6 Attends conventions to learn issuesinew knowledge
5 Attends conventions to develop professional contacts
6 Writes articles/convention papers to disseminate new ideas
6 Writes articles/convention papers to gain recognition in field
5 Discusses with colleagues to understand issues in field
5 Discusses with colleagues to identify pies lions in field

Discusses with salesmen to become armed of new products
Circulates fliers to inform staff of new products
Maintains file of new equipment to keep informed on
technology

TO CONSUs_T ON MEDIA USE AND DESIGN

5

5

Collects information on visual materials to develop guidelines
Analyzes training materials to list weak areas in visuals
Writes visual standards to develop guidelines
Designs course to instruct in visual communications
Lists TV lighting requirements to write TV production manual
Describes TV camera techniques to write TV production
manual
Describes placing of mikes to write TV production manual
Advises on filmmaking techniques to inform field personnel
Lists standards for audio to write audio production manual

5

6

5

5

5
5

5

Advises outside personnel to improve use of media
techniques
Exams se. building blueprints to suggest improvements
Advises outs de personnel to improve training center design
Gives multi-media presentation to demonstrate use of media
Discusses with audience to clarify media principles used
Examines prototype materials to suggest improvements
evaluate
Serves on committees to disseminate information on media

TO WRITE COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR CAI

Drives to schools to consult with teachers
5 Listens to teacher's description to understand concept
5 Asks questions to develop sequence for program
5 Suggests alternative approaches to define concept for program

Examines program outline to decide programming language
5 Designs flowchart to develop sequence for program
5 Analyzes steps in flowchart to transla:e into computer

language
5 Tests program in computer to discover errors
5 Rewrites program to eliminate errors

Operates computer terminal to store proaram in memory

TO BUILD CCTV STUDIO

5 Analyzes program needs to write design specifications
5 Incorporates design specifications to draw floor plan
5 Incorporates design specifications to write equipment

specifications
Calculates money available to compute budget
Observes equipment in operation to assess performance

5 Observes builders at work to ensure specifications are met
Bu Ids scundproof ceiling to equip CCTV studio

5 I-looks up equipment to equip CCTV studio
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TO REPORT TO MANAGEMENT

5 Analyzes work performed in unit to prepare work plans
5 Assigns work weeks to functions to prepare work plans
5 Estimates work to be performed to prepare work plans
5 Ariaiyzes work plans to develop supporting budget
5 Develops staff time/output budget to support work plans
5 Writes progress reports to describe work performed

TO ADVISE PRODUCT PLANNERS ON EDUCATION
MARKET

5 Compiles suggestions of educators to suggest new products
5 Evaluates new product specifications to align with educational

expectations
5 Evaluates changes in products to determine effect on

educational application
5 Discusses with product planners to inform of educational

needs

TO FACILITATE FULLEST USE OF COMPANY PRODUCTS

Identifies company products to inform educators
5 Resolves usage problems to assist educators
5 Conducts workshops on products to assist educators
5 Identifies need to produce pamphlet on product
5 Writes pamphlet to describe application of product

Discusses with salesmen to inform on company products

TO ASSIST CONTENT SPECIALIST IN DEVELOPING
MATERIALS

5 Discusses with content specialists to define training problem
5 Poses alternative responses to define training problem



5 Evaluates course outline to identify coherent segments
5 Discusses with content specialist to develop associated task

list
Gives instructions to content specialists to describe use of
learning modes

5 Drafts lesson plan to meet training oroblem
5 Discusses with content specialists to assist in TV program

design
5 Evaluates draft programs to assess methodology used

TO TEACH BASIC AV COURSE

6 Shows filmstrip to teach t.-,,havioral objectives
5 Describes approach to teach behavioral objectives
6 Conducts simulated task analysis to provide active learning
5 Encourages writing of objectives and tests to teach through

active learning
6 Describes media requirements to teach use of media in

instruction
6 Describes group size contingencies to teach use of media in

instruction
5 Advises students to assist in teaching with media
5 Advises students to assist in multi-media presentations

Operates equipment to demonstrate equipment operation
5 Teaches over CCTV to instruct in media production
5 Teaches over CCTV to instruct in graphics technique

Operates TV camera to record session for 1TV
5 Advises students to inform on graphics techniques

Operates movie camera to demonstrate to students
5 Advises students to assist in making film
5 Administers pre- and posttests to reinforce teaching

Administers media skills test to evaluate student perk -rnance
5 Advises students to better master teacher relations
5 Advises students to inform on courses to take
5 Gives multi media presentation to demonstrate use of media

Operates movie projector to show exemplary movies
5 Discusses with students to clarify media principles

TO TEACH PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE

Writes lesson plans to organize course content
Writes statement or process to describe how to do
photography
Operates copy cnera to make slides of equipment
Writes obiective, to produce mediated presentation

5 Selects slides to arrange in logical sequence
Operates tape reccrder to produce tape for presentation
Operate: amera to demonstrate exposure
Develops film to demonstrate film development
Develops negatives to demonstrate Cevelopment
Exposes contact prints in frame to demonstrate exposure
Operates slide projector to show exemplary slides
Discusses with students to clarify elements of composition
Discusses with students to clarify lenses/setting decisions
Supervises use of camera to provide experience in
photography
Discusses pictures to clarify composition setting

COMPETENCIES
FOR SPECIALISTS

IN
INSTRUCTIONAL

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

ORGANIZATION MANAGEMENT FUNCTION.

TO ORGANIZE AND REORGANIZE ORGANIZATION
STRUCTURE TO MEET GOALS

7 Reads organization charter to identify organization goals
7 Translates goals to identify broad objectives
6 Speaks to colleagues to evaluate broad objectives
7 Writes paper to identify new organization objectives
6 Translates objectives to formulate organization functions
6 Confers with colleagues to evaluate appropriateness of

functions
5 Analyzes relations between functions :a develop functional

matrix
6 Confers with colleagues to evaluate inclusiveness of matrix
6 Writes paper to revise functional matrix
6 Translates functional matrix to identify needed structures
6 Analyzes current structures to compare with needed structures
6 Analyzes current structures to determine weaknesses
7 Formulates organization& strategies to overcome weaknesses
6 Translates strategies to define new structures/operations
6 Analyzes new structures/operations to determine if they

facilitate functions
6 Translates new structures/operations to formulate new

structure matrix
6 Analyzes budget to determine structure constraints
6 Analyzes facilities to determine structure constraints
5 Analyzes staff interests to determine structure constraints
6 Rewrites matrix to include constraints
6 Compares structure and function matrices to evaluate structure

matrix
5 Confers with colleagues to evaluate structure matrix
6 Writes paper to revise structure matrix
6 Reads matrix to define relations between dimensions
E Analyzes relations and functions to define duties of personnel
b Analyzes relations and functions tc define interaction of

personnel
6 Analyzes relations and functions to define lines of

communication
6 Writes paper to explain new structure
5 Confers with colleagues to evaluate new structure
5 les:ns to feedback to revise structure
5 Rewrites paper to revise structure
5 Selects personnel to hil key positions in structure

TO PLAN PROGRAMS/PROJECTS

5 Reads project reports to identify current work
5 Discusses projects with staff to identify future priorities
5 Speaks to staff to identify project interests
5 Speaks to colleagues to become involved in new ventures
6 Compares interests with organization philosophy to ensure

compatibility
5 Rea -is newsletters. financial statements re: identify possible

funding sources
5 Reads budget to idemfy internal support money
6 Synthesizes discussion to propose department programs

r:1 C;eCtS



6 Writes paper to present department programs/projects
5 Talks with staff to evaluate programs/projects paper
6 Identifies constraints on programs to decide on program

feasibility
6 Selects programs/projects for department to plan work for year

TO INITIATE AGENCY-FUNDED PROJECT

5 Reads assigned outline to clarify general idea of project
5 Asks questions to clarify general idea of project

Writes to agency to request guidelines for proposal
5 Reads previous proposals to obtain background information
5 Analyzes proposal guidelines to write text of proposal
6 Writes draft proposal to request agency funds
6 Rewrites proposal to align with organization interest
5 Analyzes staff needs to determine staff salary needs

Analyzes pay schedules to compute staff budget
5 Identifies appropriate staff to staff proposed program

Assesses equipment needs to compute equipment budget
Assesses materials needs to compute materials budget
Operates adding machine to compute total budget
Submits proposal to contracts office to acquire overhead
figures
Writes up budget to support proposal
Circulates proposal to acquire appropriate signatures
Submits proposal to administration to approve for submission

6 Discusses with agency personnel to negotiate details of
changes

5 Writes brochure to describe proposed program

TO ADMINISTER TRAINING CENTER

5 Assesses expenditures to write financial plan
5 Ji.Infies expenditures to acquire funds for operation
5 Assesses cost benefits of training to inform management
5 Writes memos to management to acquire funds for operation
5 Negotiates with management to acquire funds for operation
5 Negotiates with management to institute open purchase

account
5 Listens to staff discuss problems to resolve organizational

problems
5 Asks questions of staff to resolve organizational problems
5 Makes decision on action to resolve organizational problems
5 Assesses draft training materials to make production decision

Routes incoming correspondence to assign for action
Reviews purchase orders to approve for purchase
Reviews bills to certify for payment

6 Conducts staff meetings to transmit information to staff

TO ADMINISTER /DIRECT PROJECT

7 Conceptualizes idea for project to meet progr goals
5 Rereads contract to define desired outcomes
5 Analyzes goals of project to define needed activities/products
5 Speaks to technical workers to ascertain amount of time

needed
5 Speaks to technical workers to ascertain jobs to be done
5 Speaks to technical workers to ascertain workers needed
5 Assesses cost restraints to determine limits of project
6 Writes tentative work plan to design project
6 Assigns staff to project to meet goals
5 Analyzes relations of activities to develop PEhT schedule
5 Analyzes time for each activity to develop PERT schedule
5 Analyzes project limits to develop PER1 schedule
5 Assigns completion dates to design project deac:ines

Writes chart to formalize PERT schedule
5 Speaks to technical workers to explain PERT chart

Speaks to technical workers to inform of deadlines
5 Speaks to technical workers to review progress periodically
5 Observes staff work/products to evaluate work performed
5 Listens to outside input to improve product
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5 Reviews work in progress to keep self informed
5 Discusses with staff to solve problems re product
5 Compares product /activities with goals to evaluate project

performance
6 Analyzes problems in project to plan changes in project

direction
6 Makes decision to terminate project to minimize wasted effort
5 Reviews project progress to present report to eJnagement/

customer
5 Translates technical language to describe project to

management/customer
5 Speaks to management and customer to present project

progress
5 Writes report to project to present progress to management/

customer
5 Compares product/activities with goals to assure quality of

work
5 Compares product /activities with goals to suggest

improvements
5 Writes final report on project to disseminate findings
5 Edits report on project to disseminate findings

TO ADMINISTER TRAINING COURSE

Writes announcements to publicize course
Schedules classrooms to reserve for course
Identifies teaching personnel to assign to course
Discusses with teaching personnel to clarify teaching
assignments

6 Evaluates teaching to assess work of teaching personnel
Discusses with teaching personnel to evaluate success of
course

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT FUNCTION.

TO STAFF PROJECTS

6 Analyzes goals of project to define activities to be done
5 Analyzes budget to determine resources available
5 Translates project activities to develop job descriptions
5 Estimates staff needs to fill described jobs

Calls placement agency to inform of staff needs
Calls colleagues to inform of staff needs

5 Reads resumes to select applicants for interview
5 Selects short list of applicants to do initial interviewing

Calls applicants to set time and place for interview
5 Describes project and company to initiate job interview
5 Questions applicant to ascertain qualifications
6 Evaluates applicants to make staff selection

Calls selected applicant to note y of selection
Writes form letter to inform applicants of rejection
Tells secretary to transmit letter to applicants

RESEARCH-THEORY FUNCTION.
TO CONCEPTUALIZE THEORETICAL MODELS

Perceives problem. in field to identify general research problem
7 Analyzes general problem to identify specific problem areas
6 Selects problem areas to limit specific problem
6 Analyzes problem areas to define specific problem
5 Combines specific problem factors to make concise problem

definition
6 Translates problem statement to identify solution parameters
6 Reads problem/solution parameters to brainstorm solutions
6 Discusses problem with collearilies to brainstorm '.olutions
7 Combines ideas to generate new ideas
7 Translates ideas to other forms to generate new ideas

6;



6 Seeks out research information to support/negate alternative
ideas

7 Seeks out research : nformation to generate new 1(%cdS
5 Compares solutions/information to evaluate proposed

solutions
6 Compares solutions/information to generate new solutions
6 Synthesizes proposed solutions to converge on tentative model
5 Discusses model with colleagues to run rea' ., test of model
5 Compares model with known data to run re Jay test of model
5 Analyzes reality test results to revise model
6 Writes paper to describe model

TO CONDUCT RESEARCH PROJECT

7 identifies general problem', to provide basis for research study
5 Reads journals to identify appropriate funding sources
5 Contacts colleagues to identify appropriate funding.sources
6 Writes proposal to obtain funds for research study
7 Formulates specific hypothesis to conduct research study
6 Designs research methodology to test hypothesis
5 Reads proposal to identify project objectives
5 Analyzes objectives to define project activities
5 Analyzes activities to determine time for each activity

Combines times to develop project timeline
Develops budget to support research project
Transmits proposal to funding to obtain funds for research
study

5 Negotiates with funding source to clarify details of proposal
5 Reads resumes of current staff to identify possible project staff
5 Speaks to current staff to identify possible project staff
6 Compares capabilities with needs to select project staff
5 Matches staff to activ: cs to identify Gaps le staff
5 Reads file of prospective staff to attempt to fill staff gaps
5 Speaks with prospective staff to evaluate qualifications
6 Compares applicants to select staff
5 Hees personnel to staff research project
5 Explains project to staff to train staff
5 Explains tasks to be done to train staff

Contacts individuals or schools to obtain subjects for study
6 Develops treatment to create experimental conditions
6 Develops instruments tin measure effects of treatments
5 Administers treatment/instrument to collect data

Collates data to measure effects of treatments
5 Analyzes data to measure effects of treatments
5 Supervises personnel to ensure correct data collection
5 Supervises personnel ,o ensure correct data collation
5 Supervises oersonnel to ensure correct data analysis
6 Interprets data to evaluate validity of hypothesis
5 Listens to staff to solve project problems
6 States alternative solutions to solve project problems
6 Selects best solution to solve project problems
6 Writes progress reports to inform monitor of progress
5 Reads progress reports to evaluate project progress
6 Writes final report to disseminate research findings

ransmes report to funding source to disseminate research
findings

6 Writes articles to disseminate research findings
6 Designs presentations to disseminate research findings
5 Reads papers at conventions tc disseminate research findings

TO ANALYZE RESEARCH DATA

Speaks with researcher to understand data to be analyzed
5 Reads research proposal to understand type of data collected
5 Reads research proposal to understand study objectives
5 Translates objectives to define categories of responses
5 Reads data to determine if categories fit
5 Classrties each response to put responses into categories

Counts responses in each category to summarize dew

6 Analyzes objectives /data type to select statistical formula
5 Reads formula to define computation sequence
5 Translates data into formula to perform statistical analysis

Operates calculator to perform statistical analysis
Reads statistical tables to perform statistical analysis
Compares data analysis with tables to determine significance
of data

5 Examines objectives/data analysis to Interpret meaning of data
6 Writes paper to explain outcome of study

TO IMPROVE STANDARDS OF RESEARCH PROJECTS

5 Defines basic/applied research to design guidelines for
::arch

5 3esigns standard test formats to design guidelines for research
5 Specifies resources available to design guidelines for research
6 Designs systematic procedures to design guidelines for

research
6 Advises researchers to inform on psychological principles

TO RESEARCH LEARNING STRATEGIES FOR CAI

6 Reads research literature to select relevant learning theories
6 Selects experimental CAI materials to run learning strategy

experiment
5 Reads CAI materials to identity computers IDrt
5 Speaks to students to arrange for lesson simulation

Operates tape recorder to record lesson simulation
5 Asks questions from CAI lesson to try out lesson

Writes student responses to try out lesson
Analyzes mistakes to identify need for tutorial help

6 Formulates strategy to help student to correct mistakes
5 Talks with student to try out tutorial strategy
5 Analyzes student responses to determine success of strategy
6 Formulates another strategy to correct mistakes
5 Talks with students to try out second strategy
5 Analyzes students responses to determine success of strategy
5 Speaks to student to end lesson simulation
5 Listens to tapes of student sessions to summarize tutorial

strategies
5 Analyzes tutorial strategies to identify common elements
5 Analyzes tutorial strategies to identify successful elements
6 Analyzes common/successful elements to derive general rules
6 Analyzes research literature/tutor behavior to derive

specifications for CAI tutor system
5 Translates tutor system specifications to develop decision

model
5 Translates decision :node) to develop programming flowchart

Translates programming flowchart to write computer program
Operates computer terminal to print out tutorial strategy
Reads print-out to check program

5 Speaks to students to arrange for lesson simulation
5 Observes students' interaction with lesson to try out lesson
5 Observes effect of tutorial strategies to try out lesson
5 Analyzes student errors to evaluate lesson/tutor strategies

TO PERFORM RESEARCH ON EFFECTIVENESS OF ITV

5 Analyzes current instructional pattern to identify ways of
improvement

6 Lists new instructional patterns to identify ways of
improvement

5 Selects ITV to improve learning process
5 Lists characteristics of IT', tc identify parameters
5 Writes research plan to tes -.:;ectiveness cf ITV
6 Defines objectives to design research Project
5 Discusses with content specialist 'o adapt course to TV script
5 Analyzes existing lesson to set objectives
5 Analyzes existrng test to design p_:st-test
5 Analyzes script to design visuals for TV

Discusses with artist to clarify visuals needed
Rehearses presentation to direct VTR production
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Directs talent and crew to direct VTR production
Selects experimental group to measure effects of reatment
Select% control group to measure effects of treatment
Teaches conventional lesson to measure effects of treatment

5 Analyzes test results to compute effectiveness of TV
Compares test group with control to analyze effects of
treatment
Measures time taken to compute time saved
Measures costs of instruction to compute money saved
Computes money/time saved to determine cost effectiveness

6 Writes report to disseminate findings

TO CONDUCT RESEARCH ON EFFECTIVE TRAINING
TECHNIQUES

7 Designs research methodology to organize procedures of
project

5 Discusses with school district to implement experimental
approach

6 Translates theoretical model to develop teacher behavior scale
5 Observes teacher liehavicar to code according to scale
5 Coaes teacher behavior IJ categorize according'to scale
5 Performs statistical analysis on data to quantify teacher

behavior
5 Compares observed behavior to mode .J identify teacher

behavior problems
6 Designs alternate training strategies to teach new teacher

behaviors
5 Supervises training conferences tc teach new teacher

. behaviors
5 Observes teacher behavior to determine training effectiveness
6 Analyzes theoretical model to determine appropriate student

behavior
5 Observes student behavior to code according to scale
5 Codes student behavior to determine teaching effectiveness
6 Translates theoretical model to develop attitude scale

Asks teachers to fill out scale to gather data on attitude
5 Performs statistical analysis to measure teacher attitude
5 Performs statistical analysis to analyze data
5 Interprets analyzed data to identify most effective technique

TO PERFORM FEASIBILITY STUDY ON NEW EQUIPMENT

6 Analyzes idea for new equipment to develop method for
feasibility study

6 Develops methodology to design feasibility study
6 Writes general specifications to design prototype equipment
5 Asks questions of engineers to determine technical

specifications
6 Draws concrete plans to design prototype equipment

Calls production department to have prototype produced
5 Demonstrates operation of prototype to get feedback on

performance
6 Revises design plans to improve prototype

Calls production department to have prototype revised
5 Assesses potential market to develop product cost data
5 Calculates materials/labor costs to develop product cost data

Divides cost by market to determine unit product cost
5 Identifies similar products :o determine competition
5 Compares unit product cost to determine product

competitiveness
6 Analyzes markeecose competition to make recommendation
6 Writes report to disseminate results of study
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TO CONDUCT SURVEY or MEDIA USAGE

Copies from inventory to list equipment and materials
5 Analyzes survey objectives to compile usage questions
5 Analyzes survey obteCeives to compile response categories

Copies information from list to address questionnaire
Checks list to note returned questionnaires
Prepares tally sheet to summarize data
Tallies responses to summarizeelata
Writes summary of data to report tp sepervisor

DESIGN FUNCTION.

TC GN INSTRU CTIONAL MATERIALS FOR COURSE

6 as with instructors to define training problem
6 Le as critical incidents to define training problem
5 Specihes tasks to identify terminal behavior
5 Defines objectives for course to 'dental/ terminal behavior
5 Writes overall design for course to organize content
5 Prescribes content area of course to organize content

Defines entry behavior of students to determine content
6 Writes technical draft to define training problem
6 Discusses with instructors to identify teaching strategy
6 Rewrites technical draft to improve training program
5 Designs pre- and post-tests to evaluate effectiveness of

program
Evaluates extant materials to identify suitable content

5 Selects appropriate materials and media to organize course
Researches in literature to locate examples of simulation

5 Designs role plays to mee training need
5 Teaches course to evaluate effectiveness of materials

TO DESIGN PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION MATERIALS

5 Discusses with client to define problem area
5 Questions client to delimit problem area
5 Reads client's current materials to research p area
5 Analyzes subject matter to identify seyments agraming
5 Discusses with client to define target populate)"
5 Analyzes potential audience to state assumptions about

learners
5 Discusses see- el,eet to define general objectives
5 Analyze, r, bj ..itter to state broad objectives
5 Perf:--- s eiEk sis to organize content
5 Resta -cis to design flow chart:.
5 Analyze-- flee -lee: to write behavioral objectives
5 Discusses with client to refine behavioral objectives
5 Discusses with client to identify essential creectives
5 Listens in meeting to understand political aspects
5 Discusses with content expert to understand content
5 Discusses with client to reconcile conflicts in data
5 Discusses with client to revise behavioral objectives
5 Analyzes objectives/flow chart to write content outline
5 Writes brief draft of program to organize content
5 Analyzes content outline to select appropriate media
5 Analyzes content outline to select model/paradigm
5 Reviews content to sequence presentation
5 Analyzes content to determine units and frames
5 Translates objectives/content to write program frames
5 Revises draft of program to reduce step size
5 Analyzes objectives to write pre- and post-tests
5 Locates technical information to design visual chart
5 Analyzes technical information to design visual chart

Organizes pilot test to try out program
5 Evaluates pilot performance to evaluate program effectiveness
5 Revises program to improve quality



TO DESIGN MATERIALS FOR INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
COURSE

5 Analyzes task list to group in logical clusters
5 Analyzes task groups to expand into objectives
5 Writes behavioral objectives to organize unit content
5 Analyzes behavioral objectives to select method of instruction
5 Design.: content of unit to fulfill components of objectives
5 Writes instructor activities to clarify and expand course content
5 Decides on use of visuals to illustrate content "'
5 Writes summary of lesson to clarify lesson content
5 Teaches grlot lesson to time length
5 Writes supplementary handbook to assist in teaching course
5 Designs evaluation sheets to elicit student reaction to

materials
5 Pilot tests to evaluate effectiveness of materials
5 Analyzes evaluation sheets to assess student reaction
5 Revises instructional materials to improve quality

instrut--tions to have materials distributed

TO COORDINATE DESIGN OF INSTRUCT0,1 TRAINING
COURSE

5 Discusses with director to outline course design
Identifies planning task force to develop task list

5 Plans conferences to develop task list
S Discusses with course writers to develop behavioral objectives
5 Writes operations plan to organize course development
5 Estimates time factors to organize course development

Selects site for pilot test to evaluate effectiveness of course
Discusses with training officer to arrange for pilot test

6 Critiques draft course materials to improve quality
Discusses with publications to organize mass production

5 Estimates number of copies needed to inform publications
5 Writes memos to field personnel to inform on progress of

course
5 Conducts briefinos to inform on progress of course
5 Writes report to management to inform on progress of course
5 Designs evaluation forms to evaluate effectiveness of course

TO WRITE UNIT FOR INSTRUCTOR COURSE

5 Analyzes learning modes to list characteristics
5 Assigns modes to objectives to provide model for instruction
5 Analyzes lesson plan construction to list characteristics
5 Designs sample lessc- --,s to provide model for instruction
5 Analyzes test const 'ist characteristics
5 Designs sample tes7, .tt e models for Instruction

TO WRITE INSTRUCTC.);;S G.IDE FOR INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS

5 Analyzes objectives to restate more fully
5 Assesses time spent in pilot to indicate time for items

Analyzes content and time to write schedule
5 Analyzes unprogramed segments to write lesson plans
5 Analyzes objectives to write pre-test
5 Analyzes objectives to write practice exercises
5 Analyzes objectives to write role plays

TO COORDINATE DESIGN OF AUTOMATED PRESENTATIONS

5 Identifies held personnel to select program-developers
6 Evaluates written program to suggest improvements
6 Asks clarifying questions to suggest improvements
S Analyzes step size to evaluate written program
6 Suggests revisions to improve written program

Discusses with producer to clarify production details
Analyzes script to assign pauses and tape stops

5 Examines draft visuals to assess correlatio with script
5 Analyzes program to assess logical development
5 Chooses subjects to test out prototype program

Schedules testing session to test out prototype program
5 Evaluates results from test to test out prototype program

TO DEVELOP INSTRUCTIONAL PACKAGES FOR
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION ON

5
5

5

5
5
5
5

5
5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
5

5

5

5

Negotiates contract with customer to initiate project
development
Instructs customer in 11 to define problems in process
Instructs customer in II ro define changed concepts of
instruction
Instructs customer in 11 to define effects on curriculum
Instructs customer in 11 to define new role of testing
Consults with client to determine client roles
Consults with client to determine company roles
Instructs customer in logistics to define work;money, time
relationships
Questions client to define wants/needs and their relationships
Consults with client to feedback goals for project
Analyzes instructional setting to define learning environment
Analyzes project goals to define criterion performance
Translates criterion performance to define learning objectives
Analyzes current content to decide if teaches to objectives
Analyzes current content to determine procedures learner must
do
Analyzes current content to define alternative procedures
Synthesizes objectives. content to define needed new content
Extrapolates from content,objectives to define teaching
strategies
Translates teaching strategies to make media selections
Coordinates materials procurement to provide needed audio
and visuals
Reads final script to edit content sequence. ambiguity
Writes introduction to materials to describe materials
utilization
Plays role of student to field-test materials
Speaks to client to set up review panel
Shows materials to client to obtain review and comments
Translates suggestions to maka revisions
Sends materials to client to fu fill contract

TO DESIGN MULTI-MEDIA PRESENTATIONS

6
5

5

5

5

5

7

6
6
6
5
6
6
6
6
5
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Looks at organization projects to find production opportunity
Identifies projects related to idea to find production opportunity
Identifies amenable project directors to find production
opportunity
Speaks to project directors to persuade to produce
presentation
Discusses with project director to ascertain audience/objective
Calls associate to obtain design assistance
Examines meaning of idea to clarify presentation subject
Considers philosophy behind idea to clarify presentation
subject
Considers ways of presenting to clarify presentation subject
Considers media involved to clarify presentation subject
Analyzes presentation subject to write general objectives
Breaks down general objectives to define behavioral objectives
Conceives ways of meeting objectives to develop treatment
Translates objectives/treatment to determine sequence
Translates objectives/treatment to determine content
Translates objectives treatment to determine media
Synthesizes objectrves/seguence/content/media to develcn
presentation outline



5 Synthesizes objectives/sequence/content/media to determine
needed visuals

5 Synthesizes objectives/sequence/content/media to determine
needed audio

5 Synthesizes objectives/sequence/content/media to determine
odors. tastes, touches

5 Compiles needed sensory inputs to develop storyboard
5 Translates .storyboard to develop presentation specifications
5 Transmits specifications to production function to have

presentation produced

TO IMPROVE INSTRUCTION THROUGH SYSTEMS
APPROACH

6 Listens end watches professor to analyze teaching technique
6 Observes student behavior to analyze teaching technique

Operates tape recorder to record class procedures
Uses tape recorder and typewriter to make transcript of
proceedings

6 Analyzes lecture to derive objectives for course
6 Discusses with professor to confirm validity of objectives
6 Analyzes derived objectives to define conditions for learning
5 Discusses with students to ascertain visuals needed
5 Rough sketches visuals to illustrate course content
5 Locates artifacts in museum to illustrate course content
5 Locates visuals in books to illustrate course content

Operates copy camera to make slides of visuals
5 Locates commercial materials to illustrate course content

Writes to producer to request materials for preview
Operates movie projector to preview film

6 Arranges materials in sequence to illustrate course content

TO DESIGN EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS

5 Analyzes goals organization to oetermine communication
needs

5 Translates communication needs to identify technical systems
5 Writes general specifications to describe technical systems
5 Analyzes other equipment systems to determine external

constraints
5 Analyzes physical facilities to determine physical contraints
5 Analyzes monetary considerations to determine financial

constraints
5 Analyzes constraints to identify alternate systems
5 Analyzes constraints to identify alternate formats

Examines alternate systems to develop initial budget
5 Projects system growth to develop projected budget

Discusses with engineer to determine interface of systems
Reads technical fliers to identify components of system
Reads technical fliers to determine electrical interface
Reads technical fliers to determine physical interface
Selects components to meet interface requirements
Analyzes physical constraints to draw physical schematic
Analyzes electrical details to draw wiring diagrams
Writes detailed specifications to describe system components

TO DESIGN IMPROVED TRAINING EQUIPMENT

5 Writes criteria for neeeed device to ensure compatibility with
system

5 Translates criteria for device to develop technical specifications
5 Compares devices with technical specifications to choose most

appropriate
5 Designs prototype device to meet technical specifications
5 Assembles prototype to test design feasibility
5 Assigns prototype to field center to test design feasibility

Performs cost analysis to compute cost product data
5 Writes technical specifications for contract to initiate production

of devices
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TO DESIGN NEW FACILITIES

5 Analyzes work to be done to specify design needs
Analyzes equipment systems to determine space requirements
Examines current floor plans to determine space constra.nts
Analyzes budget to determine cost constraints
Analyzes physical construction to determine physical
constraints
Analyzes equipment specifications to determine special
requirements
Visits other facilities to get ideas for design
Reads literature to identify best designs
Draws rough floor plan to communicate design needs
Discusses with architect to clarife design needs
Examines blueprints to suggest improvements

TO PLAN INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE

5 Discusses with teachers to identify instructional pattern
Analyzes instructional pattern to determine space needs

5 Draws floor plans to meet instructional pattern
5 Discusses with teachers to identify best floor plan

Submits chosen floor plan to get approval

PRODUCTION FUNCTION.

TO COORDINATE PRODUCTION OF MATERIALS FOR
COURSE

Interviews client to clarify presentation details
Writes letters to past students to develop student profile
Tabulates responses from letters to develop student profile
Tabulates information to develop instructor profile
interviews client to develop list of subjects taught
Questions client to list extant materials available
Reviews extant materials to select appropriate ones

5 Arranges materials to organize into logical order
5 Writes rough outline of content to develop course content

Sketches rough visuals to illustrate course outline
interviews client to get approval of storyboard
Selects appropriate media to match media to cuatere
Estimates cost for each segment to develop cost analysis
Adds estimated costs for segments to develop cost analysis
Interviews client to get approval of basic content
Writes time schedule to assign completion dates
Defines PERT chart to assign completion dates
Arranges storyboard cards to assign work to production units
Discusses storyboard cards to clarify production details

5 Incorperates design elements to write text
Evaluates materials produced to correct poor quality
Arranges materials in sequence to organize in prescribed order
Interviews client to get approval of production
Gives instructions to have multiple copies produced

5 Designs evaluation forms to pilot test instructional materials
Requests teacher to have pilot test conducted
Collects responses from pilot to assess reactions to materials

5 Revises instructional materials to improve quality

TO COORDINATE MASS PRODUCTION OF COURSE
'MATER !ALS

Discusses with course developers to clarify details on product
specifications
Requests course developers to obtain size and type of program
Evaluates list of contractors to select most appropriate
Calls contractor periodically to ensure product on time
Discusses with supervisor to define shipping arrangements
Observes packers to ensure product shipped safely
Calls producers to inform of mistakes in product
Calls producers to request replacement materials
Reads bill from producer to approve for payment





TO WRITE ACTIVITY FRAMES TO DEVELOP EVALUATION MODELS AND TECHNIQUES

Analyzes script to choose key concepts
Selects key words to present to students tc, Jefine
Selects topics to present for review and discussion
Selects topics to present for enrichment actii.ty

5 Incorporates design elements to waste activity frames
Gives directions to art department to make slides into test print
Discusses with audio director to decide on music and sound
effects

TO WRITE COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR CA!

Drives to school to consult with teachers
5 Listens to teacher's description to understand concept
5 Asks questions to develop sequence for program
5 Suggests alternative approaches to define concept for program

Examines program outline to decide programing language
5 Dt ;ignt-, flow chart to develop sequence for program
5 Analyzes steps in flow chart to translate into computer

language
5 Tests prc,gram in computer to discover errors
5 Rewrites program to eliminate errors

Operates computer terminal to store program in memory

EVALUATION-SELECTION FUNCTION.

TO DEVELOP A CLIMATE SUPPORTIVE OF EVALUATION

5 Reads key educational .rnals to assess attitudes to
evaluation
Talks to education, .eaders to assess attitudes to evaluation

5 Speaks to client group to identify special problems
5 Speaks with client group to develop rapport with group
5 Instructs client group to explain purposes of evaluation
5 Instructs client group to explain role of evaluator
5 Discusses with client group to answer questions regarding

evaluation
5 Discusses with client group to emphasize non - threatening

evaluation
5 Speaks with individual members to reduce specific inhibitions
5 Speaks with client group to invite participation in evaluation

TO PLAN AND FOCUS PROJECT EVALUATION

6 Reads project proposal to determine objectives to be evaluated
5 Analyzes project personnel/organization to determine decision

makers
5 Speaks wit4-1 decision makers to define decisions to be made
6 Translates project proposal/reports to specify orolect

assumptions
5 Translates project proposal/reports to specify criteria for

decision
5 Observes project in operation to learn project procedures
5 Speaks with project staff to learn project procedures
5 Translates objectives to specify student behaviors
5 Reads proposal to determine dates for evaluation reports
5 Reads proposal to deterne- audience for reports
5 Reads research literature .j Jentify similar evaluation projects
6 Synthesizes needs/evaluation knowledge to develop

evaluation plans
5 Speaks to content/technical exper:s to obtain review cif

evaluation plans
6 Translates evaluation plans to identify specific evaluation.

activities
5 Analyzes activities to determine staff/time --sources

5 Discusses with client or associates to identify evaluation.
problem

6 Analyzes audience for information to determine characteristics
6 Analyzes evaluation proem to determine decisions to be

made
6 Analyzes decisions to be made to dete mine 1-formation needs

Analyzes time limits to determine time constraints
5 Analyze, manageability of project to determine constraints

Analyzes study costs to determine money constraints
6 Translates information needs 'e identify values to be measured
6 Formulates value parameters :o select behaviors reflecting

values
6 Sets priorities amonc values to assign importance to behaviors
`..; Selects appropriate ir ilicaters to measure values and behavtots
6 Translates indicators to develop criteria for evaluation

instrument
6 Compares instruments criteria to select evaluation instrument
3 Translates criteria to develop needed evaluation instrument
6 Designs data collection strategy to obtain measures of

indicators
5 Sets up data processing procedure to analyze data
5 Sets up data translation procedure to obtain answers from data
5 Translates model decisions to put in mathematical format
5 Translate:: model decisions to put in graphical format
5 Compares model and objectives to test model effectiveness
5 Compares model and client needs to test if mode

communicates
Analyzes cost of model to determine if feasible

5 Runs sample data through model to held test for accuracy
5 Applies model to other projects to test whether generalizable

TO COLLECT. PROCESS. ANALYZE. AND INTERPRET
EVALUATION DATA

b Reads evaluation model:instrument to become aware of
information needs

6 Reads evaluation model instrument to identify sources for
evaluation data
Calls school to arrange for evaluation data collection

6 Writes methodology to collect evaluation data
6 Formulates sampling procedure to collect evaluation data
6 Selects time schedule to collect evaluation data
5 Instructs personnel to collect evaluation data
5 -.ministers instrument to collect evaluation data

Records responses to instrument to collei evaluation data
6 Writes format to code evaluation data

Compares responses and answer key to score evaluation
instruments
Calls computer center to arrange for data processing

5 Reads computer program library to select computer program
5 Supervises data processing to translate data to usable format
6 Reads evaluation model to select statistical procedure
5 Supervises data processing to analyze evaluation data
7 Translates results of analysis to interpret meaning of data
5 Compares data and objectives to provide answers to study

questions
7 Translates answers to Questions to indicate alternative ace,on

steps
7 Writes report to decision makers to transmit results. nzerpret

action

TO PREVIEW AND SELECT INSTRUCTIrT NAL MATERIALS

5 Views material to do initial screening
Analyzes technical quality to reject poor quality items

5 Analyzes present curriculum needs to reject irrelevant items
5 Analyzes future curriculum needs to reject irrelevant items
5 Compares with teacher's needs to reject irrelevant items



5 Analyzes possible uses of material to select most appropriate
5 Combines factors to eliminate obvious rejects
6 Examines evaluation methods to select best evaluation

method
Writes list of titles to prepare Preview list
Writes annotation to describe material
Compiles annotation and comment sheet to collect evaluations

5 Explains material to evaluators to lead evaluator session.
Requests evaluators to write comments to gather reactions

5 Asks questions to gather reactions
5 Leads discussion to gather reactions
5 Summanzes points made to lead evaluation session
5 Synthesizes comments to summarize evaluation

Tabulates recommendations to summarize evaluation
6 Evaluates comments/recommendations to make purchase

decision
6 Analyzes reactions, needs to develop purchase priorities

Makes list of purchases to select materials for purchase
Sends list to director to purchase materials
Sends reactions to producers to inform producers of reactions
Calls teachers in one school gilding to evaluate materials

5 Shows materials to teachers to lead evaluatior. session
5 e.sks questions regarding material utilization to gather

reactions
5 Listens to teacher comments to gather reactions
5 Asks questions regarding teacher material needs to gather

reactions
5 Writes suggestions to lead evaluation session
6 Synthesizes teacher reactions to make purchase decision

Sends suggestions to director to inform director of needs
Sends suggestions to producers to inform producers of needs
Calls students/teacher in a class to evaluate material

5 Shows material to students to field test material
5 Asks students questions to determine if objectives are met
5 Analyzes success in meeting objective to field test material
5 Asks students to evaluate material to field test material
6 Synthesizes student reactions to make purchase decisions
6 Examines success in meeting objective to make purchase

decisions

TO EVALUATE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

6 Writes guidelines to select evaluation committee
Gives guidelines to advisory panel to obtain reaction/approval

5 Translates guidelines to select committee members
Checks calendar to set dates for evaluations
Calls auditorium coordinator to schedule evaluation sessions

5 Reads literature to select items for evaluation
5 Talks to salesmen to select items for evaluation

Reads memos from teachers to determine materials needs
5 Screens inputs to select items for ev

Organizes materiels in groups to pro evaluation
seseions
Writes list of items and dates to crde: .ns for preview
Gives instructions to staff to have preview materials ordered
Attends evaluation committee meeting to lead discussion
Asks questions to determine application/use
Collects committee evaluations to compile evaluation report
Attends staff evaluation session to lead discussion
Asks questions to determine application/use
Discusses with staff to clarify materials needs
Collects staff evaluation to compile evaluation report
Combines evaluations to develop evaluation rating
Sends evaluation rating to computer to have evaluation rating
stored
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TO PILOT TEST PROTOTYPE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

6 Reads materials objectives to identify learner behaviors
5 Translates learner behaviors to develop prototype test
6 Compares test with objectives to insure test validity
6 Discusses test with author to insure test validity
5 Administers materials /teat to student to try Out test
5 Questions student regarding material to provide comparison

data
5 Compares teet/verbal responses to check test validity

Ca. school to arrange for test audience
Suoervises secretary to have zests typed/duplicated
Takes materials/tests to school to conduct pilot test
Gives instructions to students to orient them to pilot test
Distributes materials to class to conduct pilot test

5 Observes students using materials to identify problems with
materials

5 Observes reactions of students to assess non-verbal response
Listens to student questions to identify problems with
materials
Distributes tests to class to conduct pilot test

5 Observes students taking tests to identify problems with test
5 Listens to student questions to identify problems with test

Compares tests with answer key to score tests
Compiles scores for each ceiestior to analyze data

5 Compares analyzed data/objectives to identify objectives not
met

5 Performs item analysis of test to identify weak areas
6 Writes anecdotal data to interpret results of tests

Sends materials to designer to have materials revised

SUPPORT-SUPPLY FUNCTION.

UTILIZATION FUNCTION.

TO HELP STUDENT IDENTIFY LEARNING INTERESTS AND
SELECT OBJECTIVES

Travels to school building to make self available to students
5 Listens to student to initiate conversation
5 Reads student records to identify relative educational

achievement
5 Piobes student to identify interest and talent
5 Reads student records to identify social/ethnic difference
5 Reads student records to identify interest/attitude
5 Converses with student to identify interest and talent
5 Responds to student to encourage learning interests
5 Makes suggestions to student to identify interest and talent
5 Reads student records to identify past learning in area
5 Reads student records. to identify learning difficulties in area
5 Discusses with student to review past learning and problems

:n area
5 Discusses with student to identify implications of past for

present
5 Analyzes with etudent to narrow interest based on past/

present
6 Analyzes with student to translate interest to broad objectives
6 Speaks with student to provide input on broad objectives
5 Analyzes with student to narrow broad objectives
6 Analyzes with student to translate broad to behaeoral

objectives
5 Evaluates behavioral objectives with student to select objective

of immediate interest
5 e%.alyzes with student to develop learning sequence for

objective



TO HELP STUDENT SELECT LEARNING ACTIVITIES TO
MEET OBJECTIVES

Administers tests to student to test student learning style
5 Reads test results to analyze student learning style
5 Instructs suit-tent to explain learning style
5 Discusses with student to explain idea of learning prefereni-u
5 Reads listing of learning activities to identify prepackaged

activities in system
5 Reads listing to identify learning activities related to objectives
6 Compares student and activity objectives to select activities

relevant to student
5 Discusses with student to explain different activities
5 Analyzes learning activities to identify human/media mix
5 Analyzes learning activities to identify individual/group mix
5 Compares activities/learning style to identify matches
5 Discusses with student to identity student learning preference
6 Combines activity/style/preference to make learning activity

suggestions
5 Discusses with student to evaluate suggested activities
5 Listens to student feedback to identify problems with current

learning activities
5 Combines different activities to generate new sets of activities
5 Discusses with student to evaluate combined activities
5 Listens to feedback from student to identify activity problems

not solved
5 Discusses with student to identify student ideas for learning

activities
5 Consults with student to help design individual learning

activate,-

TO HELP STUDENT PREPARE TO USE LEARNING ACTIVITY

Discusses with student to arrange time for learning 3ctivity
Calls instructional materials center to schedule materials for
learning activities

5 Discusses with student to explain logistic aspects ofJearning
activities

5 Discusses with student to explain unique components of
learning activities

5 Discusses with student to review objectives of learning
activities

5 Discusses with student to encouraae interest in learning
activities

5 Discusses with student to explain assessment procedures
Administers pre-test to collect base-level data on objective

5 Listens to student to answer questions on use of learning
activities

TO LECTURE/MAKE MEDIA PRESENTATIONS TO LARGE
STUDENT GROUPS

5 Speaks to students t identify objectives oresentation
5 Speaks to students to explain importance -; objectives
5 Discusses with students to identify group expectations _

presentation
5 Speaks to students to present lecture information
5 Speaks to students to explain special media techniques

Operates media equipment to present information
5 Discusses with students to ask students questions
5 Analyzes question/answers to evaluate student understanding
5 Analyzes question/answers to evaluate presentation

effectiveness
5 Observes student behavior to evaluate presentation

effectiveness
6 Translates evaluation to change presentation
5 Listens to students to respond to student questions
5 Speaks to students to respond to student questions

TO MONITER INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION/SELF-
INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA

Writes on student record to note student attendance
Writes on student record to note learning activity used
Checks materials for learning activity tc check if ready for
student
Calls center to obtain missing components

5 Observes student using materials to identify problems in
handling materials

5 Discusses with student to explain handling of materials
5 Observes students using materials to identify problems in

understanding
5 Observes students using materials to identify problems in

performance activities
5 Discusses with student to ascertain problem
5 Discusses with student to solve problem if simple
5 Discusses with student to recommend tutor to solve problem

Calls tutor to arrange for student session

TO ACT AS RESOURCE FOR INDIVIDUAL/GROUP
DIRECTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Travels to school to be available to students
5 Writes capabilities /interests resume to identify capability/

interest to students
5 Waits in office to be available to students
5 Speaks to students performing learning activities to ascertain

objectives and activities
5 Speaks to students performing learning activities to ascertain

possible role for self
5 Listens to students to learn if they need/want help
5 Speaks to students to indicate acceptance of negative

response
5 Listens to student questions to carry out Positive response
5 Discusses with students tc phrase questions :n other ways
5 Asks students questions to probe problems/understandings
5 Instructs students to explain concept/information
5 Performs activity to demonstrate activrtv
5 Discusses with students to indicate further resources

TO FACILITATE GROUP LEARNING PROCESS

5 Instructs group to explain facleator role
5 Observes group learning process to gather data for

observations
5 Analyzes group process to evaluate resource utilization
6 Analyzes group process to evaluate interpersonal relations
6 _Analyzes group process to evahlate supportiveness of

members
6 Analyzes group process to evaluate problem solving process
6 Analyzes group process to ev, tate success in working to goal
6 Speaks to group to make process intervention
6 Discusses with group to suggest analysis of process
6 Speaks to group to provide input where appropriate

TO TUTOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS WITH LEARNING
DIFFICULTIES

5 Listens to student to hear student perception of learning
problem

5 Questioes student to identify what student does understand
5 Questions student to identify parameters of learning problem
5 Reads student records to identify similar past learning

problems
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5 Reads student records to identify past learning successes
5 Reads student records to identify learning style
5 Reads student records to identify affective factors
5 Discusses with student to identify current peer/family relati.)ns
6 Synthesizes factors to formulate tentative approach
5 Discusses with student to have student evaluate tutor

approach
5 Speaks to student to prescribe remedia: !earning activities
5 Alics student questions to probe understandings. problems
5 Performs activity to demonstrate activity
5 Speaks to stur. _:nt to explain in new way
5 Listens to student responses/questions to evaluate student

lea rning
5 Speaks to student to answer questions
6 Analyzes student feedback to revise tutoring aporoach

TO FOLLOW UP STUDENT WORK ON LEARNING ACTIVITY

5 Discusses with student to obtain impression of learning
experience
Administers post-test to ascertain student learning

5 Compares pre-and post-tests to determine if student met
objective
Writes Post-test score to add to student record

5 Speaks- *. student to explain post-test
5 Speaks ,cadent to identify objectives not met
5 Listens tc student to get student view of test/objectrves
5 Speaks to student to suggest recycle through process
5 Explains learning activity evaluation form to have student

evaluate learning activity
Sends negative evaluations to materials evaluator to have
learning activity revised/eliminated
Calls parent to arrange for meeting

5 Discusses with student/parent to explain student progress
5 Listens to parent to understand parent concerns
5 Discusses with parent/student to point out student concerns
5 Analyzes parent student differences to resolve possible conflict
5 Discusses differences with parent/student to resolve possible

conflict
Evaluates student/parent conference to write report

6 Writes report of studen, parent conference to keep record of
progress

UTILIZATION-DISSEMINATION FUNCTION.

TO MAINTAIN PROFESSIONAL STATUS/KEEP UP !N FIELD

6 Reeds be ,s/journal .--ecles to leer^ issues/new knowledge
6 Joins : ofessional associations to learn Issues/new knowledge
6 Joins professional associations to develop professional

contacts
6 Attends conventions to learn issues new knowledge
5 Attends conventions to develop professional contacts
6 Writes articles/convention papers to disseminate new ideas
6 Writes articles/convention papers to gain recognition in field
5 Discusses with colleas4ues to understand issues in field
5 Discusses with colleagues to identify positions in field

Discusses with salesmen to become informed of new products
Circulates fliers to inform staff of new products
Maintains file of new equipment to keep informed on
technology
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TO DEVELOP DISSEMINATION STRATEGIES FOR
TEACHER TRAINING PROJECT

5 Reads teacher training materials to identify target audience
5 Reads regarding to get audience to identify key geographical

areas
5 Reads regarding target audience to identify key institutions
5 Reads regarding target audience to identify key individuals
5 Analyzes dissemination materials to identify time institution

needs
5 Ana'yzes dissemination materials to identify staff institution

needs
5 Analyzes dissernireteon materials to identify iacilities

institution needs
5 Analyzes dissemination materials to identify materials

Institution needs
5 Analyzes dissemination materials to identify sequence credit

problems
6 Translates materials to I,st Penefits :o institution
5 Analyzes methods of involvement to involve institution in

process
5 Analyzes methods of involvement to involve individuals in

process
5 Examines institution influence patterns to identify

dissemination flow
6 Synthesizes benefits/Involvement/problems to oavelop

dissemination plan
5 Discusses with colleagues to evaluate dissernin,ition plan
5 Speaks with interested institution to field-test dissemination

plan
5 AdmiGisters plan to field-test dissemination plan
5 Examines increased use of materials to evaluate dissemination

plan
5 Speaks with other institutions to operaticnalize ilissemination

plan

TO EXPLAIN INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION PROJECT TO
VISITORS

Speaks to visitor or supervisor to receive request for
infcrmation

5 Talks with visitor to get acquainted/discover needs
Operates slide projector to make presentation on project

5 Discusses with visitor to explain project
5 Listens :o visitor to identify questions regarding project
5 Discusses with visitor to answer questions regarding project
5 Instructs visitor to summarize project characteristics

Drives visitor to school to show project in operation
5 Instructs visitor to describe layout of classroom
5 Observes class with visitor to see project in action
5 Discusses with visitor to identify characteristic activities
5 Listens to visitor identify questions regarding project
5 Discusses with visitor to indicate actemties answering

questions
Guides visitor tour to keep visitor out of teacher s way

5 Speaks with students,teachers to arrange for discussior
visitor

5 Listens to visitor/student teacher discussion to provide help if
needed

5 Discusses with visitor to summarize project
Collates project literature to give materials to visitor
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TO CONSULT ON MEDIA USE AND DESIGN 5
5

Confers with principal to explain suggestions made to teacher
Confers with principal to explain how can help teacher

5 Advises outside personnel to improve use of media techniques 5 Confers with Principal to taentify project problems

6 Examines building blueprirts 10 suggest improvements 5 Instructs Principal to explain use of project material

5 .advises outside personnel to improve training center design 5 Observes teacher behavior to note improvements in teacher

5 Gives multi-media prese..tation to demonstrate use of media behavior

5 Discusses with audience to clarify media principles used 5 Compares olJ form /new responses to identify improved

5 Examines prototype materials to suggest improvements/ student responses

evaluate 5 Compares old form/new responses to identi proved teacher

5 Serves on committees to disseminate information on media behavio.-
5 Discusses with teacher to praise improve ance

TO PROMOTE INCREASED USE OF INSTRUCTIONAL 5 Discusses with teacher to make further

TELEVISION (ITV)
TO ADVISE PRODUCT PLANNERS ON EOLIC_-ATI3

5 Discusses with content specialists to identify appropriate parts
of course

MI,RKET

5 Designs model to clar.fy method, media decisions 5 Compiles suggestions of educators to sugc, arodects

5 Analyses researcn on ITV to identify relevant factors 5 Evaluates new product specifications to al ign Jucational

5 Analyses cost effectiveness to demonstrate advantages expectations

ITV 5 Evaluates changes in products to determine effect on

5 Discusses hardware systems to evaluate effectiveness educational apolication

5 Observes hardware systems to evaluate effectiveness 5 Discusses with pruduct planners. to inform of educational

6 Writes report to management to propose installation of needs

ITV

TO REPORT TO MANAGEMENT

TO FACILITATE FULLEST USE OF COMPANY PRODUCTS

Identifies company products to inform educators

5 Analyzes work performed in unit to prepare woe. plans 5 Resolves usage problems to assist educators

5 Assigns work wee::s to functions to prepare work pans 5 Conducts workshops on products to assist educate

5 Estimates work to be performed to prepare work plans 5 Identifies need to produce pamphlet on product

5 Analyzes wont plans to develop supporting budget 5 Writes pamphlet to deecribe application of produ.

5 Develops staff time output oudget to support work plans Discusses with salesmen to inform on company proc_1,,,,ts

5 Writes progress report to desc:ribe work performed

TO INFORM TEACHERS ON MEDIA
TO ASSIST CONTENT SPECIALIST IN DEVELOPING
MATERIAL.a

Discusses :eachers to inform on materials and equipment 5 Discusses with content specialists to define training problem

Assesses teaching needs to suggest appropriate materials 5 Poses alternative responses to define training problem
Circulates Information to inform, them on materials and 5 Evaluates course outline to identify coherent segments

equipment
Plans workshops to demonstrate AV services

5 Discusses with content specialist to develop associated task
list

Writes notice to announce demonstration
Operates AV equipment to demonstrate operation

Gives instructions to content specialist to describe use of
learning modes

Gives multi -media presentation to inform on AV services 5 Drafts lesson plan to meet training problem

5 Gives lectures to inform on library procedures 5 Discusses with content specialists to assist in TV Program

5 Gives lectures to inform on CAI programming design

5 Gives lectures to inform on language laboratory operations 5 Evaluates draft programs to assess methodology used

TO CONSULT WITH TEACHERS REGARDING IMPROVING
TEACHING BEHAVIOR

TO TEACH BASIC AUDIOVISUAL COURSE

6 Shows filmstrip to teach behavioral objectives

6 Reads soecial project proposal to identify desired student, 5. Describes approach to teach behavioral objectives

teacher Oehavior 6 Conducts simulated task analysis to provide active learning

5 Speaks to teacher ti receive request to consult 5 Encourages writing of objectives and torts to teach through

5 Writes on form to mark frequency /type student responses active learning

5 Compares student form with desireC responses to identify
discrepancies

6 Describes media requirements to teach use cf media in
instruction

5 Analyzes teacher form 'behavior to identify what is causing
student difficulties

6 Describes group size contingencies to teach use of media in
instruction

5 Discusses with teacher to explain student behavior not being 5 Advises students to assist in teachino with media

met 5 Advises students to assist in multi-media presentations

5 Discusses with teacher to explain teacher behavior causing Operates equipment to demonstrate equipment operation

problem 5 Teaches over CCTV to instruct in media production

5 Listens to teacher to encourage suggested alternatives 5 Teaches over CCTV to instruct in graphics tecf-.nique

5 Instructs teacher to suggest alternative behaviors Operates TV Jmera to record session for ITV
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5 Advises students to inform on graphics techniques
Operates movie camera to demonstrate to students

5 Advises students to assist in making film
5 Administers pre and post tests to reinforce teaching

Administers media skills test to evaluate student performance
5 Advises students to better master teacher relations
5 Advises students to inform on courses to take
5 .Gives multi-media presentation to demonstrate use of media

Operates movie projector to show exemplary films
5 Discusses with students to clarify media principles

TO TEACH INTERACTION ANALYSIS

Operates audiotape recorder to tape classroom dialogs
6 Codes classroom dialogs to provide models cor instruceion

Operates copier to provide transparencies of matrices
Describes process of coding to teach how to code
Operates overhead projector to show matrices anr: coding
Operates audiotape recorder to playback classroom dialogs

5 Discusses with students to clarify coding dis< eements
5 Role plays teacher in class to demonstrate teacher behavior

TO TEACH MICROTEACHING

5 Discusses with students to clarify issues
5 Discusses microteaching prinriele.s to prepare teacher for

taping
5 Observes teaching episode to identify teacher behavior
5 Codes teaching behavior to provide model of behavior
6 Critiques videotape with teacher to point out teaching behavior
6 Discusses with teacher to suggest behavior improvements
5 Observes teacher teteaching to ientify changes in behavior
5 Codes teaching behavior to provide model of new behavior
6 Discusses with teacher to identify behavior changes
5 Directs production of videotape to provide model for critique
5 Describes microteaching to inform student teachers

Operates videotape recorder to show teach/reteach to
students
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COMPETENCIES
FOR TECHNICIANS

IN
MEDIA MANAGEMENT

ORGANIZATION MANAGEMENT OUTCOMES.

KEEPING OF PURCHASE RECORDS/ACCOUNTS

Deducts amount of purchase to record current balance
Operates card punch machine to record purchase
Operates adding machine to total monthly expenditures

4 Specifies delivery time/place to prepare purchase orders
4 Estimates cost per item to prepare price list
4 Signs forms to prepare purchase orders
4 Supervises secretary to prepare purchase orders
5 Supervises bookkeeper to credit district accounts

KEEPING OF WORK RECORDS/PAYMENT RECORDS

Writes number of hours worked to provide record for payment
Computes and records payments to keep record
Computes time worked to determine payment

3 Assesses fee using fixed rates to pay narrator
3 Computes total hours workee to provide payment to operators

KEEPING OF STUDENT RECORDS

Makes mark in register to record student presence
Records errors and frame numbe to record student progress
Writes post-test score to add to student record
Writes on student record to note student attendance

5 Assigns letter grades to record student progress

KEEPING OF MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS

Lists number of recordings made to keep record of work
Checks list to note returned questionnaires
Analyzes circulation records to compute usage figures
Adds up time equipment used to compute usage figures
Writes information on film in log book to record receipt of film
Writes comments of audience to record recommendations
Writes date in log book to record preview data
Collects completed work orders to have record of operation
Compares extant list with previous to compile list of new
materials

3 Writes information on assignment to keep record
3 Receives forms from district to compile county totals
5 Supervises analysis of forms to compile county totals

BILLING OF CLIENTS

Writes materials and time spent to provide record for billing
5 Supervises secretary ..to bill districts

FILING OF MATERIALS

Files broadcast log to maintain record
Files telex sheets to maintain record
Files used printing masters to keep records/files
Files purchase orders and vouchers to keep records/files
Files purchase orders to keep track of those not received
Operates typewriter to update file cards
Files new information to update files
Files order sheets in folder to keep records /files
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3 Compiles information on new materials to add to files
Alphabetizes check-out cards to prepare to hie
Arranges shelf list cards to prepare for filing
Alphabetizes catalog cards to prepare for filing

AILING/SHIPPING OF MATERIALS

Prepares film cartridge to mail to processor
Copies information from list to address questionnaire
Operates typewriter to ripe film mailing label

4 Gives instructions to have materials distributed
Tells secretary to transmit letter to applicants

4 Discusses with supervisor to define shipping arrangements

TYPING

Operates typewriter to type inventory
Operates typewriter to type order sheet
Operates typewriter to produce copy of business letter
Operates typewriter to type purchase orders
Operates typewriter to type equipment list
Operates typewriter to type repair request
Operates typewriter to type broadcast logs
Operates typewriter te type promotional material
Operates typewriter to type form request

3 Operates typewriter to type catalog
Uses tape recorder and typewriter to make transcript of
proceedings

PERFORMANCE OF MINOR CLER:CAL ACTIVITIES

Puts staples on folder to make storage envelopes
Operates spirit duplicator to make copies of inventory

3 Writes list of titles to prepare specialist preview list
3 Writes list of titles to prepare evaluation committee preview

list
5 Supervises personnel to receive equipment/materials

ANALYSES OF ORGANIZATION COMPONENTS

4 Examines forms used to identify needed improvements
4 Examines current routing lists to identify major problems
4 Analyzes service requests to identify service needs
4 Writes memo to departments to clarify service needs
5 Analyzes project personnel/organization to determine decision

makers
5 Analyzes manageability of project to determine constrains
5 Matches staff to activities to identify gaps in staff
5 Analyzes relations between functions to develop functional

matrix
5 Reads project reports to identify current work
5 Analyzes budget submissions to identify new programs
5 Analyzes activities to determine staff/erne/resources
4 Discusses with workers to identify major problems
4 Calls departments to clarify service needs

SCHEDULING MEETINGS/APPOINTMENTS

3 Selects meeting time and place to hold demonstration
3 Checks personal schedule to schedule time and date
4 Selects time end place to hold seminar
4 Checks calendar to set dates for evaluations
3 Calls auditorium coordinator to schedule evaluation sessions
3 Calls parents to arrange for meeting
4 Calls applicants to set time and place for interview
4 Calls building coordinator to arrange for room
4 Calls school to arrange for test audience
4 Discusses with training officer to arrange for pilc:
4 Contacts individuals or schools to obtain subject:- -r study
5 Speaks to students to arrange for lessor. simulation
5 Speaks to students to end lesson simulation
5 Speaks with students/teachers to arranae for discussions with

visitor

DETERMINING FINANCES/FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS

ORDERING OF MATERIALS 4
4

Analyzes budge' to retermine money available
Analyzes cost of model to determine if feasible

Mails order form to manufacturer to place materials on order 4 Analyzes budget to determine cost constraints
Writes to producer to request materials for preview 4 Reads budget to discover fiscal resources
Notes supplies needed to write requisition list
Fills out order form to order materials

4 Submits p-oposal to contracts office to acquire overhead
figures

3 Writes list of items and dates to order items for preview 4 Analyzes study costs to determine money constraints
3 Arranges materials requested to group order list 5 Analyzes monetary considerations to determine financial
3 Lists materials /equipment costs to compile order list for -aints

purchase 5 as architect's budget to ascertain proposed cost
4 Wntes letters to manufacturers to remind of back orders 5 Analyzes staff needs to determine staff salary needs
4 Writes letters to manufacturers to correct wrong orders 5 Analyzes budget to determine resources available

Talks with supervisor to report supply needs 4 Measures costs of instruction to compete inciney saved
3 Informs secretary to order film for purchase 4 Assesses requests for new equipment/materials to determine
3 Calls box manufacturer to order boxes purchase priority
3 Calls designer to obtain copy for labels
3 Calls produces to obtain type style for labels SEEKING FUNDS
3 Calls printer to order labels
4 Calls unit ordering materials to inform of manufacturer delay 3 Transmits proposal to funding to obtain funds for research
4 Calls manufacturer to confirm order study

Checks level of supplies to determine need for orders 4 Develops budget to support research project
4 Writes up budget to support proposal

PURCHASING OF MATERIALS

3 Sends list to director tc purchase materials
3 Sends order forms to district to initiate purchasing cycle
3 Assigns purchase order number to assure payment
5 Writes letter to manufacturer to cancel late orders
5 Reviews equipment order to approve for purchase
5 Compares list prices to determine best price
5 Makes decision to notify manufacturers to cancel late orders
5 Negotiates with management to institute open purchase

account
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5 Writes memos to management to acquire funds for operation
5. Justifies expenditures to acquire funds for operation
5 Contacts colleagues to identify appropriate funding sources
5 Negotiates with management to acquire funds for operation
5 Reads t edget to identify internal support money
5 Reads newsletters/money statements to identify possible

money sources
5 Reads journals to identify appropriate funding sources

COMrLITING BUDGETS/FINANCIAL RECORDS

3 Operates adding machine to compute total budget
4 Performs cost analysis to compute cost product data
4 Calculates money available to compute budget
4 Analyzes production plan to uevelop production budget
4 Estimates cost for each segment to develop cost analysis
4 Adds estimated costs for segments to develop cost analysis
4 Analyzes pay schedules to compute staff budget
4 Assesses equipment needs to compute equipment oudget
4 Assesses materials needs to compute materials t _get
5 Projects system growth to develop projected budge
5 'Analyzes work plans to develop supporting budget
5 Lists staff time and rates to determine staff budget
5 Lists equipment reeds and costs to determine equipment

budget
5 Lists materials needs and costs to determine materials budget
5 Totals costs to determine total budget
5 Assesses expenditures to write financial plan
5 Compiles sub-budgets to develop budget draft
5 Incorporates improvements in budget to develop final budget
4 Examines alternate systems to develop initial budget
3 Lists projected equipment needs to provide budge: information

APPROVING/EVALUATING OF WORK/PRODUCTS

3 Reads bill from producer to approve for payment
4 Submits proposal to administration to approve for submission
4 Reviews purchase orders to approve for purchase
4 Reviews bills to certify for payment
4 Reads notification from board to approve vendor selections
5 Reads progress reports to evaluate project progress
5 Compares products/activities with goals to evaluate project

performanc,e
5 Compares products/activities with goals to assure quality of

work
5 Compares products/activities with goals to suggest

improvements
5 Compares past and present budgets to approve/disapprove

budget
5 Compares budget and past performance to approve!

disapprove budget
4 Supervises staff to insure work is completed
5 Talks with staff to evaluate programs
5 Discusses with advisory committee to evaluate program

improvements

DETERMINING NEED FOR EQUIPMENT/FACILITIES/
PERSONNEL/PROCEDURES

Counts number of staff members to ascertain facilities needs
4 Analyzes production plan to determine equipment needs
4 Searches in file to select suitable location
4 Analyzes number and type activities to ascertain facilities

needs
4 Reads floor plan to examine current facilities
4 Reads current equipment inventory to identify equipment on

hand
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4 Analyzes production plan to determine talent/crew needs
5 Analyzes center inventories to list staff, equipment and

materials
5 Analyzes relations and functions to define dunes of personnel
5 Examines work of organization to identify how facilities can

help
5 Examines staff communications /interaction, to identify how

facilities can help
5 Analyzes organization activities to ascertain equ pment needs
5 Assesses cost restraints to determine limits of project
5 Listens to staff desires to ascertain facilities needs
5 Listens to staff to ascertain equipment needs
5 Speaks to technical workers to ascertain jobs to be dore
5 Speaks to technical workers to ascertain workers needed
5 Selects three architects to discuss facilities in depth

MAKING AVAILABLE EQUIPMF"- .-/FACIUTIES/
PERSONNEL

4 Analyzes purchase requests to determine which catalog to
search

4 Reviews new employee papers to determine size/number of
sessions

4 Makes arrangements ie transport crew/talent to location
5 Estimates staff neede to fill described jobs
5 Writes memos to advise hiring
4 Calls appropriate agency to schedule location
4 Calls warehouse to rent warehouse for storage
5 Selects personnel to fill key positions in structure
5 Speaks to realtors to seek additional space off campus

CHECKING FOR ACCURACY

Co_mppiaertees new materials with invoice to check that order is

checks invoice with purchase order to ensure both are correct
4 Checks typed budget to ensure correct

DETERMINING AND ENFORCING TIME CONSTRAINTS/
DEADLINES

3 Writes time schedule to assign completion dates
4 Defines PERT chart to assign completion dates
4 Analyzes time limits to determine time constraints
5 Analyzes activities to determine time for each activity
4 Calls contractor periodically to ensure product on time
5 Speaks to technical workers to ascertain amount of time

needed
4 Measures time taken to compute time saved
5 Reads proposal to determine dates for evaluation reports

WRITING TIME/PERT CHARTS

4 Combines times to develop project timeline
4 Analyzes flow to identify major steps
4 Writes chart to formalize PERT schedule
5 Writes operations plan to organize course development
5 Estimates time factors to organize course developmert
5 Analyzes relations of activities to aevelop PERT schedule
5 Analyzes time for each activity to develop PERT schedule
5 Analyzes project limits to develop PERT schedule
5 Assigns completion dates to design project deadlines

SELECTION OF PERSONNEL/MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT
AND PROCEDURES 17-C74 MANAGEMENT

4 Writes form letter to inform applicants of rejection
4 Evaluates list of contractors to select most appropriate
4 Lays cut samples to select equipment/materials vendors
5 Translates guidelines to select committee members



5

5

4
4

Analyzes program protections to determine additions needed
Compares equipment on hand and needs to identify equipment
to be bought
Calls selected applicant to notify of selection
Speaks to client to set up review panel

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT OUTCOMES.

HIRING OF STAFF

4 Makes recommendations to director to assist in hiring
5 Writes report to board 21 education to indicate vendor 5 Reads file of prospective staff to attempt to fill staff gaps

selections 5 Reviews application forms :o select applicants for interview
5 Reads resumes of current staff to identify, possible protect staff

ADMINISTRATION/COORDINATION OF PROJECTS 5 Reads resu nas to select applicants for interview
5 Selects short list of applicants to do initial interviewing

4 Gathers employee information to distribute to new employees 5 Evaluates applications to determine trainees
4 Assigns work to staff to meet goals of unit 5 Reviews lob applications to make recommendations
5 Surveys market potential to decide on number of, copies 4 Calls Personnel office to hire shipping personnel
5 Rereads contract to define desired outcomes 4 Calls unit head to ask recommendations on trainer
5 Analyzes goals of protect to define needed activities/products 4 Calls trainer cho_en to notify of selection
5 iranslares protect activities to ..levelop lob descriptions 5 identifies field personnc _o select program developers
5 Analyzes unit request to determine need for training 5 Hires personnel to staff research protect
4 Requests ocurse developers tc obtain size and type of progra, 5 Speaks with prospective staff to evaluate qualifications
4 Negotiates contract with customer to initiate proiect 5 Describes project and company to initiate lob interview

development 5 Interviews lob applicants to select most suitable
5 Speaks to staff to identify protect interests 5 Evaluates recommendations to determine best trainer
5 Listens to outside input to improve product 5 Speaks to current staff to identify possible protect staff
5 Reads proposal to determine audience for reports 5 Questions applicant to ascertao qualifications

5 identifies appropriate staff to staff proposed program
MONITORING/CHANGING OF ORGANIZATION
STRUCTURE AND GOALS EVALUATION/ASSESSMENT OF PERSONNEL OUTPUT

4 Analyzes service needs to propose new service operation 4 Supervises student aide to ensure correct performance
5 Proposes new document ition to improve research library 5 Assesses staff work to write performance reports
4 Discusses with departments to propose rev,: service operation 5 Reviews worker evaluation reports to determine acceptance of
5 Listens to feedback to -,=vise structure work
5 Discusses with auditor to identify feasible organizational 5 Discusses with teacher to praise improved performance

strictures 5 Speaks to technical workers to review progress periodically
5 Discusses with auditor to identify acceptable organizational 5 Evaluates employee performance to assess employee Progress

structures 5 Discusses with staff to evaluate work performed
5 Confers with colleagues to evaluate structure matrix 5 Observes staff work- products to evaluate work performed
5 Confers with colleagues to evaluate new structure 5 Evaluates employee performance to write evaluation report
5 Speaks to colleagues to become involved in new ventures 5 Discusses with peers tc, determine validity of reports
5 Discusses protects. money with staff to identify future priorities 5 Discusses with worker to determine validity of reports
5 Discusses with technical experts to design new organizational 5 Discusses with supervisor to determine validity of reports

model 5 Evaluates teaching to assess work of teaching personnel
4 Gives instruutiotis on operation to supervise assistants

WRITING OF WORK PLANS/MANAGEMENT REPORTS
ASSIGNMENT OF WORK TO PERSONNEL/OUTSIDE

5 Analyzes production details to write production plan CONSULTANTS
5 Analyzes work performed in unit to prepare work plans
5 Assigns work weeks to functions to prepare work plans 4 Assigns work on daily basis to schedule work loads
5 Estimates work to be performed to prepare work plans 5 Assesses work to be performed to approve requests for leave
5 Develops staff time,-output budget to support work plans 3 Uses telephone to call repairman
5 Writes progress reports to describe work performed 3 Calls talent to request them to audit:on
5 Reviews protect progress to present report to management 5 Calls associate to request assistance :n presentation

customer 3 Identifies appropriate persons to ask them to preview films
5 Discusses with staff to revise work plans 3 Chooses appropriate narrator to obtain script narrator
5 Converses with students to assign work area:,
5 Evaluates student performance to write evaluation report ASSISTANCE IN COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN

MANAGEMENT AND STAFF
CLARIFICATION OF MANAGEMENT GOALS

3 2oerates telex machine to communicate with network
5 Reads assignment outline to clarify general idea of protect 5 '.rites procedural manual to inform new employees
5 Reads previous proposals to obtain background information 5 Writes recommendations to suggest promotions and a ards
4 Discusses with client to clarify assignment 5 Conducts staff meetings to relay administrative directives
4 Discusses wirh teaching personnel to clarify teaching 3 Talks with new employees to infirm of procedures

assignments 3 Writes performance reports to inform supervisor
5 Consults with client to determine client roles 5 Negotiates with personnel department to suggest promotions
5 Consults with client to datermine company roles and awards
5 Negotiates with funding source to clarify details of proposal 5 Discusses with staff to reiayOnterpret administrative
5 Asks questions to claw-, general idea of protect regulations
5 Instructs customer in oc.pstics to define workr'rnoney/7iine

reiat:onships
5 Persuades architect to meet staff to ensure staff input
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INTERACTION WITH INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS

3
4
4
5
5
5
5

5
5

Schedules meeting with directors to discuss proposal
Attends staff evaluation session to lead discussion
Attends evaluation committee meeting to lead discussion
Summarizes points made to lead evaluation session
Writes suggestions to lead evaluation session
Chooses subject matter to encourage seminar discussion
Speaks with client group to develop rapport with group
Speaks with individual mombers to reduce specific inhibitions
Speaks to project directors to persuade to produce
presentation
Operates tape recorder and microphone to interview people in
street
Drives to schools to consult withjeachers
Advises students to better master teacher relations
Explains material to evaluators to lead evaluation session
Shows materials to teachers to lead evaluation session

.-..ESEARCH-THEORY OUTCOMES.

5 Interprets analyzed data to icientiry most errective zecnnique
5 Identifies similar products to determine competition
5 Evaluates new product specifications to align_with educational

expectations
5 Evaluates changes in products to determine effect of

educational application

DESIGN OUTCOMES.

PRODUCTION OUTCOMES.

EVALUATION-SELECTION OUTCOMES.

DIAGNOSIS OF EQUIPMENT DEFECTS
A

Tests Isnguage lab equipment to locate operating flaws
Uses tube tester to identify defective tubes

3 Operates projector to determine non-functioning part
3 Consults drawing and parts list to idenefy non-functioning oart
3 Operates record player to determine nor: functioning part

COLLATION/SUMMARIZING OF DATA IN PREPARAT:ON
FOR ANALYSIS ASSESSMENT OF MATERIALS

5 Supervises personnel L.. ensure correct data collation 3 Selects time and date to preview presentation

Counts responses in each category to summarize data 4 Reads memos from teachers to determine materials needs

Tallies responses to summarize data 4 Calls teachers in school to evaluate materials

Li Collates data to measure effects of treatments 4 Calls students/teacher in a clae:, to materials

4 Prepares tally sheet to summarize data 4 Asks questions to determine ap;.).icc:,oniuse

5 Codes teacher behavior to categorize according to scale 4 Discusses with staff to clarify mateals needs

5 Sets up data translation procedure to obtain answers from data 4 Requests content specialists to preview old films

5 Translates objectives to define categories of responses 4 Discusses with teacher to evaluate materials available

5 Reads data to determine if categories fit 4 Discusses ith teaching personnel to evaluate success of

5 Classifies each response to put responses into categories course

5 Listens to tapes of student sessions to summarize tutorial 5 Asks students questions to determine if objectives are met

strategies 4 Analyzes technical quality to reject poor quality items
4 Previews old films to evaluate physical condemn

ANALYSIS OF DATA 4 Analyzes produced visuals to evaluate quality
4 Previews presentation to evaluate presentation

4 Speaks with researcher to understand data to be analyzed 4 Listens to tape to evaluate sound quality

5 Supervises personnel to ensure correct data analysis 5 Analyzes present curriculum needs to reject irrelevant materials

4 Compares test group with control to analyze effects of 5 Analyzes future curriculum needs to reject irrelevant materials

treatment 5 Compares matenals with teachers' needs to reject irrelevant

4 Operates calculator to perform statistical analysis items

4 Reads statistical tables to perform statistical analysis 5 Combines factors to eliminate obvious rejects

4 Computes money/time saved to determine cost effectiveness 5 Designs evaluation forms to evaluate effectiveness of couree

4 Divides cost by market to determine unit product cos: 5 Analyzes program to assess logical development

5 Sets up data processing procedure to analyze data 5 Evaluates slides and tape to ir"orove quality of material

5 Analyzes data to measure effects of treatments 5 Evaluates take to accept or reject film

5 Translates data into formula to perform statistical analysis 5 Observes run-through to suggest improvements in film

5 Analyzes :udent errors to evaluate lesson/tutor etretegies 5 Views material to do initial screening

5 . _es test results to compute effectiveness c / Operates movie projector to preview film

5 Performs statistical analysis on data to quantify leacher 4 Plays back videotape to check aualey of-recording

behavior 5 Pilot tests to evaluate effectiveness of materials

5 Performs statistical analysis to measure teacher attitude 5 Teaches course ;se evaluate effectiveness of materials

5 Performs statistical cnalysis to analyze data 5 Observestudent behavior to evaluate presentation
effectiveness

INTERPRETATION OF DATA 5 Analyzes question/answers to evaluate presentation
effectiveness

5
4

Compiles suggestions r educators. , to suggest new products
Compares data analysis vvitn tables to determine significance
of data

ASSESSMENT OF DEVICES

5 Compares solutions/information to evaluate proposed 5 Discusses hardware systems to evaluate effectiveness

solutions 5 eerfcrms cost analysis to recommenU equipment

5 Analyzes reality test results to revise model 5 Compares unit product cost to determine ppoduct

o Examines objectives/data analysis to interpret meaning c competitiveness

5 Analyzes tutorial strategies to identify common elements 5 Observes hardware systems to eve luato effectiveness

5 Analyzes tutorial strategies to identify successful elements 5 EveHates new equipment to assess compatibility

5 Compares observed benavior to model to identify teacher
e.cnavior problem
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SUPPORT-SUPPLY OUTCOMES.

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT/MATERIALS

4 Analyzes repair history to identify equipment operation
problems
Inspects returned materials to check for damage
Inspects returned equipment to check for damage
Cleans lenses on proje.ctors to keep in working order
Cleans AV equipment to keep in working order
Replaces jackets on records to keep clean
Operates air compressor To remove dust from projector
Cleans off ooints and rollers to maintain film inspector
Puts plastic jackets on books to protect materials
Cleans and dusts materials to maintain condition
Uses cotton swabs and alcohol to clean heads on videotape
recorder
Cleans and refills diazo copier to maintain
Refills Printing solution to maintain offset machine
Cleans rollers to maintain offset machine
Cleans work area to keep clean organized
Demagnetizes heads on recorders to keep in working order
Sprays controls in console to clean
Oi!s AV equipment to keep in working order
Cleans language lab equipment To ensure good working order
Changes projector bulbs and fuses to maintain in working order

4 Maintains electrical systems to ensure working order

PICK:NG UP AND DELIVERY OF EQUIPMENT AND
MATERIALS

Marks list for packer to inform of r wend's needed
Gives instructions to custodian to move heavy equipment
Calls custodian to have materials delivered

3 Calls supplies department to request table and screens delivery
Selects specified equipment to take to classroom
Loads van with equipment to deliver to location
Unloads truck to deliver equipment
Wheels truck to classroom to deliver equipment
Uses checklist to locate materials for rtelivery
Picks up and :arries boxes to load in van ._

Packs filmstrips in mailing tube to drepare for deliver'',
Wheels dollies to deliver equipment
Carries equipment to classroor, to deliver to classroom
Loads equipment on cart to deliver to conference room
Pushes cart to deliver to conference room
Unloads equipment to deliver to conference room
Packages materials to prepare for delivery
Packs films in box to return to library
Packs up equipment to return to AV ceoter
Carries film to viewing room to await showing

3 Drives to location to deliver equipment
3 Drives car to r.::.ck up defective equipment
3 Drives car to deliver repaired equipment

REPAIR OF EQUIPMENT

3
4

Calls repairman to request repair of equipment
Assigns work to assistants To have equipment repaired
Selects new tubes to replace defective tubes
Tests projector fan to ensure working order
Uses tube tester to test tubes
Replaces needle to restore working order
Uses stroboscopic disc to check turntable
Removes stuck copies in copier to restore operating condition
Changes bulbs in overhead projector to restore working order
Repairs lecterns to restore working order
Replaces fuse to restore working order
Replaces tubes to restore working order
Operates equipment to test repair
Operates equipment to test reported malfunction
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4 Repairs television receivers to restore working order
4 Repairs language lab console to restore working or.-Jer
4 Repairs electrical systems to restore working order
4 Repairs CCTV studio equipment to restore working order
5 Repairs FM transmitter to restore working order

KEEPi .G OF REPAIR RECORDS

Writes data on repair form to keep record of repair
Writes information on card to keep record of repair
Writes information on card to record damaged materials
Lists equipment repaired weekly to keep weekly records
Lists equipment repaired daily to keep daily records
Writes information on card to record periodic maintenance

3 Writes information on each repair to maintains re, air history

REPAIR ANC :NSPECTION OF MATERIALS

Carries films to work area to prepare for irl-c,ection
Operates film inspector to inspert and repay film
Inspects returned materials to check for damage
Rarnuies damaged materials to keep from crrculaVo,-.
Visually inspects tapes to check hrea kS

KEEPING OF EQUIPMENT INVENTORY

Copies Information on card to prepare inventory card
Copied information on order form to mail to library
Lists equipment received to compile new equipment :nventory
Copies information from schedule cards to list equipment
holdings
Compares holdings with inventory to check .,:.curacy of
inventory
Operates typewriter to list inventory of holdings

3 Copies from inventory to list equipment and materials

LABELLING OF EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Copies information from file card to identify machines
Files card in equipment file to have record of machine
Replaces labels on equipment to insure identification
Stencils label on equipment to identify materials
Stamps ownership mark on materials to identify materials
Ties tag on machine to identify machine
Affixes code number on chart to identify
Affixes code number on chart to Identify materials
Assigns code number to chart to keep record
Labels kits of materials to identify matenais
Labels cartridges to identify for future use
Puts label on boxes to identify boxes

STORAGE OF EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Writes shelf list cards to identify locat,on of materials
4 Gives instructions to have old film destroyed
5 Supervise:, personnel to store equipmentimatenals
4 Analyzes extant materials to remove out-of-date materials

Places inspected films on shelves to store for future L...e
Carries equipment to room to store equipment
Unpacks returned filmstrips to return to storage
Sorts materials to prepare for shelving
Places materials on shelves to stole for next use
Replaces equipment on snelves to store for future use
Carries boxes to store room to store boxes
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VERIFICATION OF ORDERS/LISTS

4 Calls producer to ascertain correct title;,
3 Checks catalog notation to insure acogracy

Compares equipment with purchase order to ensure order is
correct
Compares list with past list to check accuracy
Reads catalog to verify citation of film
Checks title and number of film to insure accuracy
Checks student schedule to identify correct ass'gnment

3 Uses reference books to check accuracy effi:m notation

COMP:LING OF FILES/CHECKLISTS

3 Files references by subject area to compile materials file
5 Writes briefing guide to provide briefing guidelines
5 Selects articles on met ia to compile library of materials
5 Analyzes crucial operating factors to design readiness checklist
5 Lists equipment operation problems to list crucial operating

factors
5 Analyzes catalogs and files to list related materials

TRANSMISSION OF VIDEOTAPES

5 Observes builders at work to ensure specifications are met
Operates videotape recorder to transmit programs from
network
Schedules time and date to arrange !or CCTV broadcast

3 Prepares VTR set-up to ready for playback
3 Operates VTR to playback recording

DISTRIBUTICN/CIP.CL/UATION 0+7- MATERIALS

Reads daily schedule to identify materials neeue6
4 Coordinates materials procurement to erox.He needed audio

and visuals
5 Supervises p.io;oenel T o redistribute eeuipreent/rnatcrials

Pastes date -d.je slips in books to prepare fur circulation
Sets up circulation desk daily to prepare for distribution
Pre-stamps date due cards to prepare for distribution
Matches films with order slips to assign film to requestor
Checks lists to determine if materials available
Locates requested materiel to assist requestor

4 Plans new routing list to improve circulation

SCHEDULING OF MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT/FACILITIES

Flies copy of schedule card to keep record
Writes work order to record operation needed

3 Schedules matenals to reserve for use
Writes date scheduled to record date needed
Writes requester's name to reserve materials
Writes in time chart to schedule conference rooms
Copies information to worksheet to reserve projectionist
Files copy of work order to haee record or operation

3 Schedules facilities to reserve for use
Discusses with requestor to schedule preview time
Talks with requestor to get information on materials needs
Calls room coordinator to schedule conference rooms
Calls tutor to arrange for student session
Calls sound studio to schedule time for-recording
Locates schedule card to record date needed
Chooses alternate date to reserve materials
Checks schedule book to determine if materials available

3 Schedules bus and driver to reserve for field trip
3 Checks materials for learning activities to check if ready for

student
4 Plans new scheduling system to improve scheduling
3 Schedules equipment to reserve for use
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PREPARATION OR UTILIZATION OF FACILITIES/
EQUIPMENT

5 Visits presentation location to review physical facilities
3 Discusses with instructor to identify program need
4 Discusses with presentor to clarify presentation details
5 Discusses with instructor to determine room size and character
3 Designs cue sheet to assist projectionist and speaker
3 Surveys room to plan VTR set up
4 Organizes materials in gro-,ps to prepare for evaluation

sessions
Sets up appropriate equipment to prepare for conference
session
Arranges furniture to prepare for conference and preview
Loads projector to prepare for use
Lays out materials in lab to prepare for -tuclent use
Turns on equipr-ient to prepare for student use

3 Sets up console to prepare for instructor

CATALOGING OF MATERIALS

Writes data in catalog to update catalog
Files catalog cards to !seep records
Lists new materials in catalog to update catalog

4 Writes short description of film to catalog film
Compares title with catalog to determine if already catalogued
Determines standard notation to prepare to catalog

3 Lists subject headings to materials to identify them
3 Assigns sequential control numbers to catalog eew materials
3 Assigns subject headings to classify materials
3 Removes out-of-date cards to keep catalog files current
5 Adapts corernercial catalog cards to catalog to local needs
5 Checks classification list to cross-index materials
5 Reads new :iaterials to classify materials
4 Reads review of materials to cross -index materials
5 Reads curriculum gwdes to classify materials in curriculum

areas

OPERATION OF COMPUTER TERMINAL

Operates computer terminal to print out torial strategy
Operates computer terminal to list messages received
Operates computer terminal to make program tapes
Operates computer terminal to delete eid programs

INSTALLATION OF EQUIPMENT

3 Builds soundproof ceiling to equip CCTV studio
5 Hocks up ee.epment to install equipMent

Unpacks equipment to prepare for installation
4 Reads physical schematic to determine equipment layout
4 Examines floor plan to determine location for components
4 Reads wiring diagrams tdeterrnme electrical ;ayout
4 Reads specifications to determine contents and number

PREPARATION FOR MULTI-MEDIA PRESENTATION.

Stands up screens to prepare for presentation
Places tables in position to prepare for presentation
Tapes extension cords to floor to prepare for presentation
lests control device to prepare for presentation

3 Sets up eouinment to prepare for mules( r(en eresentatice
3 SetS up control device to prepare for presentation
4 Analyzes physical faculties to determine placement of

eeuipment and audience
4 Runs through presentation .o check fo: -echnical accuracy



ORDERING OF FILMS /MATERIALS /EQUIPMENT

Mails order sheets to order films

UTILIZATION-DISSEMINATION OUTCOMES.

DISTRIBUTION OF INI-ORMATION
3 Discusses with student to arrange time for learning activity
3 Calls teacher/students to arrange for human components of Mails copy of work order to inform instructor

'earl-Eng activity Sorts incoming mail to distribute in boxes
3 Calls instnictional materials center to schedule materials for

learning activity .

Circulates flyers to inform staff of new products
Lists operating flaws in equipment to inform repair technician

3 Calls p7oducer to obtain sample components Writes notifications to inform teacher of film arrival
3 Calls equipment supplier to request equipment delivery and set Distributes information to get information to employees

up 3 Transmits report to funding source to disseminate research
4 Analyzes usage figures to protect equipment .ieeds findings
4 Analyzes equipment needs to plan equipment acquisition 3 Collates project literature to give materials to visitor

4 Writes notice to publicize demonstration
LOCATION OF MATERIALS .4 Compiles list of recommended equipment to inform staff

4 Lists recommended equipment per unit to inform staff
5 Analyzes materials file to select references 4 Lists recommended manufacturers to inform staff
5 Researches materials files to locate appropnate materials. 4 Writes instructions to inform production units

5 Writes memos to field personnel to inform on progress of
ORDERING OF REPLACEMENT MATERIALS course

5 Writes report to management to inform on progress of course
Lists missing equipment to request replacements 5 Assesses cost benefits of training to inform management
Lists missing items to preee7e replacement list
Writes to central office to request replacement items

5 Trar,slates technical langue e to describe project to
management/customer

3 Writes order forms to order spare parts 5 Writes eon on projec7 to present progress to management/
4 Calls producers to request replacement materials customer

Observes stock of paper to insure adequate supplies 5 Edits report on project to disseminate findings
4 Estimates spare parts needed to stock repair service 5 Develops new procedures to route information

5 Writes reports to disseminate findings
5 Conducts briefings to inform on progress of course

TRANSMISSION OF RA6A0 BROADCASTS 4 Wites summary of data to report to supervisor
Distributes messaaes received to infcrm staff

Reads aloud to announce station identification Sends notifications to reauestor to inform of date scheduled
Reads aloud to make radio announcements 3 reactions to producers to inform producers
Observes audiometers to monitor broadcast signal 3

,Sens
Sends suggestions to director to inform director o' needs

Operates broadcast console to switch program sources 4 Circulates information to inform on materials and equipment
Arranges tapes in rack to prepare to broadcast

UTILIZATION OUTCOMES.

PREPARATION FOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Prepares materials and equipment in lab to prepare for student
use

4 Travels to school to be available to students

PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION.

3 Schecieles meeting with director to show presentation
3 Schedules -r.ieeting with writer to show presentation

Operates media equiptment to present information
Operates slide projector to show presentation
Operates equipment to show mulescreen presentation

3 Reads script and shows slides to show raw presentation to
client

5 Instructs students to explain concept/information
5 Speaks to group to provide input where at.,...opriatz
5 Speaks to students to present lecture information

DISCUSSION (TWO-WAY INTERACTION)

4 Uses telephone to answer service questions
Converses with supervisor to discuss repair

5 Discusses with client group to answer guest one regarding
evaluation

5 Discusses microteaching principles or. are teacher for
taping

5 Discusses with students to cia: issues
5 Discusses with visitor to answer questions
5 Listens to visitor/student/teacher discussion to provide help if

needed
5 Discusses with visitor to summarize activities
5 Discusses with students to clarify media principles
5 Discusses with student to explain different activities
5 Cntiques videotape with teacher to point out teaching

behavior
5 Observes teacher teaching to identify changes in behavior
5 Conducts seminar to encourage discussion

TEACHING (FORMAL INTERACTION)

5 Designs conference to inform management of changes
4 Gives instructions to students to orient them to I:lot rest
4 Discusses with students to clarify elements of composition
4 Discusses with students to clarify lenses/setting decisions
4 Supervises use of instamaic to provide experience in

photography
4 Discusses camera pictures to clarify principles of composition/

setting
5 Discusses with teacher to suggest behavior improvements
5 Speaks to management and customer to present project

progress
Supervises training conferences to teach new teacher
behaviors
Operates slide projector to make preseetation on project
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Gives directions to students, to assist in equipment operation
Gives lectures to inform students
Teaches over CCTV to instruct in media production
Advises students to assist in making media production
Advises students to assist in multi-media presentations
Administers pre- and post-tests to reinforce teaching:
Shows how to replace bulbs to inform aides
Explains operation of equipment to inform instructor
Teaches preventive maintenance to inform repairmen
Shows how to operate dictaphone to instruct students
Demonstrates equipment operation to train student workers
Describes microteaching to inform student teachers
Explains tasks to be done to train staff
Encourages writing of objectives to teach thru active learning
Encourages writing of objectives and tests to teach through
active learning

COMPETENCIES
FOR TECHNICIANS

IN'
MEDIA PRODUCT

DEVELOPMENT

ORGANIZATION MANAGEMENT OUTCOMES.

ASSIGNMENT/COORDINATION OF WORK OF L;NiTS/
PERSONNEL

EXPLANATION (INFORMAL INTERACTION) 3
-3

Gives instructions to staff to have preview materials ordered
Writes standard production order to coordinate production

Writes date and name on card to inform requestor 3 Writes time schedule to assign completion dates
3 Uses teiephone to answer routine questions 5 Writes memos to departments to request review of extant
4 Converses with assistants to ack.ise on repairs materials
4 Talks with teacher to inform of procedure 4 Transmits script to narrator to have tape produced
4 Discusses with teacher to explain references sources 4 Reads assigned script to assess work to be done
4 Speaks to visitor or superior to receive request for trifuii-.-.:,:een 4 Routes incoming correspondence to assign for action
4 Calls producers to inform of mistakes in product 5 Estimates number of copies needed to order publications
4 Calls colleagues to inform of staff needs 5 Writes memo to subordinates to require budget submissions
4 Calls placement agency to inform of staff needs Converses with supervisor to clarify assignment
4 Speaks to technical workers to inform of deadlines 3 Gives instructions to secretary te have budget typed
5 Discusses with client group to cre:me non-threatening 4 Calls production unit to arrange for production of visuals

evaluation 4 Calls school to arrange for evaluation data collection
5 Discusses with student to explain logistic aspects of learning 4 Calls computer center to arrange for data process:ng

activity 4 Supervises secretary to have tests typed/duplicated
5 Discusses with student to explain unique components of 4 R.iquests secretary to have list of old films compiled

learning activity 4 Gives instructions to lab to have prints produced
5 Discusses with student to explain assessment procedures 4 Discusses with publications unit to organize mass production
5 Discusses with student to explain handling of materials 4 Identifies teaching personnel to assign to course
5 Discusses with student/parent to explain student progress 5 Explains work of organization to give architect design
5 Discusses with teacher to explain student behavior not being specifications

met 5 Explains how facilities aid work to give architect design
5 Discusses with teacher to expla n teacher behavior causing specifications

problem 5 Expiains communications/interaction needs to give architect
5 Discusses with principal to explain suggestions made to

teacher
design
Specifications

5 Discusses with.teacher to make further suggestions 5 Explains special needs of staff to give architect design
5 Discusses with product planners to inform of educational specifications

needs 5 Explain financial constraints to give architect design
5 Speaks to technical workers to explain PERT chart specifications
5 Speaks to student to explain post-test 5 Discusses with staff to determine work assignments
5 Speaks to teacher to receive request to consult
5 Speaks to architects in person to explain facilities needs DETERMINING AND ENFORCING TIME CONSTRAINTS/

Drives visitor to school to show project in operation DEADLINES
5 Instructs group to explain facilitator role
5 Instructs croup to explain conter.t/process difficulty 3 Writes time schedule to assign completion dates
5 Advises students to inform on courses to take 4 Defires PERT chart to assign completion dates
4 Discusses with teachers to inform oh materials and equipment 4 Analyzes time limits to determine time constraints
5 Instructs client group to explain purposes of evaluation 5 Analyzes activities to determine time for each activity
5 instructs client group to explain role of evacuator 4 Calls contractor periodically to ensure product on time
5 Instructs i:ustomer in II to define problems in process 5 Speaks to technical workers to ascertain amount of time
5 Instructs customer in H to define changed concepts of needed

instruction 4 Measures time taken to compute time saved
5 Instructs customer in H to define effects on curriculum 5 Reads proposal to determine dates for evaluation reports
5 Instructs customer in II to define new role of testing
5 instructs visitor to describe layout of classroom
5 Serves on committees to disseminate information on media
5 Instructs teacher to suggest alternative behaviors
5 instructs suoervisor to explain use c,f material
5 Advises teachers to inform of materials available
5 Advises on fiim making techniques to inform staff
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PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT OUTCOMES.

HIP!,;.G OF STAFF

4 Makes recommendations to director to assist in hiring
5 Reads file of prospective staff to attemp: to fill staff gaps
5 Reviews application forms to select applicants for interview
5 i ids resumes of current staff to identify possible project staff
5 Reads resumes to select applicants for interview
5 Selects short list of applicants to do initial interviewing
5 Evaluates applications to deterrene trainees
5 Reviews yob applications to make recommendations
4 Calls personnel office to. hire shipping personnel
4 Calls unit head to ask recommendetions on trainer
4 Calls trainer chosen to notify of selection
5 Identifies field personnel to select program developers
5 litre; personnel to staff researcn project
5 Speaks with prospective staff to evaluate qualifications
5 Describes project and company to initiate lob interview
5 Interviews job applicants to select most suitable
5 Evaluates reornmendatiorts to determine best trainer
5 Speaks to current staff to identify possible project staff
5 Questions applicant to ascertain qualifications
5 Identifies appropriate st :o staff proposed program

RESEARCH-THEORY OUTCOMES.

DESIGN OUTCOMES.

PRODUCTION OUTCOMES.

PRODUCTION OF OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCIES

Applies tape or hinges to mount transparencies
Assembles sheets of film on rnount to produce overlays
Operates 3m machine to make transparency of hard copy
Operates diazo machine to make transparencies

.:aches adhesive color material to add color to master

PRODUCTION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS

3 Gives directions to art department to make slides into test print
4 Advises photographer to assist in location shooting

Uses sealing iron to mount slides
Uses slide mounts to mount slides
Inserts film cartridge to load camera
Operates copy camera to photograph copy.vork
Mixes chemicals to process film
Processes black-and-white film to develop film

4 Operates contact pnnter to make prints
3 Operates copy camera to make photographs
3 Inserts film to load camera
3 Operates camera to make photograph

Operates copy process camera zo make halftone copy

3 Sets up tripod and camera to prepare for shooting
3 Tests light level to set camera
4 Processes color film to develop film
4 Selects appropriate equipment to perform photographic

assignment
4 Selects appropriate film to perform photographic assignment.

Chooses appropriate chemicals to process black-and-white
filr

5 Chc _ appropnate chemicals to process h. ,n
5 Choes appropriate paper to print film

PRODUCTION OF PRINTED MATERIALS

3 Gives instructions to have copies made
Operates adhesive coating machine to apply wax to materials
Operates soiral binding machine to bind materials
Applies aring to master to prepare master for printing
Operates copycat machine to prepare plates for offset
Operates offset press to print materials

3 Assembles materials on master to prepare copy for printing

PRODUCTION OF AUDIO RECORDINGS

3 Gives signals to technical staff to produce audio recording

4 Gives instructions to studio staff to have master made of audio

recording
3 Operates stopwatch and recorder to time scratch tape
4 Makes arrangements to produce duplicates of tape
5 Gives instructions to sound crew to direct audio recording

3 Operates tape recorder to record lesson simueinon
3 Operates tape recorder to record class proceedings

Operates magnetic erasing machine to erase audiotapes
Operates high speed duplicator to produce copies of
audiotapes
Presses tone button on cue to put signal on tape
Watches meter to ensure appropriate volume
Operates tape recorder to produce recording

3 Operates two tape recorders to make duplicate audiotapes

3 Operates tape recorder and record player to produce
audiotapes from records

3 Operates tape recorder and TV to make tapes of TV programs

3 Operates movie projector and recorder to record audio from

film
3 Operates tape recorder and projector to make synchronized

audiotape
3 Sets up audio equipment to prepare for recording
3 Reads script aloud to produce scratch tape
3 Times scratch tape to assess length of tape
4 Mixes narration tape and sound to produce finished tape
3 Checks audio equipment to prepare for recording
4 Chooses record to be background music for tape
.E Evaluates scrip, to choose appropriate music and effects

PRODUCTION OF TV RECORDINGS

Lifts and carries props to arrange set for taping
4 Operates TV carnera to video record ITV lesson
3 Prepares videotape recoroer set-up to ready for recording
3 Sets up videotape recorder to prepare for taping
3 Sets up mikes to prepare for tapino
3 Sets up portable camera to prepare for taping
4 Operates videotape . ecorder to record production
3 Sets up lights to prepare for taping
4 Gives signals to talent and crew to direct production
4 Rehearses presentation to direct videotape recording

production
Directs talent and crew to direct ITV production

3 Surveys classrr m to determine set arrangement
4 Operates videotape recorder to record programs from network

PRODUCTION OF CAI MATERIALS

Operates computer terminal to store program in memory
5 Analyzes steps in flow chart to translate into computer

language



PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURES

5 Gives instruction to camera crew to direct shots to be taken
5 Gives instructions to talent to direct action for shots
5 Discusses with film editor to explain him concepts

Operates motion picture camera to record action
Operates motion picture projector to preview raw footage
Uses film splicer to splice raw footage
Operates sound equipment to record sound

3 Splices film to produce continuous footage
3 Prepares camera to ready for shooting
3 Prepares sound equipment to ready for shooting
4 Organizes shot breakdown to provide shot sequences
5 Analyzes script to write shot breakdown
5 Edits film footage to produce final film

PRODUCTION OF CONTOUR MAP

,Draws lines on fiberglass base to outline map
Cuts pieces of styrofoam to build contours
Glues pieces of styrofoam to build contours

3 Uses paintbrush and paint to paint in topographical features

GETTING APPROVAL OF MATERIALS

5 Discusses with specialists to have rough cut approved

DESIGN OF ARTWORK /LAYOUT

3 Gives instructions to have brochure designed
4 Discusses with art department to assign color and lettering

Arranges letters and picture to produce artwork
Measures picture to produce scale drawing
Draws scale diagram to serve as blueprint
Traces lines on master to prepare illustrations
Uses color lift process to make visual

3 Lays out design on finished form to prepare to make chart
3 'Masks tissue over visual to indicate image area
4 Uses compasses. paint, and brushes to paint pictures
4 Draws rough sketches to design title frames
4 Designs layout to design record sleeve
4 Sketches rough visuals to illustrate course outline
4 Draws oric, -rlcartcons to illustrate materials
3 Chooses appropriate colors to illustrate chart
4 Chooses colors and styles to give continuity to presei-rt:on

PRODUCTION OF PROTOTYPE DEVICES

5 Writes technical specifications for contract to initiate
production devices

5 Designs basic parameters of device to specify for production
5 Wates guidelines to specify minimum specifications fo

equipment

PRODUCTION OF MULTIPLE COPIES / PROTOTYPE
MATERIALS

4 Gives instructions to have multiple comes produced
4 Coils production departmcriL to have prototype produced
5 Gives instructions for producing artwork
5 Assesses draft training materials to make production decision
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ORGANIZATION OF COMFONENTS

Arranges materials in sequence to organize in prescribed order
Arranges slides in sequence to organize in prescribed order

4 Analyzes script to assign pauses and tape stops
4 Arranges storyboard cards by main ideas to assign frame

numbers
4 Rearders script to folio.. :ifications
4 Sequence_ slides to m, n

4 Rewrites portions of sc words existing visuals
3 Listens to scratch tape I,. .Jio and visuals
5 Discusses with author to ge; ,..pproval of storyooard
5 Views sequences of film to approve rough cut

EVALUATION-SELECTION OUTCOMES.

MONITORING OF EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Tests equipment to insure operating condition
Tests levels on mikes to ensure quality o; sound
Monitors audio dials to make adjustments in level

3 Monitors sound from location to check quality
3 Observes monitor to adjust set and camera
3 Observes set on monitors to adjust set and lighting
4 Observes equipment in operation to assess performance
3 Operates each component to test working order

VERIFICATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM
COMPONENTS

4 Calls unit head to determine accuracy of materials
Checks slides produced to insure order filled
Checks pictures against script to insure all visuals present

3 Listens to recording to insure accuracy
4 Proofreads copy to check for errors
3 Checks course materials to insure correct catalog notations
4 Checks shot segments to insi_7er all taken
4 Reads print-ou check program

SUPPORT-SUPPLY OUTCOMES.

,_IZATION OUTCOMES.

!TILIZATION-DISSEMINATION OUTCOMES.



COMPETENCIES
FOR TECHNICIANS

IN
INSTRUCTIONAL

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

ORGANIZATIO" MANAGEMENT OUTCOMES.

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT C JTCOMES

INTERACTION WITH INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS

3 Schedules meeting with direct_:rs to discuss proposal
4 Attends staff evaluation session to lead discussion
5 Summarizes points made to lead evaluation session
5 Writes suggestions to lead evaluation session
5 Chooses subject matter to encourage seninar discussion
5 Speaks with client group to develop rapport with group
5 Speaks with individual members to reduce specific innibitions

5 Spec -s to project directors to persuade to produce
presentation

5 Listen:. to student to initiate conversation
3 Drives to schools to consult with Teachers
5 Advises students to better master teacher relations
5 Explains materia; to evaluators to lead evaluation session
5 Shows materials to teachers to lead evaluation session

RESEARCH-THEORY OUTCOMES.

11N AL`..'S1S OF DATA

Speaks with researcher to understand dal to be analyzed

5 Supervises 5e,s, nnel to ensure correct data analysis
4 Compares test group with control to analyze effects of

treatment
4 Operates calculator to perform statistical analysis
4 Reads statistical Tables to perform statistical analysis
4 Computes money time saved to deter tilt cost effectiveness

4 Drides cost by market determine unit product cost

5 Sets up data processing procedure to analyze data
5 Analyzes data to measure effects of treatments
5 Translate nata into formula To perform statistical analysis
5 Analyzes .dent errors to evaluate lesson tutor strategies
5 Analyzes tes: results tc orripute effectiveness of television

5 Performs statistical an, rsis on data to quantify teacher
behavior

5 Performs statistical analysis to measure teacher attitude
5 Performs statistical analysis to analyze data

INTERPRETATION OF DATA

5 Compiles suggestions of educators to suggest new products
4 Compares data analysts with tables to determine significance

of data
5 Compares solutions, informa: on to evaluate proposed

-7olutions
5 AnalyzeS reality test results to rense model
5 Examines objectives, data analysis to interpret meaning of data

5 Analyzes tutorial strategies to identify common elements

5 Analyzes tutorial strategies to identify suci essful elements

5 Compares observed behavior to model to identify teacher
behavior problems

5 Interprets analyzed data to identify most effective technioue
5 Identifies similar products to determine competition
5 Evaluates new product specifications to akon with eclucaponal

expectations
Evaluates changes in products to der,- rIIIT1!7 effect on

educational application

DESIGN OUTCOMES.

ANALYSIS AND DESCRIPTION OF LEARNERS

4 Writes letters to past students to develop student profile
Discusses with client to define targe, population
Dscusses with client to determine group size and character
Tabu. es responses from letters to develop student profile
Tabulates information to develop instructor profile

5 Analyzes potential audience to state assumptions about
l,Jrners

ANALYSIS AND DESCRIPTION OF CONTENT

5 Disiusses with content specialists to assist in instructional
program desigri

5 Discusses with content experts to understand content
5 Discusses with client to reconcile conflicts in data
5 Discusses with content specialists to identify appropriate pans

of course
3 Visits locality to obta background information
5 Analyses research on ITV to identify relevant factors
4 Reads material provided to separate into major ideas
4 Writes summary of major ideas to orqdii re content
4 Defines entry behavior of students to determine content
5 Analyzes script to identify major ideas
5 Writes rough outline of content to develop course content
5 Analyzes objectmes;flow chart to write content odthrie
5 Analyzes current content to decide if teaches to objectives
5 Analyzes curent content to determine procedures learner must

do
5 Evaluates course outline to identify coherent segments
5 Analyzes areas to identify curriculum topics

DESIGN OF PRE- AND POST-TESTS

5 Analyzes objectives to write pre and post tests
5 Analyzes test construction to list characteristico
5 Designs sample tests to prov de models for instruction
5 Analyzes objectives to write pre-test

PRODUCTION OUTCOMES.

EVALUATION-SELECTION OUTCOMES.

ASSESSMENT OF PEOPLE

5 Loserves teacher behavior to note improvements in teacher
oehavior

5 Codes student behavior to determine teaching effectiveness
5 Obs,,veS teacher behavior to determine training effectiveness
5 Compares old form/new responses to identify improved

teacher behavior



ASSESSMENT OF MATERIALS

3 Selects time and date to preview presentation
4 Reads memos from teachers to determine materials needs
4 Calls teachers in one school to evaluate materials
4 Calls sh..dentstteacher in a class to evaluate material
4 Asks questions to determine application/use
4 Discusses with staff to clarify materials needs
4 Requests content specialists to have them preview old films
4 Discusses with teacher to evaluate materials available
4 Discusses with teaching personnel to evaluate success of

course
5 Asks students questions to determine if objectives are me:
4 AnalyYes technical quality to reject "Dor quality items
4 Previews old films to evaluate phys,:al condition
4 Analyzes produced visuals to evaluate g..ality
4 Previews presentation to evaluate presentation
4 Listens to tape to evaluate sound quality
5 Analyzes present curriculum needs to reject irrelevant items
5 Analyzes future curriculum seeds to reject irrelevant items
5 Compares with teachers needs to reject irrelevant items
5 Combines factors to eliminate obvious rejects
5 Des Tins evaluation forms to evaluate effectiveness of course
5 Analyzes program to assess logical development
5 Evaluates slides and tape to improve quality of material
5 Evaluates take to accept or reject film
5 Observes run-through to suggest improvements in film
5 Views material to do initial screening

Operates movie projector to preview film
4 Plays back videotape to check quality of recording
5 Pilot tests materials to evaluate effectiveness of materials
5 Teaches course to evaluate effectiveness of materials
5 Observes student behavior to evaluate presentation

effectiveness
5 Ar.alwes question, answers to evaluate presentation

nffectiveness

ASSESSMENT OF TECHNIQUES

5 Discusses with student to evaluate combined activities
5 Discusses with student to evaluate suggectirql activities
5 Evaluates pilot performance to evaluate program effectiveness
5 Designs pre- and post -tests to evaluate effectiveness of

program
3 Evaluates draft progrart.. 'rt assess methodology used

SUPPORT-SUPPLY OUTCOMES.

UTILIZATION OUTCOMES.

UTILIZATION-DISSEMINATION OUTCOMES.

DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMATION

Mails copy of WO. K order to inform instructor
Sorts incoming mail to distribute in boxes
Circulates flyers to inform staff of new products
Lists operating flaws in equipment to inform repair technician
Writes notifications to inform teacher of film arrival
Distrbutes information to get information to employees

3 transmits report to diziseminate research findings
3 Collates project literature to give materiels to visitor
3 Writes notice to publicize demonstration
4 Compiles list of recommended equipment to inform staff
4 Lists recommended equipment per unit to inform staff
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4 Lists recommended manufacturers to inform staff
4 Writes instructions to inform prodjction units
5 Writes memos to staff to inform on progress of course
5 :Mitres report to management to inform on progress of course

-5 Assesses cost benefits of training to inform management
5 Translates technical language to describe project to

management,customer
5 Writes report on project to present )rogress to management,'

customer
5 Edits report on protect to dissemniate findings
5 Develops new procedures to route information
5 Writes reports to disseminate findings
5 Conducts briefings to inform on progress of course
4 Writes summary of data to report to supervisor

Distributes messages received to inform staff
Sends notification to reguestor to inform of date scheduled

3 Sends reactions to producers to inform producers
3 Sends suggestions to director to inform director of needs
4 Circulates information to inform staff of materials and

equipment

DISCUSSION (TWO-WAY INTERACTION)

4 Uses telephone to answer service questions
Converses with supervisor to discuss repair

5 Discusses with client group to answer qui:- ;ions regarding
evaluation

5 Discusses micro teachin principles to prepare teacher for
taping

5 Discusses with studer 75 to clarify issues
5 Discusses with visitor to answer questions
5 Listens to visitors/studentiteacher discussion to provide help if

needed
5 Discusses with visitor to summarize activities
5 Discusses with students to clarify media principles
5 Discusses with student to exolain di:fer- activities
5 Critiques videotape with teacher .ea;hing behavior
5 Observes teacher teaching to identi;, cnanges in behavior
5 Conducts seminar to encourage discussion

TEACHING (FORMAI INTERACTION)

5 Designs conference to inform management of changes
4 Gives instructions to students to orient them to pilot test
4 Discusses with students to clarify elements of composition
4 Discusses with students to clarify lenses/setting decisions
4 Supervises use of camera to provide experience in photography
4 Discusses pictures to clarify principles of composition /setting
5 Discusses with teacher to suggest behavior improvements
5 Speaks to management and customer to present departmental

progress
5 Supervises training conferences to teach new teacher

behaviors
Operates slide projector to make presentation on project

4 Gives directions to students to assist in equipment operation
5 Gives lectures to inform students
5 Teaches over CCTV to instruct in media production
5 Advises students to assist in making media presentation
5 Advises students to assist in multi-media presentation,
5 Administers pre- and posttests to reinforce teaching
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3 Shows how to replace bulbs to inform aides 5 Discusses with student/parent to explain student progress

3 Explains operation of equipment to inform instructor 5 Discusses with teacher to explain student behavior not being

4 Teaches preventive maintenance to inform repairmen met

3 Shows how to operate dictaphone to instruct students 5 Discusses with teacher to explain teacher behavior causing

4 Demonstrates equipment operation to train student workers problem

5 Describes microteaching to inform student teachers 5 Discusses with principal to explain suggestions made to teacher

5 Explains tasks to be done to train staff 5 Discusses with teacher to make further suggestions

5 Encourages writing of objectives to teach thru active learning 5 Discusses with product planners to inform of educational

5 Encourages writing of objectives and tests to teach thru needs

active learning 5 Speaks to technical workers to explain PERT chart
5 Speaks to student to explain pcst-test

EXPLANATION (INFORMAL INTERACTION) 5 Speaks to teacher to receive request to consult
5 Speaks to architects in person to explain facilities needs

Writes date and name on card to inform requestor Drives visitor to school to show project in °per ution

3 Uses telephone to answer routine questions 5 Instructs group to explain facilitator role

4 Converses with assistants to advise on repairs 5 Instructs group to explain content 'process difficulties

4 Talks with teacher to inform of procedure 5 Advises students to inform on courses to take

4 Discusses with teacher to explain references sources 4 Discusses with teachers to inform on materials and equipment

4 Speaks to visitor or superior to receive request for information 5 Instructs client group to explain purposes of evaluation

4 Calls producers to ireorm of mistakes in product 5 InStructs client group to explain role of evaluator

4 Calls colleagues to inform of staff needs 5 Instructs customer in II to define problems in process

4 Calls placement agency to inform of staff need-. 5 Instructs customer in II to define changed concepts of

4 Speaks to ::.!chnical workers to inform of deauiines instruction

5 Discusses with client group to create non-threatening 5 Instructs customer in II to define effects on curriculum

evaluation 5 Instructs customer in Ij to define new role of testing

5 Discusses with student to explain logistic aspects of learning 5 Instructs visitor to describe layout of classroom

ability 5 Serves on committees to disseminate information on media

5 Discusses with student to explain unique components of 5 instructs teacher to suggest alternative behaviors

learning ability 5 Instructs supervisor to explain use of material

5 Discusses with student to explain assessment procedures 5 Advises teachers to inform of materials available

5 Discusses .vith student to explain handling of materials 5 Advises on film making techniques to inform staff
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